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A COMPARISON OF HIGH-PERFORMANCE SHORT-DURATION 
AND REPEATED-SEASONAL GRAZING SYSTEMS 
JERRY DA YID VOLESKY 
Six replications of 1-herd 16-subunit High-Performance Short­
Duration (HPSDG) and Repeated-Seasonal (RSG) (May-Sep.) grazing system 
treatments were compared during 1983 and 1984 at the Cottonwood Range 
and Livestock Research Station located in western South Dakota. Calves 
and lambs were allotted to the experimental pastures in sets approxi­
mately equal on an animal unit basis. Animal numbers were adjusted 
with put-and-take sets to attain planned forage levels for �ach cycle 
of rotation in HPSDG and comparable end of season forage use levels in 
both treatments. The HPSDG system was operated with four cycles of 
rotation that had 1, 2, 2 and 3 occupation days and 15, 30, 30 and 45 
planned nonuse days during cycles one through four, respectively. 
Animal performance and production, diet composition and quality, vege­
tation, standing crop dynamics, forage utilization, soil compaction, and 
emergence, growth and developmental characteristics of key plant species 
were studied. 
Seasonal average daily gains (ADG) of both RSG calves and lambs 
were greater during 1983 (0.52 vs. 0.39 kg/d and 72.6 vs. 45.4 g/d), and 
RSG calf ADG was greater during 1984 (0.68 vs. 0.62 kg/d) (P<.05). 
Attained stocking rates were 24 and 21% higher in HPSDG during 1983 and 
1984, respectively, resulting in greater calf and combined (calf+ lamb) 
gain per hectare in the HPSDG treatment during 1984 (P<.05). Diet 
- iii -
quality, as estimated from fecal nitrogen, was better for the RSG 
livestock, (P<.05). Diet composition data show the compatibility of the 
calf and lamb combination in both grazing systems treatments with calves 
selecting western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii Rydb.) and annual 
grasses and lambs selecting shortgrasses (buffalograss (Buchloe 
dsctyloides (Nutt.) Engelm.) and blue grama (Boutelous gracilis (H. B.K. ) 
Lag. ex Griffiths)). 
Distinct changes in standing crop and apparent forage use before 
and after subunit occupation were quantified in HPSDG as well as at 
selected dates in RSG. In 1984, peak live plus recent-dead stand1ng 
crop was observed on August 24 in an ungrazed treatment (2080 kg/ha), 
July 20 in RSG (1358 kg/ha) and immediately before subunit occupation 
during cycle 4 in HPSDG (1472 kg/ha). Western wheatgrass and short­
grasses accounted for about 80 to 82% of this peak standing crop in all 
three treatments. End of season use estimates of western wheatgrass 
were not different between treatments (P>.05), but use of the two short­
grasses was higher in HPSDG (P<. 05). 
Soil compaction in RSG and HPSDG was similar on the delineated 
strata subject to the greatest amount of animal traffic. This strata 
(closest to water; HPSDG center) however, accounted for a substantially 
larger portion of the total HPSDG pasture than it did in RSG. 
Densities, heights, number of leaves and length of first leaves 
of western wheatgrass tillers were not different in RSG and HPSDG 
treatments (P>. 05). 
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1 . 0 INTRODUCTION 
Grazing systems, along with kind and proportiqn of 
grazing animals, spatial grazing distribution, season of 
grazing and stocking rate are the critical variables of 
grazing management. Furthermore, grazing systems can be 
1 
defined as the manipulation of: periods of occupation, per­
iods o f  nonuse, and stocking density within the grazing 
period and their sequence between years in order to control 
the timing, frequency and intensity o f  defoliation of forage 
species in order to optimize forage production, animal pro­
duction, and/or other ecosystem values (Lewis, 1982a). In 
recent years, much attention has been directed towards the 
use of intensively managed systems referred to as "short­
duration", "time-controlled", "controlled" or "rapid-
rotation", all operated under similar principles. Of part ic-
ular interest to ranch managers in these troubled economic 
times, has been the claim that proper implementation o f  a 
short-duration system will, as a rule, result in a two- fold 
increase in livestock carrying capacity (Savory, 1978). 
However, quantitative data supporting this claim are rela­
tively scarce. 
The basic principles of these intensively managed 
short-duration systems are European in origin (Voisin, 1959) 
and many variations have evolved over the years with appli-
cations in numerous range ecosystems worldwide. This has 
contributed to much confusing terminology and questions as 
. 2 
to which system or variation of a system is most suitable for 
a particular kind of range or grazing management situation. 
The widespread implementation of short-duration 
grazing systems in the United States beginning in the mid-
1970's prompted seriously needed· experimentation to evaluate 
various short and long-term aspects of this grazing system. 
Additionally, experimentation was needed to determine: 1) the 
optimum length of occupation period; 2) the optimum utiliza­
tion of the key species at each occupation; 3) the optimum 
nonuse period; 4) the variation in the above optima by range 
site, by year, by dates within year and by utilization level; 
5) the best way to provide the flexibility which is needed; 
and 6) the cost effectiveness of the system (Lewis et al., 
1982b). 
The objectives of this study, conducted at the 
Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station and reported 
herein, were to evaluate the effect of a High-Performance 
Short-Duration grazing system compared with a Repeated­
Seasonal grazing system on stocking rate; animal performance 
per animal and per area; diet composition and quality; stand­
ing crop dynamics; above-ground net primary production; 
cumulative effects on emergence, growth and developmental 
characterics of key forage species; spatial patterns of 
tiller defoliation; and soil compaction; when managed for 
similar levels of utilization. The study was designed with 
several replicates of small size in order to answer basic 
questions and to assess the need for further research on a 
size scale for direct application to ranches. 
3 
2 . 0  REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2. 1 Grazing Systems 
2. 1. 1  Histor ical Perspectives 
4 
In the United States, the need for controlling 
livestock grazing to prevent excessive use of forage plants 
was first recognized and reported during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries. At that time, unrestricted 
grazing of ranges was common and resulted in rapid deterior-
at ion of the range resource . Appropr iately, it was at this 
time that the profession of range management established 
itself as a science and active investigat ions designed 
to control livestock use through management systems were 
in itiated (Stoddart et al., 1975) . As early as 1895, Smith 
(1895) tested deferred and alternate grazing to provide for 
the improvement of deteriorated range in central Texas. 
Sampson (1913) reported preliminary results of a system of 
deferred and rotation graz ing based on the growth require­
ments of vegetation that would naturally reseed overgrazed 
port ions of sheep range. Jard ine and Anderson (19 19) further 
discussed this plan of grazing and strongly recommended it 
where feas ible. 
During the period 1915 to 1940, studies were initi­
ated in Kansas (Anderson, 1940), North Dakota (Sarv is, 1941), 
Colorado (Hanson et al. , 1931) and Alberta (Clarke et al. , 
1943) to evaluate var ious aspects of deferred graz ing and 
rotation grazing plans. In most cases, improvement of the 
5 
vegetation was realized when deferred grazing was incorpor­
ated with rotation grazing which in turn lended itself to an 
increase in carrying capacity. However, gains per animal 
were not increased . Sampson (1951), in introducing a sympo-
sium on grazing systems, clarifie� and defined deferred 
grazing as a deferment of cropping until after seed maturity; 
rotational grazing as a systematic shifting of livestock at 
desirable intervals to different subunits without specific 
provisions for seed production; and deferred-rotation grazing 
as a combination of the two where the deferment of a pasture 
is rotated over the years. As a rule, ranges which have been 
improved through deferred grazing are maintained i� good 
condition by rotation grazing under proper stocking (Sampson, 
1951) . Hormay (1970) described a more complex rest-rotation 
plan which included the systematic resting (year-long nonuse) 
of management subunits as well as periods of deferment. 
There was minimal use of grazing systems on either 
public or private rangeland before World War I I. After World 
War II however, public land management agencies began requir­
ing the use of specialized grazing systems, many of which 
were adopted or modified from the previously mentioned 
researchers. 
Worldwide, the recogn·tion of the importance of 
grazing systems had begun even earlier. The management of 
the Hema Reserves in the Middle East over 1400 years ago 
included protection from grazing and mowing of some tracts 
6 
and the regulation of the amount and the seasonal distribu-
tion of grazing and mowing of others (Drasz, 1978). Voisin 
(1959) reported documentation of several o f  the principl es of 
short-duration grazing systems as early as 1777 by James 
Anderson in Scotland. A variety of grazing system types have 
been used for many years and have been researched in coun­
tries throughout Europe, in Australia, and New Zealand as 
well as in other locations worldwide . In the Soviet Un ion, 
Larin (1962) reported more than 30 experiments comparing what 
he referred to as "systematic " versus "nonsystematic "  grazing 
schemes throughout a ll natural regions of the country between 
1930 and 1934. 
The term grazing system, in it broadest sense, 
includes the graz ing methods associated with nomadic herdsmen 
who for centuries, have based the movement of their livestock 
, on the quantity of forage available and the quality in rela­
tion to the changing seasons. Platou and Tueller (1985) have 
associated the migratory patterns of native ungulates with 
the descriptor "natural grazing systems " and emphasized how 
these have resulted from the coevolution o f  the plants and 
native ungulates. They also suggested how comparison and 
evaluation o f  these salient plant and animal features re­
sulting from evolution could suggest characteristics which 
should be retained in a livestock management system to main­
tain the efficiency inherent in natural grazing systems. 
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2.1.2 Purpose 
Heady ( 1975) emphasized some of the characteristics 
and objectives needed in a good grazing system. These char­
acters and objectives (adapted f�om Heady, 1975) can be out­
lined as follows: 
I. A good grazing system should: 
a) Take into account pl ant physiology and life history. 
b) Be suited to kinds of plants present. 
c) Be adapted to soil conditions to preclude puddling. 
d) Improve range condition and forage production by 
favoring desired plants. 
e) Not be detrimental to animal gains. 
f) Be practical to implement in a ranching operation. 
II. Objectives sought in a good grazing system are: 
a) Restoration of forage pl ant vigor. 
b) Allowing plants to produce seed. 
c) Heav ier and more uniform utilization. 
d) Increased animal production. 
The above outl ine, for the most part, ideally 
summarizes the purpose of grazing systems. Lewis (1982b) in 
a segment of a definition of a grazing system, stresses 
optimization of forage production, animal production and/or 
other ecosystem values. He further stressed that grazing 
systems should be tail ored to the requirements of each oper­
ation and must be flexible to adapt to unforeseen changes in 
the growth and nutritional value of the vegetation, to market 
fluctuations and to various other emergencies in management. 
Savory and Parsons (1980) and Savory (1983) essen­
tially elaborated and emphasized the same basic ideas of 
Heady (1975) as a selling point for what they bel ieved to be 
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an optimum or ideal grazing system. 
The Arizona Interagency Range Committee ( 1973) (in 
Kothmann, 1980) listed the objectives of various grazing 
systems as the distribution of utilization, restoration of 
vegetation on sacrifice areas, maintenance of forage density 
and composition, meeting nutritional needs of and avoiding 
stress on livestock, reduction of supplemental feeding and 
minimization of labor costs. Lewis (1969) included grazing 
systems as one of several dependent factors that can be 
manipulated to induce range ecosystem progression. 
2.1. 3 General Classification and Terminology 
Lewis ( 1981, 1982a and 1984) defined grazing manage­
ment as a part of the management of the grazing food web 
involving the manipulation of: kinds and proportion of 
grazing animals, spatial grazing distribution, season of 
grazing, stocking rate, and grazing system. Furthermore, 
grazing system is defined as a part of grazing management 
involving the manipulation of: periods of occupation, per­
iods of nonuse, and stocking density within the grazing 
period and their sequence· between years in order to control 
the timing, frequency and intensity of defoliation of forage 
species in order to optimize forage production, animal 
production, and/or other ecosystem values, subject to eco­
nomic and physical constraints and managerial preferences 
(Lewis, 1982a, b, 1983a and 1984). Other sources, Range 
Term Glossary Committee ( 1974), Lacey and Van Poollen 
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( 1 979), Gray et al. ( 1982) , Heady ( 1970), and Kothmann 
( 1980) all somewhat similarly defined graz ing system al­
though not as complete in detail as in Lewis ' de finition. 
Heady ( 1970) emphasiz ed that the grazing of seeded pastures, 
crested wheatgrass for example, is an indispensible part of 
a rancher ' s  feeding program, but should not be confused with 
the range graz ing systems. Grazing systems as defined by 
Lewis can be applied to all types of forages that are grazed 
by animals . 
Major confusion exists in the classification and 
nomenclature of graz ing systems as well as the associated 
and descriptive terminology of those grazing systems. The 
descriptor short-duration for example, can be associated 
with rotational systems, but a rotation system is not neces-
sarily of short duration. Standardization is imperative in 
order to make correct comparisons and interpretations from 
the immense world- wide collection o f  literature related to 
grazing systems (Lewis, 1983a). Kothmann ( 1980) indicated 
that many reviewers have summarized literature comparing 
general groups of systems with no regard to the specific kind 
of grazing system being considered. In an attempt to clarify 
some of the associated terminology, Heady ( 196 1 and 197 0), 
Scarnecchia ( 1985), Scarnecchia and Kothmann ( 1982 ) , Gray 
et al. ( 1982), Kothmann ( 197 4 and 1980 ) ,  Hodgson (197 9 )  
and the Range Term Glossary Committee ( 1974 )  among others, 
have published approaches to define and standardiz e  some of 
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these terms . Heady ( 1970 ) stressed the tightening of termin-
ology by using the terms deferred, rest, rotation and con­
tinuous to refer only to manipulations of grazing periods. 
Information on grazing system classification is much 
more limited .  A general grouping made by Heady ( 196 1 )  sep-
arated continuous and specialized systems . Continuous inclu-
ded both year-long and season-long grazing while specialized 
included rotation, deferred, rest-rotation and deferred­
rotation . Lewis ( 1969 ) developed a relat 1 vely simple clas-
sification key w hich delineated seven systems. These included 
continuous, deferred, rotational-deferment, def e rred­
rotation, rest, rest-rotation and rotational grazing systems . 
Kothmann ( 1974 ) pointed out that several of these terms may 
not be applicable to any particular grazing system, but gen-
erally refer to a category of systems. Lacey and Van 
Poollen ( 19 79 ) descr.ibed a dichotomous key for the c_lass ifi-
cation of grazing systems. Their key, based on a concept 
from Lewis ( 1969 ) ,  identified 14  different grazing systems . 
Hodgson ( 1979 ) suggested avoidance of single words 
or short phrases to describe specific and often complex 
routines of graz ing management. Primary delineations made 
by Hodgson ( 1979 ) included continuous stocking (an i mals k ept 
on an area continuously), set-stock i ng (constant number of 
animals for the whole or major part of a grazing season) 
and rotational grazing (regular sequence of graz i ng and rest 
for particular areas of the pasture) .  Additional management 
1 1  
details that should be included in the descript ion were 
classes of livestock (separate or mixed), duration of the 
per iod of use of an area of land for cutting or gra zing and 
information on the time scale of occupation and nonuse 
per iods w i t h i n  a rotational syste�. 
Lewis ( 1983b) developed a more descriptive and de­
tailed key that will be used for unif ication of the subse-
quent dicussion of gra zing systems . The key by Lewis (Table 
1 )  u s e d  o c c u p a t i o n  p e r i o d s , n o n us e  p e r i o d s , g r a z i n g a n i m a l 
c o n c en t r a t i o n i n d e x  a n d  s t o c k i n g  d e n s i t y as  t h e f o u r  v a r i a­
b l e s  t o  c l a s s i fy t he k i n d s  o f  g r az i n g s y s t e m s . 
T ab l e  1 
C l a s s i f i c a t i o n o f  k i n d s  o f  g r a z i n g  s ys t em s . 1 
= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 .  Co■posed of  more  than one s i ng le  gra z ing sys te■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I .  COttB INfD 
1 . Co■posed of on l y  a s i ng le  gr a z i ng system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
2 .  A l l  subun i ts ( pas tures ) gra zed 2 t i 1es or less each year ( Long-Du r a t ion Sys tems ) 3 
2 .  A l l  subuni ts  ( pa s tures ) g r a z ed 2 t i  es or more each year ( Ro t a t i on Systeas ) . . . . 12  
3 .  Subun i ts (pastures )  g r a zed  a t  the saae season each  year  ( F i xed-Season Sys teas ) . 4 
3 .  Subuni ts (pastures )  gra z ed a t  d i f feren t seasons i n  di f feren t years ( Va r i ab l e-Season Syste s ) . 5 
4 .  Subun i ts ( pastures )  grazed for the en t i re period tha t gr a z i ng is poss ib le  each year 
= > . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I .  CONTINUOUS 
4 .  Subun i ts ( pastures )  gra zed for on l y  par t of the gra z i ng season . . . . .  III . REPEATED-SEASONAL 
S .  onuse t i■ed to bene f i t i ■po r t an t  r ange p l an ts ( Bene f i c i a l  Honuse or De feraen t )  6 
S .  Honuse no t  so t i■ed (Abene f i c i a l  Nonuse ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1  
6 .  Benef ic i a l  nonuse sel ec ted for cer t a i n  subun i ts ( Selec ted Bene f i c i a l  Nonuse ) . 7 
6 .  Ben e f ic ia l  nonuse rota ted a■ong subun i ts ( Ro ta ted Bene f ic ia l  onuse ) . . . . . 8 ., I • 
., I • 
onuse for an en t i re y ea r  . . . . . . . . IV. SELECTED YEARLONG BENEFICIAL N USE 
onuse for on l par t o f  a year . . . . . . . V .  SELECTED SEASO ONG BEHEF ICIAL H<lHUSE 
8 .  Monuse for an en t i re y ea r  ( Ro t a ted-Res t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9 
ti o .  onuse for pa r t  o f  a year { Ro ta ted-Oe fer 1en t )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0  
9 .  Gr a z i ng An i 1al Concen t r a t i on I nde.: ( GAC I J 2 o r  less . . .  YI . DISPERSED ROTATED-REST 
9 .  GAC I ore than 2 bu t less than 6 . . . . . . . . . VII .  SOtIDISPERSED ROTATED-iEST ------------- -------------------- -------- - - - ------------------------------------------- ------- -------
( c on t  r nued ) 
1 2  
Tab le  1 { con t i nued ) 
1 0 .  GAC I 2 or less . . . . . . . . . . VIII .  DISPERSED ROTATED-DEFERHEHT 
1 0 .  GACI more than 2 bu t l ess than 6 IX . SEHIDISPERSED ROTATED-DEFERnENT 
1 1 .  G r a zed when bes t for g r a z i n g  . . X. SEASONAL-SUITABILITY 
1 1 .  G r a z i ng  not so t i med . . . . . . . XI. INTERHITTENT 
1 2 .  GAC I less than 6 ( Low-Concen t r a t i on Ro t a t i on )  . . . . . . . . . . .  1 3  
1 2 .  GACI 6 or 1ore (H igh-Concen t r a t i on Rota t i on )  . . . . . . . . . . .  1 4  
1 3 .  GAC I equa l t o  o r  less than 2 . . . . . . . . XI I .  DISPERSED LOW-CONCENTRATION ROTATION 
1 3 .  GACI more than 2 bu t l ess than 6 . . . . . . XIII .  SEHIDISPERSED LOW-CONCENTRATION ROTATIOH 
1 4 .  Occupa t ion per iod long enough to a l low mu l t i ple gra z i ng of a grass shoo t in one occupa t i on 
( In te rmedi a te-Du r a t i on )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  � . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 5  
1 4 .  Occupa t ion per i od shor t enough t o  p reven t mu l t ip le graz ing o f  a gr ass shoo t  in one occupa t ion  
{ Shor t - Du r a t i on )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 7  
1 5 .  Stoc k ing dens i ty h igh enough to ma x i  i r e regrow th s t imu l a t i on and for age use e f f i c iency and to  
mi n i m i ze se lec t i ve gr a z i ng ( H i gh U t i l i z a t i on Intermedi ate-Dur a t i on )  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6  
1 5 .  Stoc k i n g  dens i ty no t so ( o th e r  k inds o f  I n te r med i a te-Du r a t i on ) . 
1 6 .  Nonuse per i od l ong enough fo r  senescence o r  or t a l i ty of regr ow t h  
: )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  XIV . LO 6-NOHUSE HIGH-UTILIZATION IHTERHEDIATE-OURATIOH 
1 6 .  Nonuse per iod not so { other  k i nds of Nonuse High -U t i l i za t i on In termed i a te-Dur a t i on ) . 
1 7 .  S tocking dens i ty h i gh enough to max i  i ze regrow th s t i  u l a t i on and for age use e f f ic iency and to 
1 i n i 1 i z e  selec t i ve g r a z ing ( H i gh-Ut i l i z a t i on Shor t-Dur a t ion )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  18 
1 7 . S t oc k i ng dens i ty not so . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  lq 
1 8 .  Nonuse per i od sho r t  enough to s low r egr owth  . XV. SHORT-NOHUSE HIGH-UTILIZATION SHORT-DURATION 
1 8 .  Nonuse per iod n o t  so ( o th e r  k i nds of Nonuse High -U t i l i z a t ion Sho r t - Du r a t i on ) . 
1 9 .  S toc k i ng dens i t y  h i gh enough t o  op t i m i z e regrow t h  s t imu l a t ion , forage use e f f i c i ency and 
selec t i ve gra z ing { Hi gh -Pe r f o r ■ance Shor t -Dur a t ion ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
1 9 .  S toc k i ng dens i ty l ow enough t o  m i n im i z e  regrowth s t i  u l a t i on and fo r age use e f f i c i ency 
and a 1 i 1 i ze selec t i v e  gr a z i ng  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  XVI .  LOW-UTILIZATION SHORT-DURATION 
20 . Nonuse per iod sho r t  enough to s l ow r egrowth . XYI I . SHORT-NONUSE HIGH-PERFORftANCE SHORT-DURATION 
20 . onuse per iod no t  th i s  shor t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 1  
2 1 . Nonuse per i od l ong enough f o r  r ap i d  r egr ow t h  
= }  • • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • . • •  XVI II .  OPTIKU"-HOHUSE HIGH-PERfORJtAHCE SHORT-DURATION 
2 1 . onuse per i od l ong enough fo r  senescence and ■or tal i ty of regr owth  
= >  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  XIX. LONG-HONUS£ HIGH-P£RfORHANC£ SHORT-DURATION 
- = = = = = - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
1 F r o m  L ewis , 1 9 8 3 b . 
- = = = = = - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
S e v e r a l v a r i a t i o n s  a n d  fo rms o f  t h e p r e c e e d i n g  k e y  
h a v e  b e e n  m a d e  b y  L ew i s  ( 1 9 8 2 a , b ,  1 9 8 3 a  a n d  1 9 8 4 ) , a l l  u t i l ­
i z i n g  t he s imi l a r b a s ic c ri t e ria  a n d  c o n c e p t s . 
T h e  k e y  b y  L ew i s  ( 1 9 8 3 b ) u t i l i z e d t h e  t e rm s  d e fe r r e d , 
re s t , r o t a t i o n , e t c .  i n  a n  a d j e c t iv e  f o r m  t o  p r o v i de a 
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standard and relatively thorough distinction of that grazing 
system and appropriatel y, a reference to manipul ations of 
grazing periods as was emphasized by Heady ( 1970) . 
Descriptors referring to some of the anticipated 
results or goa l s (high utilization, high performance) are 
al so included with some of the system s. Booysen (1969) , 
Booysen and Tainton (1978) and Acocks (1966) simi l arly 
inc lude these in names of system s (High-Production, High­
Utilization and Non-Selective Grazing) . 
Combined system s, as classed by Lewis (1983b) are a 
combinat ion of two or more kind (s) of simple grazing systems 
operating on the same area . A grazing sy stem common l y  known 
as the Merri ll Four-Pasture System is an example of a 
combined system that integrates both continuous and rotated-
deferment system s .  All animals normally carried on four 
pastures are divided equa l l y among three pastures and grazed 
12 month s. The fourth pasture is not used for four months 
(Merri l l ,  1954 ) .  
The need for increased management and f l exibi l ity 
becomes apparent for any of the systems that fall into the 
intermediate or short-duration category. Needed changes in 
the nonuse period for example, brought about by the changing 
season or precipitation, wou ld be required to maintain the 
integrity and goal of the system. Fai l ure to do so could 
change the c l assi fication of the system to that o f  a less 
efficient system and have detrimental results . 
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I n  addition to the classification scheme, Lewis 
( 1984) outlined a set of grazing system gradients ( Tabl e  2) 
that are also very valuable in delineating some of the spe­
cifics of a grazing system. Grazing animal concentration 
index ( GACI) as �utlined in Table 2 is defined as the recip­
rocal of the grazing fraction, and grazing fraction is the 
fraction of land ( unit or units) in a single grazing system 
which is being grazed at any one time ( Lewis, 1984) . O ther 
terms that will be used in this paper relating to management 
of animal numbers i nc l ude : grazing pressure, which is the 
animal demand per unit weight of forage at any instant of 
time ; herbage allowance is the forage available per unit of 
animal demand ( Scarnecchia and Kothmann, 1982) ; stocking 
density is the relationship between number of animals and 
area of land at any instant of time; and stocking rate i s  the 
area of land which the operator has allotted to each animal 
unit for the entire grazable period of the year ( Range Term 
Glossary Committee, 1974) ; or the reciprocal, the number of 
animals of a specified class per unit of land ( Hodgson, 
1979). The latter definition is most useful when considering 
animal production from a grazing system and the former when 
considering the supply of forage per animal ( Shaw, 197 0). 
The most useful expression of stocking rate is the amount of 
animal forage demand per unit area ( AUM ' s/ha) . This was 
recommended by Scarnecchia and Kothmann ( 1982 ) . 
15 
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Tab le 2 
Grazing system g radients. 1 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - = = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A .  G r a z ing An i■al  Concen t r a t ion Inde x ( GAC I ) :  
1 1  tl and {2 : D i spersed 
2 )  t2 and { 6 : Semid isper sed 
3) t6 and { 1 6 : Semiconcen t ra ted 
2 )  tl6 : Concen t r a ted 
B. Occupa t i on Per i ods and Nonuse Per iods ( i n te r re l a ted var i ables ) . 
1 .  Oc cupa t ion Per iods 
a) Number of  occupa t i ons 
1 ) l : Un icyc le  
2 )  t2 : Hul t icyc l e  
b )  Dur a t i on o f  occupa t i on (poten ti a l  f o r  n u  ber o f  t i 1es t i l l e rs  a r e  g ra zed  dur i ng r ap i d  
grow th - i n terac ts w i th herbage a l l owance }  
1 ) l (£4  days ) : SHORT DURATION 
2 )  2 { ) 4  (25 day s )  : IN TERMEDIATE DURAT ION 
3 )  ) 5  (t25 day s )  : LONG DURATION 
c) Season of occupa t ion ( i n  re l a t ion to p l an t phenology ) .  
d )  Seasona l  Sequence be tween years 
l }  sa1e each year : F IXED-SEASON 
2) di f feren t seasons : VARIABLE-SEASON 
2 .  Nonuse Per iods 
a) Length 
I )  None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ZERO-NONUSE 
2) Shor t enough to r educe r egrow th r a te o f  g r azed t i l lers . . . . . . .  SHO R T -NONUSE 
3) Long enough for r ap id  reg ro t h , bu t shor t enough for h igh nu t r i t i ona l  
va lue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OP T IHUM-NONUSE 
4) Long enough t o  replen is h  food s tores , but a l so for for age ■a tur a t i on 
and dry 1a t ter d i sappea r ance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LONG-NO USE 
b) Season 
l )  Dor■an t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 
2 )  o t  p l anned t o  bene f i t  1ajor p l an t  taxa 
3 )  P l anned t o  bene f i t p l an t t a x a  
1 )  A l l  spec ies . 
= 1  
2 ) Spec ies group 
J ) Spec ies . . .  
c )  Seasona l  sequence 
DORMANT-SEASON NONUSE 
. ABENEF fCfAL NONUSE 
BENEF I C I AL- ONUSE 
. . 'ffAR-LONG 
GRO I NG-Sf ASO 
c;pec 1 fy 
. . spec1 fy 
1 )  Sa e each yea r  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  F I JED-SEASO� 
2) D i f feren t seasons in di f feren t years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  VAR fABLE-SEAso· - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
1 F rom Lewis, 1 984 . 
- - - - - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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The terminology associated with the physical descrip­
tion of grazing systems , particul arly short and intermediate­
duration systems , is often confusing. Subun it wi l l  be used 
to describe the enclosed subdivisions of the entire short­
duration system pasture or pastur� unit . Paddocks ( Voisin , 
1959 and 1962) , parcels (Leconte , 1982a , b) ,  strips , folds 
(Holmes et al. , 195 0) , camps (Bo oysen , 1969) , enclosures 
(Larin , 1962) , plots (Jamieson and Hodgson , 1979) or simp l y  
pastures (Taylo r et al., 198 0) have been used t o  describe 
subunits or the unit of land grazed or to be grazed at an y 
instant of t i me .  T he entire short-duration system un i t  was 
referred to as a cell (Savory, 1978 and 19� 3 ; Savory and 
Parson s , 198 0; Westmoreland et a l., 198 1 and Kirby and 
Bultsma, 1984). 
In addition to the cl assification scheme and out l i n e  
of gradients associated with grazing systems, Lew is ( 1984) 
stressed the awareness of specific details in order to ade­
quately define and describe various grazing systems (Table 3). 
Due to the multitude of varying f a ctors within a 
grazing system , these specifications as well as the des­
criptive gradients are desirable informational componen ts 
when defining and especially when evaluat ing grazing systems 
beca use systems of the same major kind may differ greatly in 
performance due to the spec ific details. 
Several of these grazing system gradients wi l l  be 
used in an a bbreviated form in the following discuss ion o f  
1 7  
- = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Tab le 3 
Grazing system specif icat ions. 1 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1) Graz ing period ( days and dates) 
2 )  Number of subunits 
3) Arrangement of subuni ts ( adjacent, unplanned ) 
4) Number of herds 
5) Duration of occupation ( constant or variable) 
6) Duration of nonuse ( constant or var i able) 
7) Occupations per year 
8) Graz ing animal concentrat ion index 
9) Re l ative grazing rate by season ( constant or vari ab l e) 
10) Criteria for leaving subunit ( date, pheno logy, use) 
11) Crit eria for length of nonuse period ( date, growth) 
12) Grazing pressure per occupation ( range of values) 
13) Use per occupation 
14) Terminal use 
15) Subunits added ( number and dates) 
16) Subun i ts skipped ( number and dates) 
17) Subunits mowed ( number and dates) 
18) Area with seasonal beneficial nonuse ( percent area) 
19) Area wit h  yearlong nonuse ( percent area) 
20) Sequence of seasonal beneficial nonuse 
21) Sequence of yearlong nonuse 
1 From Lew i s, 1984. 
grazing systems. The abbreviated form, adapted from Kothmann 
( 1974), consi sts of a numerical description of the four 
following factors : number of past ures or management subunits, 
number of herds, l ength of occupation per subunit and length 
of nonuse for any given subunit in the system . An example 
abbreviated form fol lowing a grazing system name might be 
(6-l : 28/140d) wh ich refers to a sys tem wit h  6 subunits, one 
herd, 2 8  days occupation per subunit and 140 days nonuse. 
Some graz ing systems have variable occupation and nonuse 
periods coinciding with the growth rat e  of the veget ation and 
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wil l have the range (x-x/x-xd) of occupation and nonuse days 
noted. If sufficient descriptive information was found, con-
fusing grazing system names in the l iterature were modified 
to follow the classification of Lewis (1983b) (Tabl e  1) to 
the point where a famil y  or categorica l name cou l d  be used. 
2. 2 Repeated-Seasonal Grazing and Related Grazing Systems 
Repeated- Seasona l Grazing (RSG) systems inc l ude 
those which allow continuous anima l occupation for only a 
part of the period during which grazing is feasible each 
year and that grazing period occurs at the same time each 
year (Lewis, 1983b). A sing l e  undivided pasture is invo lved 
allowing livestock access to the entire unit for the duration 
of the grazing period. RSG systems are c l ose l y  re l ated to 
and often have been confused with continuous grazing, but 
continuous differs in that the anima l occupation is for the 
entire period during which grazing is feasible each year and, 
depending on the geographica l l ocation, this cou l d  be from a 
few months to an entire year . Seasona l -suitability grazing, 
also c l ose l y  re l ated, differs in that grazing is p l anned for 
early season use of diverse vegetation types when they are 
mo s t  va l uab l e  for grazing. Continuous grazing and its 
re l ated derivations, were some of the earliest and most 
c omm o n l y  used types of systems and are sti l l abundant 
throughout all grazing regions (Gray et al . ,  1982) .  The 
reasons for their popu larity have been attributed to the ir  
managerial simplicity and relative successfulness in con-
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trast to the " specialized systems" (Holechek, 1983) . Because 
of these factors and their compatibility with seasonal 
changes, RSG systems are the most frequently used and appl ied 
in the Northern Great Plains. 
I n  the subsequent discussion, the period of occupa­
tion of RSG and continuous systems reviewed will be noted in 
parenthesis. 
2 . 3  High-Performance Short-Duration Grazing 
and Related Grazing Systems 
The short-duration group of grazi ng systems has the 
classification characteristics of having a grazing animal 
concentration index of six or more and the occupation period 
short enough to prevent multiple grazing of a grass shoot in 
one occupation. There are three members of the family of 
Short-Duration Grazing (SDG) systems delineated by length of 
nonuse periods (short, optimum and long) ( Lewis, 1983b) 
(Table 1) and three del ineated by utilization level (high, 
optimum and low) . A High-Performance Short- Duration grazing 
system (HPSDG) is one with optimum nonuse periods and optimum 
utilization levels. I t  should have a stocking density and 
grazing pressure high enough to optimize regrowth stimula­
tion, forage use efficiency and selective grazing and a 
nonuse period long enough to opt imize plant vigor and nutri­
tional va lue . 
Other rotation plans, in this sense related to the 
general pr inciples of short-durat ion grazing ( i e. a rela-
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tively rapid rotation through subunits) but described by a 
variety of terminology, have been implemented and used 
worldwide for some time . Their application on grazing lands 
in the United States however, did not begin until the mid-
197 0 ' s . One rotational plan was known first in South Africa 
as "Non-Selective Grazing" or the " Acocks-Howell plan", in 
which intensive grazing for two weeks or less was followed 
by ungrazed periods of six weeks to five months (Acocks, 
1966) . Later, in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), a similar plan was 
labeled "Short-Duration Grazing " (SDG) (Goodloe, 1969), and 
is the origin of the name used today. Voisin (1959, 1962), 
Larin ( 1 962), and Semple (1970) all describe such grazing 
plans i mp l e m e n t e d in various countries throughout the world, 
some of which are very similar or identical to the intermed­
iate and short--0uration types defined by Lewis (1983b) and 
others . Vois�n ( 1959, 1 962) was one of the first to through­
ly delineate and holistically discuss the aspects of what he 
termed "rational grazing" .  " Strip" or "belt" grazing are 
n am e s  commonly used in some of the European countries as well 
as New Zealand and Australia, again for the most part refer-
ring to some form of short-duration grazing. Larin ' s  (1962) 
report of pasture management practices in the Soviet Union 
used the name " pasture rotation " ,  defined as a system for the 
care and utilization of natural and sown pastures, based on a 
two or ma n y  year regime intended to maintain or increase 
pasture productivity. Larin used the terms "systematic plot-
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enclosure "  or " plot " grazing systems, but in addition, en­
couraged the use of other management practices such as 
mowing ,  fertilization and irrigation. 
2. 4 Integrative Discussion of R SG ,  HPSDG 
and Related Grazing Systems 
2 . 4. 1  Effect on the Grazing Animal 
2. 4 . 1. 1  Animal Behavior 
Animal behavior can be classified into several 
categories ; namely feeding, social, resting and sexua l 
behavior (Arave and Albright, 1981), all of which can be 
altered or inf luenced by a grazing system. Grazing behavior 
can be described as the foraging response elicited from a 
herbivore by its complex interaction with the surrounding 
environment ( climate, time of day, forage composition, forage 
quality and quantity, topography) and compared to the other 
behavioral categories, probably ranks highest in importance 
in association with a grazing system because it is related to 
the immediate well-being and performance of the herbivore 
( Lynch and Hedges, 1979). This foraging response is 
implemented by the anima l ' s  basic senses of taste, sme ll, 
sight and touch ( Tribe, 1 950). 
The total effect of a grazing system on animal behav­
ior can come from two different directions : 1) the immediate 
effect of the system on stock density, herding patterns, 
movemen t and associated social interactions, and 2 )  the more 
indirect effects on the vegetation, including such things 
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as herbage yield, plant spacing, plant height or access i bil­
ity, herbage digestibility, water content, toxic metabolites, 
botanical composition and palatability (Allden and Whittaker, 
197 0). Any of these latter, indirect effects may result from 
or be related to the grazing process or pattern which is 
initially influenced by the system. It appears that a 
complex grazing system - effect - response cycle takes place . 
Numerous behavioral characteristics have been mon i­
tored in studies comparing related forms of short-duration 
and repeated-seasonal grazing systems. Some of these char­
acteristics include distance traveled, time spent grazing, 
resting, ruminating and sleeping, or the spatial distribution 
of animals within a pasture or subunit. 
Travel influences the energy requirements of free 
grazing cattle. The energy cost of travel may increase the 
maintenance energy requirements of grazing livestock by 10 to 
24% compared to stall-fed animals (Ribeiro e t  al. , 197 7 ; 
Bavstad and Malechek, 1982). Anderson (197 7 )  and Anderson 
and Kothmann (1980) reported distance traveled by heifers in 
a year-long continuous to be greater than in a rotation 
(5-l : 28-112d) system . Walker e t  al., (1985) reported cows 
in a short-duration grazing (SDG) system (16-l : 3- 6 /45-90d) 
tended to wa lk farther, and travel distance was more variab le 
than cows in a year-long continuous system. Walker et al . ,  
(1982) found the same results in s imulated 14 and 42 subunit 
SDG systems . In addition, no differences were found i n  the 
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amount of time sp ent sleeping (36 min/ d), or loafing. 
Hart e t  a l . , { 1983) reported no differences in per­
cent of time spent grazing ( 52), traveling (6) and resting 
(42) between a R S G  system (Jun. -Oct. ) and a S DG system (8-1 : 
3-7/21-49d). Walton et al, ( 198 1 )  however, found steers to 
graze l onger in a R S G  system than in a rot ation syst em ( 4-1: 
7-10/ 2 1 -30d). No differences were found in the amount of 
time spent ruminating . Gammon and Robert s  (1980a) and Castl e 
et al . ,  ( 1975) also reported longer grazing time in contin­
uousl y grazed pastures. 
T he conf l icting resul ts between authors with rega r d s  
to the distance traveled by animals in the systems has no 
cl ear expl anation. Gammon and Roberts (1980a) , who also 
reported catt l e  tended to travel further in rotational 
systems , found cattle grazing different areas of a subunit 
more frequently but for a shorter period of time. T hey sug­
gested that t he additional movement by the rot a t ed cattl e may 
have resulted because of crowding. Reasons for l i vestock to 
trave l are numerous , with some of the more imp ortant being 
for the selection and prehension of high quality and palat­
able pl ants, for the grazing of any type of forage pl ants , 
for obtaining water , salt or mineral, to seek social i nterac­
tions with other l iv estock and to escape severe environmental 
conditions . 
The indirect effects of grazing system on animal 
behavior ( i e. resultant forage status and characters a fter 
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the initial animal grazing which was influenced by the 
grazing syst em) have also been studied. Jamieson and Hodgson 
( 1979) concluded that the rate of biting and intake per bite 
are sensitive t o  variations in forage mass and past ure 
height, but the abi l i t y  of the animal to make compensating 
changes in grazing t ime may be limited and appears to be de-
pendent in part upon the system. Thus, variations in the 
short - t erm rate of forage intake is likely t o  be a major 
determinant of daily forage intake. Intake per bite and rate 
of int ake were shown to decline progressively with decreasing 
pasture height. Furthermore, in this study, the decline in 
int ake per bit e  and rate of intake were more evident in a 
strip- grazing system which is conducive to rapidly decreasing 
plant height in t he subunit s. Similar r esu l t s  were reported 
by Hodgson (1981) and in addition, variations in forage 
density were found t o  not influence int ake per bit e  and 
short-term rate of forage intake. 
These effect s  on grazing behavior have implicat ions 
u ltimately on animal performance. Hart (1978) concluded that 
gain per anima l decreased l inearly as grazing pressure 
( animals per unit of forage), increased. Kothmann et al . 
( 1971), Launchbaugh et al. (1983), as well as numerous others 
have reported that heavier stocking rates decreased animal 
performance . 
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2. 4 . 1. 2  Animal Performance and Production 
The l iveweight ga i n  of the growing, grazing animal is 
dependent on several factor�,  with quality and quantity of 
intake rank i ng highest in importance. Graz i ng management 
systems affect b oth quality and quantity of intake in the 
sense that i t  is the system that dictates how the forage is 
presented to the grazing animal. Kothmann ( 1 980) and 
Launchbaugh et al. ( 1978) caution that many grazing systems 
are overlooking the nutritional and functional needs of the 
livestock. 
Forage quality is dependent on several factors, espe­
cially plant species, plant part and season of growth (Heady, 
1975 ) .  A common principle observed in grazing intensi ty 
studies is that weight gain per animal is greater under light 
than heavy grazing treatments. However, because o f  the 
greater stocking rate, production per unit area is greater 
under the heavily grazed treatment rather than the lightly 
grazed treatment (Van Dyne et al . ,  1978; Morley, 1 98 1 ) . 
The decreased performance with the heavy grazing treatment 
can be a function of b oth decreased quantity and quality of 
intake. 
Hart ( 1978) , following a thorough literature review 
produced a family of curves relating animal gain to stocking 
rate .  In general, gain per animal decreased linearly as 
animal units per unit of forage, or grazing pressure, 
increased. However, with very light stocking rates, animal 
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gains were initially unchanged and then decl i ned. Mott 
(1960) found a curviline ar relationship . The point at which 
adding more animals reduced the average performance of all 
livestock was referred to as the critical stocking rate 
(Hart , 1978 ; Re ece, 1985) . 
It is recognized that the greatest individual an i mal 
performance is attainable under continuous or repe ated­
se asonal grazing systems with stocking rate as the major 
factor determining g ain. These systems have become the most 
commonly used standard to which livestock performance in 
other systems is compared. 
Studi es comparing animal performance in repe ated­
se asonal and short-duration systems ( or clos ely related 
systems) are fairly numerous (Table 4) . A common fault of 
the vast majority of these grazing system comparison studies 
has be en the use of a fix ed-stocking approach in which the 
number of animals per unit area are uniform during the 
entire grazing period. Additionally, in the comparative 
studies, stocking rate s were equal in both systems, gre ater 
in one than the other, or at some percentage gre ater or less 
than the general recommended stocking rate for that are a .  
· Mott (1960) emphasized the need to adjust stocking rate to 
provide equal grazing pressures on all tre atments and repli­
cations, since failure to do so may bias performance per 
animal and production per are a .  Burns e t  a l .  ( 1970 )  
described a put- and-take system of stocking where some 
Tab l e  4 
L i t e r a t u r e  s umma r y  of s e l ec t ed s t ud i e s  eva l ua t i n g an i ma l p e r form a nce i n  SDG, RSG 
and  re l a t e d s ystems. 
Reference 
B i lger et al . ,  1 983 
Shar row & K r ueger , 1 979 
and Shar row , 1 983b 
Jung et al . ,  1 985 
Loc a t i oni.Yggetat ion 
Sou th Dakota 
na t i ve r ange 
Oregon 
r yegrass-subc lover 
Nebraska 
s1ooth bromegr ass 
He i tsch1idt et al . ,  1 982c Texas 
Anderson , 1 977 
Ander son , 1 982 
P i t ts & B r y an t ,  1982 
Har t & Tes t ,  1 984 
na t i ve r ange 
Texas 
na t i ve r ange 
New Hex ico 
na t i ve r ange 
Texas 
na t i ve r ange 
Wyo1 ing 
na t i ve r ange 
L i ves toc k 
ewes 
ewes/ l ambs 
hei fer c a l ves 
hei fers 
he i fers 
yea r l i ng he i fers 
yea r l i ng s teers 
year l i ng s teers 
Sys tems Co1par ed 
HPSDG ( 16-1 : 1 -3/ 1 5-45d) 
RSG ( Hay-Sep . )  
Low-Concen t r a t i on Rot a t i on 
( 5- 1 : 4/ 1 6 )  
Con t i nuous 
SDG ( 8 - 1 : 2-4/ 1 4 -28d ) 
RSG ( Hay-Aug . )  
SDG ( 1 0- l : 3-7/27-63d) 
RSG ( Apr . -Oc t . ) 
low-Concen t r a t i on Ro t a t ion 
( 5- 1 :  28/ 1 12d ) 
Con t inuous ( Ha r . -Dec . )  
SDG { 1 0- l : 4/ 36d) 
RSG ( Hay-Oc t . )  
SDG ( 1 6 - l : 2 -4/30-60d ) 
Con t i nuous 
SOG ( 8- 1 : 3-7/21 -49d ) 
RSG ( Jun . -Oc: t . ) 
Resu l ts 
No di f ference i n  ADG . 
Greater ewe ADS dur ing  spr i ng & f a l l  
i n  t h e  r o t a t i on sys tem bu t grea ter 
in the con t i nuous syst e1 in su11er . 
No d i f fe rence i n  ADG . 
No d i f fe rence i n  ADG . 
No d i f fe r ence i n  ADG . 
No d i f fe rence in ADG . 
No d i f fe rence i n  ADG one year bu t 
l ess i n  SDG when SDG s tock i ng r a tes 
wer e  doub led .  
ADG l ess i n  SDG when s toc k ing r a tes 
were mode r a t e  bu t no d i f f e rence 
when s toc k ing r a tes were heavy . 
( con t i nued ) 
N 
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Tab l e  4 ( c o n t i nue d )  
Reference Loc a t i on/Vege t a t i on L i ves toc k Sys teas Co1pa red Resu l ti 
Lecon te ,  1 982a , b  France year l ing steer s SDG ( 1 2- 1 : 2-4/22-44d ) No di f ference i n  season a l  ADG ' s ;  
r yegrass RSG { Apr . -Oc t . ) some var i ab l e  w i t h i n  c y c l e  d i f fe r -
ences . 
Denny et al . ,  1977 Z iababwe s teers SDG ( 1 2- 1 : 1 - 1 4/ 1 1 - 1 54 )  N o  d i f ference i n  ADG e xcep t  du r ing 
nat i ve r ange Combi ned1 the ear l y  growing season when SDG 
ADG ' s  were l ess . 
Baker et al . ,  1 982 Eng l and cows/ca lves SDG { 1 2- l : 2-5/22-55d ) ADG o f  cows grea te r  i n  SDG ; ga i ns  
ryegrass RSG ( Hay-Oc t . )  o f  c a l ves no t  d i f fe ren t .  
K i rby e t  a l . ,  1 982 Nor th Dakota cows/ca l ves SDG { :H : 5/35d ) No d i f ference i n  AOG ' s  ( cows o r  
na t i ve r ange RSG ( Jun . -Oc t . ) c a l ves ) . 
Ot tosen e t  al . ,  1 975 Aus t r a l i a  da i r y  c a t t l e  SDG { 1 0- l : l /9d ) H i l k  p roduc t i on l ess i n  SDG . 
t ropi c a l  grass/ l egume Con t i nuous 
Cas t l e  & Watson , 1973 Engl and da i ry c a t t le SDG { 28- l : l/27d ) No d i f ference i n  ADG , 1i l k  y ie l d  
r yegr ass Wye Col l ege2 or m i l k  qua l i t y .  
B rundage & Pe terson , 1952 Hinnesota da i r y  ca t t l e Ra t i oned3 No d i f ference i n  ADG , m i l k  o r  
a l f a l fa/br omegr ass ( monoz ygotic tw i ns )  RSG ( Hay-Aug . )  but ter f a t  produc t ion . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 Four pastur es , t h r e e  h e r ds ;  t h r e e  o f  four p astur es g r a z e d  e n t i r e y e a r  a n d  o n e  
past u r e  i s  syst ema t ica l ly bur n e d  a n d  rest e d  o n e  ye a r. 
2 Wye C o l l e ge syst em fea tur es four sep a r a t e  p astur es w i t h  t h e  a n i m a ls b e i n g o f fe r e d  
1 / 7  o f  o n e  p asture e ach d ay a n d  t he r e  we r e  n o  b ack fences. 
3 D a i ly o ffe r i n g o f  a v e ry sm a l l  p o r t i on o f  t h e t o t a l  p asture  wi t h  m a x i mum f o r age 




variable such as forage use or a predetermined stubble height 
is used as the determinant for any changes in the number of 
animals during the grazing period . 
Results of the grazing sys tem comparati ve s tudies 
revi ewed (Table 4 )  are variable wi th no clear-cut advantage 
or disadvantage visi ble. Hart and Tes t  ( 1984 ) concluded in  
thei r study that steer gains were primari ly a functi on of 
grazing pressure rather than grazing s y stem. 
ably true in  many of the other studies also. 
This was prob-
Probably a more critical factor in the evaluati on of 
grazing systems i s  the return in gain per uni t area rather 
than gain per animal ( Pieper, 1980) . The mos t  accurate 
assessment of this factor comes from grazing system compar­
ati ve s tudi es where the put-and-take approach to stocking i s  
used. The trials b y  Leconte (1982a, b) did i nclude a put-
and-take approach with forage utili z ation as the determi nant. 
Over the four years of the study, the repeated- s easonal 
sy stem produced 7 2 . 2% as much total weight gain per acre as 
did the s hort-duration s ystem. 
Hei tschmi dt et al. ( 1982c) reported production per 
· hectare to be approxi mately doubled with SDG. The s tocking 
rates, however, were fixed for the enti re peri od with SDG at 
twice that of RSG . Jung et al. ( 1985) found no di fference 
in producti on per hectare with equal s tocking rates one year, 
b ut when SDG stocking rates were set at 131% of RSG, produc-
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tion per hectare was increased by 24. 2%. Kirby e t  al. 
( 1985), reported greater than double production per hectare 
in western North Dakota with a SDG system (8-l : 5/35d) compared 
to a RSG system (Jun . -Oct.) . In this study, SDG stocking 
rates were 162% of RSG stocking rates and end of season for­
age use was estimated to be 5% higher in SDG. 
In conclusion, it appears that regardless of system, 
individual animal performance is mainly a function of stock-
ing rate or grazing pressure. The relationships of produc-
tion per animal, production per area and stock ing rate have 
been rev iewed by several authors (Mott, 1960; Beranger and 
Micol, 1981; among others ) .  
2. 4.1. 3 Chemical and Botanical Composition of D iets 
Several investigators have evaluated the chemical and 
botanical compositi on of diets selected by animals in compar­
ative studies of short-duration and repeated-seasonal grazing 
systems. Studi es have shown the negative relationsh ip be-
tween stocking rate and individual animal performance in 
conventional grazing systems. However, SDG proponents state 
that stocking rates can be i ncreased and still maintain an 
acceptable animal performance by reducing the length of stay 
· on a subunit, or in other words, move the an imals before the 
quality and quantity of the forage remaining in the subun i t  
becomes low enough to seriously affect animal performance. 
Taylor et al. ( 1980 ) , in an evaluat i on of an inter­
mediate-duration ( 7 -l : 21/ 126d ) ,  a short-duration ( 7 -l : 7 / 42d )  
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and a combined ( Merrill 4-pasture, 3-herd )  s ystem on Texas 
range, found botanical comp o sition o� t ne ct 1et s in the inter­
mediate-durat ion s ystem to vary significant ly bet ween col­
lect ion at the beginning and end of each grazing period. 
Diets from the SDG system were characterized by higher per­
centages of grasses and less forbs compared t o  t he int ermed­
iate-durat ion system. Crude protein (CP ) and i n  vit r o  organ­
ic mat t er diges t ibilit y  ( IVOMD) were higher in diet s from the 
SDG system. Botanical composition and diet quali t y  were 
comparable bet ween the combined and SDG system. Anders on and 
Kothmann ( 1980 ) obs erved a significant linear decrease in the 
percent age of forbs consumed from day 1 t o  day 28 in an 
intermediate-duration sys tem (8-l : 28/196d) . This was mos t  
likely due t o  a diminishing supply of palat able forbs i n  the 
subunit being grazed. Ralphs et a l. (1986 ) were able to 
detect a decline in diet quality (CP and IVOMD) in cat tle and 
sheep diet s after only three days occupation in a SDG subunit.  
These declines were even more pronounced as s tocking rates 
were increased. Humann et a l .  (1985) found no significant 
differences in CP and IVOMD of sheep diets bet ween a RSG 
(Jun . -Oct. ) and a SDG sys tem (8-l : 5/35d) . Sheep preferences 
·for forage classes were also similar bet ween grazing sys t ems 
with forbs preferred and grasses and browse generally avoided. 
Kothmann et a l . (1986b) also found no crude prot ein or 
IV OMD differences in selected forage in year-long continuous 
pas tures and simulated 1 4  and 42 subunit SDG s ys t ems . 
2. 4. 2 Effect on Vegetational Characteristics 
2. 4.2. 1 Production and Quality 
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The effect of livestock grazing on rangeland has been 
most often related to changes in standing crop resulting from 
changes in species composition ( Sims et al. , 1978 ; Sims 
and Singh, 1978a) . The accurate estimation of production, 
however, has been a problem due to the complicating effects 
of the grazing process. Exclusion of livestock grazing 
creates an artificial environment because periodic grazing 
may alter the growth response of a plant in contrast to a 
non-grazed plant ( McNaughton, 197 9) . 
Heitschmidt et al . ( 1982a) , utilizing frequent har­
vest techniques to estimate aboveground net primary produc­
tion (ANPP) in a SDG system (10-1 : 3-7/27-63 ) and an ungrazed 
exclosure, reported 96 g/m2 greater ANPP in the SDG system 
one year, but 84 g/m2 less ANPP in the SDG the next year. 
Comparing a low-concentration rotation system (5-l : 4/ 16d) and 
a RSG ( Apr.-Dec.) system, Sharrow (1983a) reported more 
available forage in the low-concentration rotation system 
during the mid and late-spring period but similar forage 
standing crop during the remainder of the season. Hart and 
· Test (1984) reported no differences in forage production 
between their SDG (8-l : 3- 7/2 1-49d) and RSG (Jun. -Oct.) 
s y s t em s . Dowhower et al. ( 1986) , comparing herbage 
responses in a year-long continuous system and simulated 14 
and 42 subunit SDG systems concluded that differences between 
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treatments were primarily a function of stocking rate and not 
type of grazing system. 
Interpretations from contro l l ed greenhouse studies 
have also been used to predict vegetation response to 
grazing. Many of the studies attempted to simu l ate grazing 
patterns and frequencies of different systems. Moderate 
clipping has been shown to stimul ate the greatest growth rate 
of western wheatgrass (Agropy ron smi thii Rydb.) fol lowed by 
a heavy and l ight c lipping treatment, respective l y  ( Bokhari 
and Singh, 1 974) . In addition, shoots of clipped plants 
continued to grow throughout the 80 -day experiment, whereas, 
the unc l ipped control p lants ceased to show any positive dry 
matter accumu l ation after 50 days. Similarl y, McNaughton e t  
al . ( 1983) , studying an African warm-season sedge, and Cable 
(1982) , working with Arizona cottontop ( Trich a chne cal ifo rnica 
(Benth.) Chase) , both observed growth to be stimulated by 
defoliation. Net photosynthesis in western wheatgrass 
(Painter and Detling, 1 981) as wel l as blue grama (Bou tel o ua 
gra cil is (H. B .K.) Lag. ex Griffiths) (Detling e t  a l. , 
1979 ) has been shown to increase following clipping. Clip-
ping without removal of shoot apices usua l ly depresses 
tillering while tiller production is usua l ly enhanced when 
the c l ipping does remove the shoot apices (Youngner e t  al. , 
1976) . 
In a fie l d  c lipping study, Holderman and Goetz (1981) 
reported intensive defo liation (2. 54 cm stubble height) to 
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increase yields on several western North Dakota mixed prairie 
species, but to decrease it on others. Schmidt et al. 
( 1985), clipping western wheatgrass at three heights to 
achieve 15, 30 and 45% removal at varying rest intervals, 
found biomass production and regrowth were greatest at the 
two lower levels of removal with about 30 days of rest. The 
effects of defoliation on carbohydrate reserves have also 
been well documented ( Menke and Trlica, 1981, 1983) . 
The generalized conclusions of Heitschmidt et al. 
( 1982a) were that grazing will reduce the immediate biomass 
of all categories of standing crop and litter. This reduc-
tion in standing crop will accelerate vegetative growth and 
increase ANPP under certain environmental conditions, partic-
ularly under moist growing conditions. Consequently, with 
the greater temporal and spatial control of grazing inherent 
in a short-duration system, it may be possible to attain 
greater ANPP with this system than with a repeated-seasonal 
or continuous grazing system. However, a critical factor is 
to use the optimum level of grazing intensity, which will 
vary considerably within and between years. This necessi­
tates a great deal of management flexibility with regards to 
such factors as stocking density and/or rate of livestock 
movement within a short-duration system ( Heitschnidt e t  al. , 
1982a). 
The issue of forage quality resultant from different 
g r a z i n g  system treatments has had some study. Heitschmidt 
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et al. (1982b) hypothesized that a significant increase in 
forage quality may at least in part account for the dramatic 
increase in livestock carrying capacity following implemen­
tation of the SDG system proposed by Savory (1978). 
Heitschmidt et al. (1982b) observed a greater percentage 
crude protein (CP) in forage from a SDG system (10-1 : 3-7/27-
63 ) than in an ungrazed control. However, Jung et al. (1985 ) 
reported no difference in the crude protein content of the 
forage when stocking rates were equa l in a RSG (May-Aug. ) and 
a SDG (8-l : 2-4 /14-28d) system . However, when SDG stocking 
rates were increased to 131% of that of RSG, CP was signi fi-
cantly higher in SDG. They hypothesized that due to the 
higher grazing intensity in each subunit of the SDG system 
during the time they were actua l ly grazed, the forage quality 
would be higher in that system than in RSG because a larger 
percentage of the p l ants should �ave been grazed and, there-
fore, retarded in maturity . No explanation was given though, 
as to why average daily gains (ADG) of the heifers in this 
same trial were not different even though the CP concentra­
tion of the forage in the SDG system was found to be higher . 
Data from Heitschmidt et al. ( 1 982b) also suggests that 
percent CP of forage is primarily a function of the physio­
logical age of the plant tissue, and thus any management 
practice reducing rate of leaf senescence or stimulating 
growth should increase average forage quality . 
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2. 4. 2.2 B otanica l Composition 
Two imp ortant variables responsibl e  for changes in 
the botanical composition of range lands are preci pitation and 
grazing intensi t y . A classic example of the effects of 
grazing intensity on native mixed prairi e is provided by 
Lewis e t  a l . ( 1956) . Utilization averaging 69% over nine 
years caused a marked decrease in t he amount of western 
wheatgrass, the dominant midgrass species, and an equally 
dramatic increase of buffalograss ( B uchl oe da c tyl o i des 
( Nutt.) Enge l m . ) and blue grama, warm-season shortgrass 
species. The range condition percentage decreased from 60 to 
approximatel y  30 . In contrast,  the light grazing intensity 
( approximately 28% utilization) resu l ted in a slight increase 
in western wheatgrass and subsequently, an improvement in 
range condition . 
Additionally, in many types of grazing systems, sel­
ective graz ing of palatable and highly preferred plant 
species by livestock may resul t  in detrimental changes in 
botanica l composition of the range . 
stocking may be even ore pronounced . 
The effects with heavier 
In South Africa, this 
was a recognized problem bla ed on continuous grazing, and 
the approach ca lled " on- Selective Grazing" was recommended 
by m a n y  land anagers ( Booysen, 1 969 · Booy s en and Ta i nton, 
1 9 7 8 ) . The on-Selective Grazing approach essentially invol­
ved the use of any of the princ i ples of SDG. 
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Beneficial changes in botanical composition induced 
by a properly managed short-duration system have been claimed 
possible by Savory (1978, 1983) and Savory and Parsons ( 1980 ). 
Denny e t  a l .  (197 7 )  reported neither of the g razing systems 
tested (SDG (12-l : l- 14/ll- 154d) or combined) provided a means 
of bringing favorable changes in botanical composition. How­
ever, a severe drought during two of the five years of the 
study complicated matters. 
After four years of a SDG (12-l : 2-4 /22-4 4d) and RSG 
(Apr. -Oct. ) comparison, Leconte ( 1982a) found less forbs and 
more annual grasses in RSG pastures but a greater percentage 
of bare soil in the SDG pastures. Kothmann e t  a l .  (1986a), 
using a simulated SDG system at four stocking rates over a 
five year period, concluded a shift in species composition to 
be occurring with little bluestem ( Androp ogon s c opari us 
Michx. ) decreasing and a more grazing resistant species, 
brownseed paspalum ( Paspa l um pl i ca t ul um Michx. ), to be 
increasing. 
2. 4. 2. 3  Patterns of Defo l iation 
Ga mon and Roberts (1980a, b) noted that experiments 
comparing different SDG grazing systems have generally shown 
either little or no difference in animal production or vege­
tation response between systems with different numbers of 
subunits, or have shown lower production from the systems 
with more subunits. I n  any cases there has been no clear 
explanation for these results, and it is likely that a 
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knowledge of the patterns of defoliation that occurred would 
elucidate them. 
Gammon and Roberts ( 1 978a), studying native vegeta­
tion in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), found that from five to 15% of 
the grass tillers were grazed during any given four-week 
period on pastures continuously grazed at the moderate recom­
mended stocking rate. They noted an interaction between 
severity and frequency of defoliation. Plants grazed most 
frequently were also grazed most intensively ( Gammon and 
Roberts, 1978b). In addition, tillers grazed lightly, or not 
at all early in the season were less likely to be grazed 
later in the season or at high intensities. Heights of 
grazing under the continuous and short-duration (6-1 : 6-12/ 
30-G Od) system were similar for most speci es i· v 1 · .w ost periods. 
Differences in frequencies of defoliation between continuous 
and short-duration were small when considered over all 
species and the overall frequency or percentage of individual 
tillers that contribute little or none to the " grazed" forage 
is substantial. Kothmann ( 1980) considered it essential that 
utilization patterns be changed to bring these tillers into 
·" production" .  G a m o n  and Roberts (1978c) concluded that 
large increases in herbage yields, carrying capacity and 
animal production could not be expected with this particular 
short-duration system, by comparison with the continuous 
system, due to dif ferences in the pattern of defoliation. 
Briske and Stuth ( 1 982) similarly reported that a large 
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percentage of the leaves and tillers within a pasture remain 
ungrazed or were only lightly grazed even at relatively high 
stocking densities. 
2. 4. 3 Effect on Soil Characteristics 
Several investigations have been conducted to evaluate 
the effects of the livestock on soil characteristics as 
influenced by repeated-seasonal and short-duration systems. 
Characteristics usually studied include water infiltration 
rates, bulk density and sediment production . Variables 
influencing infiltration rates include aggregate stability, 
organic matter content, bulk density, initial soil moisture 
content, mulch, standing crop, ground cover, perennial grass 
cover and total grass cover (Wood and Blackburn, 1981 b ) . 
Wood and Blackburn ( 1 981 b) found infiltration rates to 
be approximately equal in an intermediate-duration (8-
l : 17 / 1 1 9d) and a heavily stocked yearlong continuous system. 
McCalla et al. ( 1984a) reported infiltration rates to also 
be similar in a SO G ( 1 4-l : 4/42d) and a heavily stocked con­
tinuous system, but significantly faster in a lightly stocked 
continuous pasture. Weitz and Wood ( 1 986) reported similar 
results when comparing lightly and heavily stocked continuous 
and a SDG system. Evaluating bulk density under different 
graz ing intensities, Van Havern ( 1983) concluded higher 
grazing intensites increased bulk densities of fine-textured 
soils but had less impact on coarser-textured soils . 
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Sediment production also has been reported to be in­
fluenced by grazing system (Mccalla et aJ. , 1984b ; Wood and 
Blackburn, 1981a; Gamougoun et a l . ,  1984). In all cases, an 
increased stocking rate, grazing intensity o r  stocking den-
sity resulted in greater sediment production. Pluhar et al. 
(1984) specifically reported decreased i nfiltration rates 
and corresponding increases in runoff and sediment produc­
tion i n  a simulated 14 subunit SDG system compared to a con­
tinuous system. 
2. 4 . 4  Other Considerations 
2. 4. 4. 1 Wildlife 
One area of potential impact of intensive graz ing 
systems is on the nesting characteristi cs, nesting success, 
population density and movement of upland gamebirds and 
ground-nesting non-gamebirds as well as waterfowl. 
Westmoreland et al. (1981) expressed concern that high 
stocking densities of livestock under short-duration grazing 
could increase nesting losses due to tramp l ing. Conversely 
though, a smaller percentage (1 of n subunits ) of the short­
duration system is subj ect to trampling at any one time. 
Koerth et al. (1983 ) found no difference in  the 
number of si mulated nests trampled between a continuous 
system stocked at 8. 0 ha/steer and a SDG system (16-l : 3/45d) 
stocked at 5. 3 ha/steer. Stocking rate in an individual 
subuni t  during its occupation was 0. 83 ha/steer. Similarly , 
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Bare i ss et al. ( 1986) reported no d ifferences in coverage, 
density and dispersion of suitable nest sites or in loss 
rates of artif i c i al bobwhite and w i ld turkey nests in equally 
stocked continuous and SDG ( 10-l : 3-6/27-54d) systems. Grosz 
and K irby ( 1986) reported no increase i n  s imulated nest loss 
even as stocking rate increased from 1.0 to 2.5 times the 
recommended rate in the ir short-durat i on system (8-l : 5/35d) . 
Sparse vegetation losses were approx imately tw i ce that of 
heavy vegetat i on. Trampl i ng is  only one of several factors 
involved i n  the graz ing by ground-nest i nteraction. Possibly 
much more i mportant are the resultant vegetation character� 
istics that attract or d istract birds to or from a potential 
nest i ng s i te as well as the predators of that nest ( Bowman 
and Harri s, 1980 ) . 
Big game an imals are another w i ldli fe category 
potentially affected by grazing systems. Cohen and Bryant 
( 1985) reported a sign i f icantly greater d i stance traveled by 
white-tail deer (Odo c o i l eus vi rgi n i an us}  dur i ng the summer 
months in a SDG system than in a cont i nuous system. 
Pronghorns (An t i l ocarpa ameri cana} can be affected by "sheep­
tight " pastures and will avo i d if possible, heavi ly grazed 
livestock pastures. On the other hand, unused or deferred 
pastures, and hence possibly subun i ts dur i ng the i r  nonuse 
per iods, tend to attract big game an imals ( Klebenow, 1 980 ) . 
A complete understand ing of the grazing systems and 
w i ldlife i nteract i on is still lack ing. Important 
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considerations though, are the avai l abi lity and quality of  
food, the adequacy of cover, and the interspersion of these 
two habitat features ( Klebenow, 1980 ) , as well as possible 
social wildl ife-livestock interactions. 
2. 4.4. 2 Ranch E conomics 
The bottom line for many ranchers on whether to 
imp l ement a different grazing system on their ranch or not, 
is the economic return they expect to receive. A common 
deficiency however, in many range experiments and ranch 
adoption s of grazing systems has been the lack of in-progress 
and · follow-up economic analyses of the resu l ts (Gray and 
Fowler , 1 980 ) . 
Theoretically, if the carrying capacity and result ­
ant production per unit area of l and could be increased with 
a newly implemented grazing system to the point of exceeding 
the input costs (fencing, water development, technical exper­
tise, etc. ) , then that system would be of b enefit to a 
rancher. 
A l lan Savory, developer and proponent of a land man­
agement plan called Holistic Resource Management ( H RM) , 
includes a form of SDG as being essential in the plan. The 
S D G  system however, ust include a time factor as we l l  as two 
other factors, numb er of animals and land area . 
greatest advantages clai ed with a S D G  system, 
One of the 
anaged under 
his auspices, is a greater economic return to the rancher 
(Savory, 19 7 8, 1 983 ; Savory and Parsons, 1980 ; Walter, 1984 ) .  
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Thorough publ ished studi es compar i ng economi c  returns between 
SDG and RSG systems are however, relatively few i n  number. 
Conner e t  a l .  ( 1 986) d i d  report a return of $ 18. 7 7 per 
hectare i n  a 1 4-subunit SDG system (3. 6 ha/AU) compared to 
$24. 03/ha i n  a moderately (5. 9 ha/AU) grazed continuous 
system and $22. 7 5  in a heavily (5. 1 ha/AU) grazed conti nuous 
system. 
Whitson ( 1982) correlated management intensi ty w i th 
economi c  r i sk and concluded that a short-duration system, 
requ i r i ng a much greater i ntensi ty of management, i ncreased 
the chances of economic fa i lure. The long-term econom i c  
results of a graz i ng system would be another i mportant con­
s i derat i on that, especi ally i n  the case of short-durati on 
systems, have not been thoroughly evaluated. 
2 . 5 Summary and Conclus i ons 
The l iterature perta ining to the many different types 
of graz i ng systems i s  i mmense. In the past decade, very 
great attenti on has been d irected towards the use of  the many 
var iat ions of short-durat i on graz ing. Th i s  has created the 
need for research and testi ng of those systems. 
A prel i i nary step in thi s  d iscuss i on of graz i ng sys­
tems has been an attempt to clarify and standardize some of 
the class i f i cat i ons and termi nology assoc i ated with the d if­
ferent systems. A classi f i cati on scheme, graz ing system 
gradi ents and specificat ions developed by Lew is ( 1983 b, 1 984 ) 
were presented (Tables 1, 2 and 3 ). 
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Many of the the studies involving short-durat i on 
systems have compared them against various repeated-seas onal 
or continuous systems . Major characteristics compared in-
elude : animal behavior, performance and product i on ; chemical 
and botanical composition of animal diet ; forage production 
and quality ; botanical composition of the vegetation ; defol­
iation patterns ; soil ; and i n  some cases w i ldl i fe and ranch 
economic aspects . 
The effect of a particular grazing system on any  of 
these characterist i cs is complicated by the var i ations wi t h i n 
and between grassland ecosystems, variations between years , 
season of the year, weather, slight variations of the sys tems 
and experimental approach and management of the system. I n  
short, this has caused variable and conflicting results w i t h 
few concrete conclusions with respect to the differen t  
parameters studied in the grazing system comparisons . 
Several previously known principles and relat i onships , such 
as that of production per animal, animal production per un i t  
area of land and stocking rate or grazing intensity · or 
stocking density and some of the soil characteristics have 
been reconfirmed. 
From the literature reviewed , it appears tha t one 
positive aspect of SDG systems is a possible increase in 
animal production per unit area of land. It was suggest ed 
that the reasons for t his are an increase in forage produc­
tio n, improved spatial distributio n  of grazing and in some 
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cases , an increase in forage quality. 
The introduction and use of short-duration grazing 
systems in the U nited States has been beneficial in that it 
has t o r cea range scientists into taking a closer look at the 
different aspects of grazing . management which is the most 
critical tool in range management. I n  addition , it has done 
much to stimulate rancher interest and awareness of many of 
the principles of range management. 
There still is a need for further study and long-te rm 
testing of all types of grazing systems, particularly S DG 
systems. The long-term testing will provide data for a 
variety of years and for the detection of possible cumulative 
effects that a grazing system has on the grassland ecosystem. 
With specific regard to SDG systems, de finitive answers are 
still needed for such questions as : what is the optimum 
number of subunits ; what are the influences of periodic 
utilization and complete protection on the vigor and surviva l 
of undesirable species ; what is the influence of degree of 
utilization of the desirable plants on their vigor and growth 
rates ( Booysen, 1969); what is the optimum length of periods 
of occupation and nonuse and how they vary by site, season 
and year ; and what is the optimum degree of use and amount of 
residue following each occupat i on (Lewis, 198 2 b ) ?  
3 . 0  DESCRIPT ION OF THE EXPER IMENTAL AREA 
3 .1 Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station 
3 . 1. l  General Location 
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The studies reported herein were conducted at the 
Cottonwood Range and L ivestock Research Station located on 
the Northern Great Plains in west-central South Dakota . The 
station is 19 km west of Phil ip and 120 km east of Rap id 
City, South Dakota at latitude 4 3  degrees 57 minutes N and 
longitude 10 1 degrees 52 minutes W .  The station encompasses 
all land in sections 16 and 21 and portions of sections 20, 
22 and 28 of Township 1 South and Range 19 East. 
3 . 1. 2  Soils , Geology and Topography 
The Cottonwood station lies within the Pierre Hil l s  
of the Missouri Plateau physiographic region at a mean 
elevat ion of 744 m ( 2241 ft). Ancient stream erosion has 
shaped the landscape into rather gentle, long sloping hil l s  
with a total rel ief of approximately 60 m ( 197 ft). Higher 
hills that are flat-topped have been protected from erosion 
by cappings of ore resistant strata of sand ier limestone or 
sandstone ( White, 1965) . 
The stratigraphy of the bedrock is not completely 
known and understood. The lowest strata exposed is a member 
of the Pierre for ation . Parent materi als of the soils were 
predo i nantly from the Pierre formation ( shales) as well as 
the Foxh i lls and Chadron format i ons . The latter two forma-
t ions have all been removed except from the h igher ridges. 
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S andier materials ranging in texture from fine sandy l oams to 
clay loams have been deposited on some O T  t he slopes and 
ridge tops . Variations in relief and drainage have led to 
catena developmen t . 
Westin and Malo ( 19 78) delineate t he area as a warm, 
very dry plain with the Pierre- Kyle soil association 
encompassing the area . Kyle clay is the dominan t soil 
series. Modern nomenclature for the Kyle soil series (U . S. 
Soil S urvey S taTT, 1975 ; Westin and Malo , 1 978 ) is as 
follows: 
Order : A ridisol 
S uborder : Ort hid 
Great Group : Cambo rthid 
S ub group : Ustert ic 
Family : Very-fine,  montmo rillonitic ,  mesic 
O t her soil series common on the Research S tation 
include the Nunn (loam ) , Pierre (clay ) and the Pierre- S amsil 
(clays )  (U . S . D.A . - S . C.S. ,  1987 ) . 
3. 1 . 3 Vege tation 
The Cottonwood Range and L i vestock Research Station 
l ies in the northern part of the Mixed Prairie Association 
(Clemen t s , 1920 ) ,  the Mixed Grass region ( Shantz and Z an, 
1924 )  or the Wheatgrass-Need l egrass Association ( Kuch l er, 
1 964 ) in the Rolling Pierre Sha l e  Plains Land Resource Area 
(Westin and Malo, 1978 ) .  
grasses ) are co-dominant. 
S hort and edium height (mid­
In addition , all three major 
photosynthetic pathways, name l y  C3 (Benson- Calvin ) ,  C4 
( Hatch- Slack ) and CAM (Crassulacean Acid Me t abolism ) are 
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represented among the species of plants ( Sims et B l. , 1978 ) .  
C 3  and C 4  pathways correlate with the concept of cool and 
warm season plants, respectively, and k nowledge of the photo­
synthetic pathways is a valuable tool in understanding pat­
terning of range vegetation along environmental gradients 
( Waller and Lewis, 1979) . 
A composite inventory adapted from Lewis et al . ( 1956 )  
listing the major species of grasses, forbs and shrubs ob­
served at the research station as wel l  as the common and 
scientific names and authority of the species mentioned in 
th is paper is presented in Appendix Table 1 .  Common names 
follow Beetle ( 1970) and scientific names and authorities 
follow G reat Plains Flora Association ( 1986). 
Western wheatgrass ( a  midgrass ) is the dominant cool 
season ( C 3 ) species and buffalograss and blue grama are 
dominant warm season ( C4 )  species of this region . The 
latter two species will often be collectively referred to as 
the shortgrass component in subsequent discussion. Green 
needlegrass is another midgrass of minor importanc e  in terms 
of forage production . Needleleaf sedge is the most abundant 
sedge . Japanese brome, a partially naturalized species, is 
the most common annual grass in some years, while six -weeks 
fescue is occasionally abundant. umerous species of forbs 
can also be observed, but their collective contribution to 
the total forage production is nominal . 
During the Grassland Biome Study ( 1970 - 1972 ) ,  cool 
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season grasses were found to contribute approximately 78% 
of the peak standing crop on areas in high range condition 
and warm season grasses accounting for 19% . On areas in low 
range condition, cool season grasses contributed approximate­
ly 18% and warm season grasses approximately 74% of the peak 
standing crop (Sims et sl. , 1978a). 
Western wheatgrass, buffalograss and blue grama make 
up more than 75% of the -total annual forage production. Net 
annual above-ground primary production (ANPP) can be quite 
variable between years with precipitation as the maj or deter-
mining factor. In a permanent exclosure in high range cond i-
tion, Sims and Singh ( 1978b ), using data from Lewis et sl . 
( 197 1) and Dodd et sl. ( 1974), reported ANPP of approxi­
mately 2 12 0  (237 9), 2550 (286 2 )  and 2 7 90 kg/ha (3 131 lb/a) 
for 197 0, 197 1 and 197 2 respectively. ANPP for those same 
three years in a temporary exclosure in low range condition 
was 1600 ( 1796), 2 050 (230 1) and 177 0  kg/ha ( 1986 lb/a ) .  
3. 2 Experimental Pastures 
3. 2. 1  Physical Description 
The grazing syste s experiment encompassed 39. 4 ha 
(97. 2 a) in the southwest quarter of section 2 2  (T 1 S, 
R 19 E) which is located in the southeast corner of the 
research station. The six replications of Repeated-Seasonal 
Grazing (RSG ) were 4. 4 ha ( 10. 8 a )  each and the six High­
Performance Short-Duration (HPSDG) replications were 2. 2 ha 
(5. 4 a) each. Two holding pastures (HP) were also located 
within the cluster of experimental pastures ( Figure 1 ) .  
Pastures were fenced in 1980. 
The HPSDG pastures were divided into 16 subunits 
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encompassing 0. 14 ha (0. 35 a) each. Subunit numbering was 
as shown in Figure 1. High-tensile three- wire electric 
fence was used for all subunit divisions as well as many 
perimeter divisions . Woven wire along with standard barbed 
wire was used for the remaining fences. 
HP SDG centers were 2 . 4  m X 2. 4 m (8 ft X 8 ft ) in 
size and contained water and mineral. A small stock dam lo-
cated in the central holding pasture was the primary source 
of water for the experimental animals. 
trails were available to all pastures. 
























F igure 1 :  Arrangement of the graz ing systems exper imenta l 
pastures. RSG: Repeated- Seasona l Grazing, HPSDG: High­
P e rformance Short- D urat ion and HP : Ho ld ing Pasture . 
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3.2.2 S oils and Vegetation of the E xperimental Pastures 
Prior to the initiation of the Grazing Systems study 
in 1980, range condition was assessed as excellent for the 
majority of the experimental pastures. Three pastures, 
namely HPSDG-6 , RS G - 5  and RS G-6 were delineated in an area 
of high good range condition. T he pre- 1980 use of the 
HPS DG- 6 , RSG-5 and RS G- 6 range was as part of a high range 
condition pasture in a summer grazing study whereas use of 
the other experimental pastures was for winter grazing for 
several years before the beginning of the study. 
Western wheatgrass, buffalograss and blue grama were 
the dominant graminoid species accountin g for a vast major-
ity of the forage production . In addition to the other 
species reviewed in Section 3 . 1.3 , red three-awn and needle­
and-thread we r e  observed in the experimental pastures , 
especial ly R S G-3 , RSG- 4 and HPS DG- 5 . Two shrub species , 
namely western snowberry and plains pricklypear were also 
observed in s ome pastures. Western snowberry was limited to 
the more moist drainageways . A wide variety of forb spec i es 
w e r e  present within the pastures ,  but again as typical for 
all range in this area , they accounted for a relatively small 
portion of the total forage production . N onetheless , some of 
the more co mon spec i es present included scarlet globemallow ,  
American vetch , uttall ' s  violet , Lousisiana sagewort , comm on 
starlily and wild parsley . 
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Topogr aphical and associated soi l differences lead 
to some distinct vegetational differences . A ridge 
extending through portions of HPSDG-5, HPSDG-1, RSG-4, RSG-5 
and RSG-6 featured shallow and thin upland range sites sup­
porting primarily shortgrasses and sedges with on l y  scattered 
pockets of western wheatgr ass. Small areas of thin-surfaced 
natric soils (natrustolls) were in many of the pastures. 
Natric soils were generally termed solodized solonetz soils 
under the older c l assification systems. These soils support 
mostly buffalogr ass along with some blue gr ama and needleleaf 
sedge. 
Kyle and Pierre (clays) were the two major soi l 
series of the experimental pastures. The Nunn series (loam) 
was also present in portions of RSG-3, RSG-4 and HPSDG-5 and 
the Pierre-Samsil series in a re l atively small port ion of 
RSG-4, 5 and 6. The latter series is characteristic of 
upland ridges (U. S. D. A. -S. C. S. � 1987). 
Of the 39. 4 ha (97. 2 a) utilized by the experimental 
pastures, approximately 72% of that area was c l assed as 
clayey, 2 0% silty, 5% shal l ow, 2% thin upland and 1% as a 
c l aypan r ange site. The claypan r ange sites were usual ly 
complexed with silty or clayey range sites. Percent of each 
r ange site by repl icate pasture is given in Table 5 .  The 
United States Department of Agricu l ture-Soi l Consevation 
Service technica l  guide for west-centr al South Dakota 
(U . S . D. A. -S. C. S. , 1979) considers the si l ty r ange site to be 
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sl ightly more productive than the clayey range site fo l lowed 
by the thin upland, shallow and clay pan range sites in de­
scending order of productivity ( �able 5). 
T ab l e 5 
Pe r c e n t a g e  o f  e a c h  r a n g e  s i t e a n d  re l a t iv e  p r o du c t iv i t y o f  














Range S i te or Comp lex 
------------------------------------------------------------- - Re l a t i ve 
Th in  80% Cy  
� Si l ty Sha l l ow upl and 201 Cp 
85 1 1 3  
,,.., 3 0 /  ... "1 "1  3 0 ! I 
66 20 1 1  3 
84 6 1 0  
84 2 1 4  
85 1 5  
100 
83 3 
41  45 
26 59 15 
95 5 
60% Cp 60% Si  70% Cy 
40% Si 40% CP 30% Si 
10 
4 8 
1 4  
1 4  
Re l a t i ve to the Hean 
Rep l i c a te of a l l  Pastures 





2267 :-u-: ;;ro 
2240 97 
2248 .-. ; .. ! 
2298 q9 
2292 q9 
2408 104  
2380 103 
2309 1 00 
Pr oduc t 1 on2 2298 2522 1 850 1962 2 186 2051 2208 2365 
= = = - - - - - = - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
1 ( A i r  d r y  k g/ h a ) . C a l c u l a t e d f r om t h e  p e r c e n t o f  e a c h  s i t e  
o r  c om p l ex o f  s i t e s i n  t h e p a s t u r e  t i m e s  av e r a g e  p r o d uc t i o n  
o f  t h a t  s i t e  o r  c om p l e x .  
2 Air dry kg/ha average for each site or complex of sites in 
excellent condition. From U. S . D. A. - S. C . S. , 1979. 
= = = = - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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3. 3 Climate 
3. 3. 1 P recipitation 
The ave rage annual p recipitation at the headquarte r s  
during the 75-yea r  p e riod, 19 10 thr ough 1984,  has been 396 . 5 
mm ( 15. 6 1  in). The median p recipitation (that is the value 
whe re half the yea r s  have more and half the . years have less 
p recipitation) for this period is 385. 6 mm ( 15. 18 in) . 
Median annual, seasonal and monthly p recipitation amounts for 
the 75-year period are less than the mean due to climatic 
phenomena whe re ext r emes of greate r  amounts are more common 
than extremes of lesser amounts. 
Ap p roximately 78%  of the p recipitation falls during 
the six month g r owing season of Ap ril thr ough Septembe r.  
The mean and  median growing season p recipitation fo r the 
75-year period is 3 10. 9 mm ( 12. 24 in) an d 3 0 3. 8 mm ( 1 1. 96 
in) respectively. Sims and Singh ( 1978a) concluded the cur -
rent growing season p recipitation to be the most important 
single factor as it will account for ap p roximately 70% of 
the variability in the total shoot standing crop in G reat 
Plains grasslands . 
The main sour ce of rainfall during the growing 
season is thundershowe rs which p roduce a wide range o f  
amounts an d intensities . May, June and July a r e  normally 
the wettest months of the year, and Novembe r thr ough 
February normally r eceive the least p rec i pitation (U . S. 
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Weather Bureau, 1967) . Mean and median warm season ( June, 
July and August) precipitation is . 165. 4 mm ( 6.51 in) and 
161. 5 mm (6. 36 in) respectively. 
Total annual precipitation during 1983 was 96% of  
the 75-year mean (Table 6) . Total growing season and warm 
season precipi tation was somewhat below the mean but a 
greater cool season precipitation (previous September-May ) 
probably enhanced soil water reserves. July and August 
precipitation was 66 and 55% of the mean respectively. 
This, coupled with the warm temperatures normally received 
during this period, resulted in reduced shortgrass growth 
with early in i tiation of dormancy. 
Total annual precipitation during 1984 (Table 7)  was 
105% of the mean. The growing season and warm season pre-
cipitation was moderately above the mean, primarily due to 
an exceptionally wet June in which 116. 9 mm ( 6. 57 in ) fel l . 
July and August precipitation was again substant i ally below 
the mean. 
September precipitation was 27 and 4 0% of the mean 
for 1983 and 1984 respectively. This hampered initiation of 
fall growth of cool season species ; particularly western 
wheatgrass and Japanese brome which occurs i f  climatic 
variables are favorable. 
Precipitation data are also presented for the first 
six months of  1985 ( Table 8) . 
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TABLE 6 
Monthly precipitation at the Cottonwood Range and Livestock 















Total, growing season 
(Apr. -Sep. ) 
Total, warm season 
(June, July, Aug . ) 
Total, cool season 
(previous Sep . -May) 
Total, vegetative year 
(previous Sep . -Aug . ) 
Total, grazing season 
(May 29 - Oct. 3) 
Precipitation 
mm (inches) 
3. 0 (0. 1 2) 
0. 8 (0 . 0 3) 
30. 5 (1 . 20) 
27. 4 ( 1. 08) 
1 05. 7  (4. 16)  
56. 4 (2. 22) 
33. 0 ( 1 . 30) 
2 1. 6 (0. 85) 
7. 6 (0. 30) 
46 . 0  (1. 81) 
37 . 1  ( 1. 46) 
12 . 2· (0 . 48) 
381 . 3  ( 15. 0 1 )  
251 . 7 ( 9 . 9 1 )  
1 1 1 . 0 (4 . 37 )  
3 17. 0 ( 1 2 . 48) 
428. 0 (16 . 85) 
1 30. 6 (5 . 1 4) 






















Monthly precipitation at the Cottonwood Range and Livestock 















Total, growing season 
(Apr.- Sep.) 
Total, warm season 
(June, July, Aug. ) 
Total, cool season 
(previous Sep.-May) 
Total, vegetative year 
(previous Sep.- Aug.) 
Total, grazing season 















416.  6 -







(0 .4 2 )  
(2.24) 
(3.15 ) 
(6.5 7 )  
(1.36) 
( 1. 02) 
(0 .44 )  
(0 .0 5 )  
(0 .6 2 )  
(0 .38) 






1 U.S. Weather Bureau, 1984 . 
Percent of 




















Monthly precipitati on at the Cottonwood Range and Livestock 













2 0. l 
18. 3 
49. 5 
Total, cool s eason 
(previous Sep. -May) 
12 2. 4 
(0. 59) 
(0. 0 1) 
(1. 2 2) 
(0. 7 9) 
(0 . 7 2 )  
( 1. 95) 
(4. 82) 
1 U . S . Weather B ureau , 1985 . 
Percent of 
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All of the aforementioned precipitation data were 
collected at the U. S. Weather Bureau benchmark facilities 
located at the res earch station headquarters, approximately 
2. 8 km (1 . 75 mi) northwest of the experimental pastures of 
this study . Several months of precip i tation data were 
collected from a rain gauge located in the permanent ex clos­
ure us ed in the Grassland Biome Study nearly adjacent to the 
grazing systems experimental pastures.  Thes e  records are 
compared with headquarters records (Tab l e  9). 
Han s on e t  al. ( 1978) in a watershed inves tigation 
con ducted approximately 0. 4 km (0. 25  mi) west o f  the current 
grazing sy s tems experimental pastures reported mean annual 
prec ipitation to be 54. 9 mm (2. 16 in) l ess at the water­
shed s than at the headquarters (10-year period, 1963-1972). 
The watershed pasture precipitation could be predicted from 
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TABLE 9 
Comparison of the permanent exclosure and headquarters pre­


















( 1 .  36) 
(0. 32) 
(0. 25) 










( 1 .  40) 
(0. 91) 
272. 3 (10. 72) 
Headquarters 




( 1 .  30) 
(0. 85) 
( 0. 30) 








(6. 57)  
( 1 .  36) 
( 1 .  02) 
307. 3 (12. 10) 
from headquarters precip itation by the following equation : 
Y = 0. 044 + 0. 816X 
where Y is the monthly precipitation at the watersheds and X 
is the monthly precipitation at the headquarters . This 
equation accounted for 92. 7 %  of the variation in monthly 
amounts of precipitation on the watersheds over the 10-year 
study period. 
Of the seven months of comparative data available 
from 1983 and 1984 ( Tab le 9) , the headquarters had five 
months with substantially more precipitation and the perma-
, 6 1  
nent exclosure had two months with slight l y  more precipita­
tion. The totals of the months reported subsequently had the 
headquarters receiving more precipitation. This coincides 
with Hanson et al. ( 1978) results finding the headquarter ' s  
gauges to record more precipitation than the pasture gauges . 
One possibl e  explanation of the higher precipitation at the 
headquarters is that the gauge is located south and east of 
a shelterbelt with severa l singl e  trees to the south whereas 
the pasture gauges were unprotected. A comple t e  review of  
station precipitation records revea l ed the period from 1 946 
(three years after establishment of the shelterbelts ) - through 
1984 to average 29. 7 mm ( 1 . 1 7 in) of precipitation more 
annually than the period 1910 through 194 5 even with three 
extremely dry years during the 1930 ' s  deleted from the cal cu­
lation. 
Another possible reason for the pasture and head­
quarters precipitation difference could be the influence of 
Cottonwood Creek and its associated topography. The creek 
passes just to the south of t he headquarters. It could be 
hypothesized that thunderstorms " follow " the creek. 
3.3. 2 Temperature 
The mean annual temperature during the 7 5-year 
period 1910 through 1984 has been 8. 2° Cels i us ( 46 . 8°F ) 
(U. S. Weather Bureau , 1 967-1984 ) .  Temperatures are highl y 
variabl e and wide differences occur in day and night ,  monthly 
and annua l temperatures. The frost- free season is generall y  
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from mid-May until near the end of September or approximately 
136 days ( U. S . Weather Bureau, 1967) . Mean growing and warm 
season temperatures for the 75-year period are 17 . 4 ° c 
(63. 3° F) and 24 . 2 ° C (7 5. 5 ° F) respectively. 
Growing season temperatures in 198 3  were 100% of the 
7 5-year mean ( Table 10) . Warm season temperatures were 
103% of the mean primarily due to an exceptionally warm 
August which had 10 days with daytime highs of 37 . 5 ° c 
(l00° F) or higher and 22  days with daytime highs of 35 ° c 
(95 ° F) or higher . 
Growing season and warm season temperatures in 1984 
were 99 and 100% of the mean, respectively ( Table 11) . 
August temperatures were again above the mean ( 105 %) . 
Temperature data for the first six months of 1985 are 
shown in Table 12 . 
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TAB LE 1 0  
Mean monthly temperatures at the Co ttonwood Range and L i ve­














Mea n , a nnual 
Mean , grow ing sea son 
( Apr.- Sep.) 
Mean , warm season 
( June , July , Aug. ) 
Mean , coo l season 
( prev ious Sep.-May ) 
Mean , vegetat i ve year 
( prev ious Sep.-Aug. ) 
Temperat ure 
degrees C ( ° F ) 
- 1.8 ( 28.8 ) 
0.1 ( 32.2 ) 
1. 7 ( 35. 1 ) 
4.3 ( 39.8 ) 
10.6 ( 5 1. 1 ) 
18.1 ( 64.6 ) 
24.6 ( 76.3 ) 
26.5 ( 79.7 ) 
16.6 ( 6 1. 9 )  
8.7 ( 47.7 ) 
1.0 ( 33.8 ) 
-15.5 ( 4. 1 )  
7 . 9 ( 46.3 ) 
16.8 ( 62.2 ) 
23.l ( 73.5 ) 
3.8 ( 38.8 )  
8.6 ( 47.5 ) 
Percent of 


















--------------------------------------- ----- ----- - -- ---------
1 U.S. Weat her Bureau , 1983. 
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TAB LE 1 1  
Mean month ly temperatu res at the Cottonwood Range and Live­
stock Resea rch Station , 19 84 . 1 
Month 
January 
Feb rua ry 
Ma rch 







No vembe r 
Decembe r 
Mean , annua l 
Mean , g rowing season 
( Ap r . -Sep . ) 
Mean , wa rm season 
( June , Ju ly , Aug.) 
Mean , coo l season 
( p re v ious Sep . -May ) 
Mean , vegeta tive yea r  
( p re v ious Sep . - Aug . ) 
Temperature 
deg rees C ( ° F )  
-4 . 5  ( 23 . 9 )  
0 . 7  ( 3 3.2 ) 
0 . 0  ( 32.0 ) 
6 . 5  ( 43.7 ) 
1 1 . 9 ( 5 3.4 ) 
1 8.5 ( 65.3 ) 
23.3 ( 7 3 . 9 )  
24.6 ( 76.2 ) 
14.2 ( 5 7.6 )  
7 . 7 ( 45.9 ) 
1.8 ( 35 . 2 )  
-8 . 4  ( 16 . 9 ) 
8 . 0 ( 46 . 4 ) 
1 6 . 5 ( 6 1 . 7 )  
22 . 1 ( 7 1 . 8 ) 
2 . 8 ( 3 7 . 1 )  
7 . 6 ( 45 . 6 )  
Percent o f  
75 -yea r mean 
128 
142 
9 7  
94 
94 






7 1  
99 
99 
1 0 0  
96 
9 7  
-------------------------------------------------------------
1 U . S .  Weathe r Bu reau , 19 84 . 
= = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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TABLR 1 2  
Mean monthly temperatures at the Cottonwood Range and L ive­
stock Research Station , January through June, 1985. 1 








Mean, cool season 
(previous Sep.-May) 
Temperature 







2 . 0 







1 U.S. Weather Bureau, 1985 . 
3. 3.3 Evaporation 
Percent of 








Wind velocity at the station averages 13 to 18 km/hr 
(8-1 1 mph) , and high winds are possible any time during the 
year (U.S. Weather Bureau , 1967 ) .  The combined effect of 
high temperature, frequent wind and low humidity produce a 
mean evaporation from a free water surface of over 285 mm 
(11.25 in) per month during July and August. 
Monthly evaporation data for 1983 and 1 984 as well 
as the 3 1-year means (1954 through 1984) are shown in Table 
13. Evaporation during June of 1983 and 1984 was somewhat 
less than the 31-year mean. This correlates with June 
temperatures that were slightly cooler than the mean for 
these two years. Conversel y, higher August temperatures 
durini 1 983 and 1984 were reflected in evaporation readi ngs 
that were somewhat higher than the mean. Total warm season 
6 6  
evaporat ion was only 7 mm ( 0 . 27 in ) abo ve and 1 2  mm ( 0 . 4 7 
in ) below the mean for 1983 and 1984 respectively. 
TABLE 13 
Total ev aporat ion at the Cottonwood R ange and L i vestock 
Research Station , April through October , 1 983 1 and 1984.2 
Month 








Apr il-O ctober 
1983 
E v aporat ion 
mm ( in ches ) 
M M 
M M 
1 9 6.1  ( 7.72 ) 
299.0 ( 1 1.7 7 )  
29 1.6 ( 1 1.48 ) 
240.0 ( 9.45 ) 
89.9 ( 3.54 ) 
M M 
Total , warm se ason 
( J une-Aug.) 786.7 ( 30.97 ) 
1984 
E vaporation 
mm ( in ches ) 
M M 
M M 
202.2 ( 7.96 )  
269 . 5  ( 10.6 1 )  
295.7 ( 1 1. 6 4 ) 
196 . 7  ( 7.75 ) 
M M 
M M 
7 6 7 . 4  ( 30.2 1 ) 
1954-1984 
Mean 
mm (inches ) 
150. 1 ( 5.9 1 ) 
197.6 ( 7 . 78 )  
224.8 ( 8.85 ) 
290 . 6  ( 1 1 . 4 4 ) 
264.2 ( 1 0.40 ) 
20 7.0 ( 8.15 ) 
1 34.9 ( 5.3 1 ) 
1 4 69. 1 ( 57.84 ) 
7 79.5 ( 30.69 ) -------------------------------------------------------------
1 U.S. Weather B ure a u , 1983. 
2 U.S. Weather B ureau, 1984. 
M Miss ing data 
= - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - - - = = = - = = = = = - - - = = = = = = = = - = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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4 . 0 RXPRRIMRNTAL PROCRDURRS 
4 . 1 Experimental Design 
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The overall experimental des ign of the s tudy was a 
randomized complete block with two treatments and s ix rep-
lications . The two treatments were the two different 
grazing sys tems ,  High-Performance Short-Duration Grazing 
(HPSDG) and Repeated- Seas onal Grazing (RSG). Phys ical 
des cription and pas ture arrangement were given in Section 
3. 2. 1 and Figure 1 (p. 49, 50 and 51). 
The 1983 and 1984 grazing seasons were the third and 
fourth consecutive years of this RSG and HPSDG comparative 
study. The overall experimental· design during the 198 1 and 
1982 s easons was the same with yearling ewes being u s ed as 
the experimental animals ( Bilger et a l. ,  1983) whereas lambs 
and calves in combination were used during 1983 and 1984. 
4. 2 Grazing Guidelines and Schedules 
The length of the grazing s eason during 1983 and 
1984 was 120 and 121 days, respectively. The HPSDG system 
was conducted with four cycles of rotation around the 16 
individual s ubunits.  The first cycle had one day of live-
stock occupation per s ubunit and then corres pondingly 15 
day s of nonus e. Cycles 2 and 3 had two days of occupation 
per subunit and 30 days nonuse. The fourth cycle was 
planned to have three days of occupation and since this was 
the last cycle of the season, the nonuse period for any sub­
unit was the number of days from its occupation to the next 
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date it was occupied the following year . Variability in the 
number of nonuse days for individual subunits occurs when 
there is a change from the one day occupation to the two day 
occupation (cycles 1 and 2 )  and from the t wo day occupation 
to the three day occupation (cycles 3 and 4 )· because the 
additional day of occupation in each subunit delays by one 
day, the start of occupation for following subunits. 
The lengt hs of these occupation periods for each of  
the cycles were planned in an attempt to have them short 
enough so tha t regrowth following grazing would not be grazed 
in the same cycle. Nonuse periods were planned to be l ong 
enough for recovery from grazing before t he beginning of  the 
next cycle. Voisin (1962) additionally emphasized the need 
for shorter periods of occupation during the time of rapid 
vegetation growt h  (early summer) and conversely, longer occu­
pation periods during periods of slow vegetation growth ( l ate 
s um m e r )  or dry seasons. This timing factor lends itself to 
the needed flexibility in HPSDG systems. 
Expected use levels were approximat ely 10, 20 and 3 0  
percent for a 1 ,  2 and 3 day occupation period respectively. 
Use in excess of  30 percent for any period was not allowed . 
Numbers of sets of animals were adjusted t o  secure end of 
season use levels of approximately 40 to 50 percent in both 
HPSDG and RSG . The key use species observed for these 
levels of use w e r e  western wheatgrass, buf falograss and blue 
grama. These planned use levels were the major criteria for 
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any adj ustments in ani mal numbers during the cours e of the 
grazing s eason. 
Grazing commenced i n  s ubuni t 9 and rotati on through 
the s ubunits proceeded clockwi se i n  both 1983 and 1984. 
mals were moved at approximately 130 0  hr each s cheduled 
moving day . . In  1981, grazing began in s ubunit 1 and pro-
Ani-
ceeded clockwise and in 1982, it began in s ubunit 16 and pro­
ceeded counter-clockwise (Bilger, personal communication). 
Table 14 pres ents the starti ng dates for each of the 
four cyc l es during the two years. 
Table 1 4  
Starting dates of each of the four HPSDG cycles during 1983 















Aug. 2 0  
Aug . 6 
Livestock occupation in the RSG treatment began and 
terminated at the s am e  dates as did HPSDG . Termination dates 
were September 29 and September 16 for 1983 and 1984 respec-
tively. The total length of HP SDG cycle 4 during 1983 was 4 0  
days rather than the planned 4 8  days ( 16 s ubunits at 3 day s )  
because occupation was reduced to two days for half of the 
subunits when available forage was becomi ng low and allowing 
the an ima ls to r ema i n  for the scheduled three days would have 
caused forage us e to exceed the planned level . This was also 
done in 1984 and resulted in a cycle 4 length of 41 days. 
4. 3 Experimental Livestock 
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A combination of lambs and calves were used as the 
experimental animals. One-half Suffolk, 3/8 Rambouillet and 
1/8 Columbia lambs ( ewes and wethers) with an average initial 
weight of 28 . 6  kg ( 63 lb) were used in 1983. In 1984, the 
lambs were of similar breeding and had average initia l 
weights of 27. 2 kg ( 60 lb) . The 1983 group of calves were 
crossbred heifers, predominantly Limousin X Hereford or 
Limousin X Angus with an average initial weight of 165. 1 kg 
( 364 lb) . The 1984 calves were of straight Hereford back­
ground with an average initial weight of 165. 6 kg ( 365 lb) . 
A ll animals originated from area producers, arrived 
at the Research Station approximately four weeks before the 
grazing season began and were maintained in drylot until 
then. The receiving diet during this period was a native 
hay, dehydrated alfalfa pellet and corn-oats creep ration 
mix . In order to adapt the animals to grazing roughages, 
the creep ration portion of the diet was gradually phased 
out and hay and alfalfa pellets proportionally increased 
until the start of grazing. All calves were given v itamin A 
and E as well as worming inj ections. Lambs were also wormed 
as well and v acc inated for enterotoxemia. Tramisol ( ripero l 
levamisol hydrochloride) was used as the vermifuge. 
Once the tria ls  began, iodized salt blocks were 
provided to HPSDG animals in the pasture centers. RSG salt 
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blocks were placed i n  the pastures at the opposite end of the 
water sou r ce to encourage better l ivestock d i s t ribution. 
Salt blocks were replaced w ith 10% phosphor u s  (as well as 
varying amounts of other minerals and vitamins ) blocks about 
July 1 of each year. 
4. 4 Measures of Respons e  
4 . 4 . 1  Animal Measures 
4 .4 . 1. 1  Stocking Rates 
The l i ves tock were grazed in sets with one set con-
sisting of three lambs and one calf . This lamb to calf ratio 
was used because it approximates one- half lamb and one-half 
calf on an animal unit (AU) basis . Three-28 kg lamb s for 
exampl e, total 0.33 AU while one 165 kg calf equals 0 . 39 AU . 
Animal un i t  values for the calves were derived from the ref­
erence bas e  wo . 5 4  and the linear equation Y = 0.297 (X0 - 5 4 ) 
where Y is the d r y  matter intake and X is the body weight in 
kg. The es t imated d ry matter intake is then divided by 12. 0 
(standard d ry matter intake weight for one AU ) to give the AU 
value . The reference base wo . 5 4  was developed by Colburn 
and Evans ( 1 968 ) and prefer red over wo . 7 5  when its app l ica­
tions are for younger growing animals on roughage diets. 
Lamb AU values were derived from National Res earch Council 
d ry matter intake requirements (N . R . C . , 197 5). 
The trial was begun each yea r with two sets of ani-
ma l s  in each replicate of each treatment. The HPSDG stocking 
dens i ty however, was twice that of RSG becaus e  HPSDG pastures 
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(2. 2 ha) were one- half the size of RSG pastures ( 4. 4  ha). 
Extra sets o f  animals were available to place in either 
treatment if visibl e  forage use levels were l ess than p l anned. 
Con versely, sets of animals were removed if forage use began 
to exceed planned levels. Thus, the stocking rate resu l ting 
in a given use level was a depen dent factor, a measure o f  the 
effect of the grazing system. 
4. 4. 1. 2  Weight Gains 
All livestock weights were measured at the start of 
the first and at the end of each of the four HPSDG cyc l es. 
Livestock were gathered during the late afternoon, penned 
without food or water for an overnight shrink and weighed the 
fol l owing morning. All calves were herded approximately 1 km 
( 0. 6 2  mi) to the wei gh scale facil ities. HPSDG lambs were 
penn ed in the pasture centers an d RSG lambs were he l d  in pens 
adj acent to their respective rep licate pastures . Lambs were 
weighed with a han d-held scale. All weights were recorded to 
the nearest pound. 
Gain per hectare ( k g )  was calculated as total gain o f  
record a n i ma l s divided by area of pasture i n  hectares times 
total AUMs of grazing furnished divided by AUMs graz i ng 
furn ished to record animals. 
4. 4. 1. 3  Wool Growth 
The initia l step for wool growth determinat i on was 
the app lication of black woo l pa i nt j ust above the r ump on 
al l lambs on the fi rst day of grazing. The spot of paint was 
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worked in and rub b ed t o  s kin level . At each s ub sequent 
weigh-day , a r uler was used to measu re to the nearest milli­
meter, the length o f  new wool growth from s kin level to the 
painted wool . S imilar procedures of this sort are des cribed 
by L anglands and Wheeler ( 1968) . 
4 . 4 . 1. 4  Diet Compos ition, Quality and Quantity 
4. 4 . 1 . 4 . l Fecal Indices of Compos ition 
Fecal samples were collected from each animal on May 
23, June 17, July 2 0  and August 20, 1984. These dat es cor-
respond to the approx imate midpoints of each of the four 
HP SDG cycles. The samples were p laced in p l astic bags and 
frozen immediately after collection . The individual animal 
fecal s amples were later dried in a forced-air oven for 48 
hours at 6 0°c and then ground through a one millimeter 
screen (20  mesh) in a Wi l ey mil l. 
The individual animal fecal samples were then compos­
ited in 96 treat ment X replication X date X l ives tock clas s 
samples .  Microhis t ological an a l y s e s  to estimate b otanical 
compos i tion of the fecal samples were per formed b y  the 
Compos ition Analys is Laboratory at Colorado State University. 
Twent y  fields per slide were exa ined. The microhistolog i cal 
analyses of  fecal samples as des crib ed b y  Hans en e t  al. 
( 1985) b riefly invol ves a wash wi th  bleach to remove p i �­
ments ; a wash and s creening with hot water to remove solubles 
and ex t remely sma l l  nondiagnostic particles and trans fer and 
fix ing of  material to the micros cope s l ide. Additional 
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stains, b leaching or mounting mediums may be used. The main 
cellular characteristics used as clues for identification of 
plant fragments include cuticles, stomates, cell walls, as­
perites, glands, trichomes, silica cells, druses, crystals, 
and starch grains as well as cellu lar configurations, size 
and other morphological characteristics (Hansen et a l . ,  1 985). 
An additional 12 hand-compounded herbage samples (two 
replications of six) of known botanical composit i on were also 
microhistologically analyzed for the purpose of technique 
calibration . These herbage samples were also dried and 
ground in the same manner as the fecal samples. The six-gram 
hand-compounded calibration sa�ples had varying percentages 
of each of the species group >constituents ( Table 15). 
Tabl e 1 5  
Percentage composition of six hand-compounded herbage samples 























3 4 5 6 
36 48 60 72 
48 36 2 4  12 
0 2 8 10 
10 8 2 
1 2 5 
5 4 1 0 
1 Shortgrass component was 50 \ blue grama and 50 % buffalo­
grass. 
2 Forb component incl uded several species nonproportionally 
grouped. 
3 Annual grass component was 50 % Japanese brome and 50 % six­
weeks fescue. 
4 Other grasses included several perennial speci es nonpropor­
tionally grouped. 
-
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The microhistologically determi ned re lative densities 
of hand-compounded herbage samples were regressed against 
the actual percentages of  each component and the resultant 
equations were used to calibrate the fecal sample ' s  relative 
densities to calibrated ind ices of percent composition. 
4. 4. 1. 4. 2 Fecal Nitrogen 
Dup licated Kjeldahl nit rogen determinations were run 
on another set of the composited 96 fecal samples. Proced-
ures followed Association of Official Agricultural Chemists 
guidelines (A . O . A . C., 1980). I n  addition , an aliquot of each 
sample .w a s  placed in a muffle furnace and burned a t  5 5 0° c  
for two hours for ash determination and the expression of 
nitrogen or crude protein on an organic matter basis. Repre-
sentative forage samples collected at the four dates of fecal 
samp le co l lection were also analyzed for n itrogen content. 
4. 4. 1. 4. 3  Water I ntake 
A relatively s imple method of estimating forage 
intake by grazing animals has been the water intake method. 
Water intake has been shown to be quantitatively related to 
for-age intake in ruminants (Phillips, 1960; Johnson et al., 
1966). The method requires measurement of  mean a ir temper-
ature, water or dry matter content of the forage and water 
drunk ( Hyder et al . ,  1 966). These data are usually equated 
wit h  water intake rates in volume of water consumed per 
weigh t of food dry atter eaten at var ious temperatures to 
arrive at an est i mate of forage intake. Winchester and 
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Morris ( 1956) have pub lished these rates for English breeds 
of cattle for a wide range of air temperatures . Forbes 
( 1968) and Hyder et a l. ( 1968) further discuss sampling 
procedures and relationships of forage intake to water intake . 
In this study, water was provided to the grazing 
animals in each of the replications via two-208 liter (55 
gal) barrels fitted with float-type hog waterers . B arrels 
were located in HPSDG centers and in the corners of RSG 
replicate pastures opposite the sa lt and mineral blocks . The 
covered barrels were refilled approximately every three to 
seven days depending on demand . B efore each refilling, 
centimeters of disappearance was measured. Centimeters of 
disappearance was converted to l iters of consumption by mul­
tiplying by 2 . 366. 
4. 4 . 2  Vegetation Measures 
4 . 4 . 2 . 1 Emergence, Growth and Developmental 
Characteristics 
Emergence, growth and developmental characteristics 
of western wheatgrass, buffalograss and blue grama were 
studied during the spring and early summer of 1984 and 1985 . 
The intent of this substudy was to evaluate the cumulative 
effects of the grazing treatments on the aforementioned 
characteristics of the three species. 
Previous years grazing intensity has been shown to 
influence the elongation rate of shoots and leaves of 
grasses . Short and Woolfolk ( 1956) for example, reported the 
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mean maximum height of western wheatgrass plant s  to be almost 
20% great er in areas in good range condit ion t han in areas in 
poor range condi t ion . Reed and Peterson (1961), also study-
ing western wheat grass, found fewer leaves per t iller in 
heavily grazed pastures than in lightly grazed pastures. 
Johnson ( 1 956) found the average leaf lengt h  of blue grama to 
consist ently increase as grazing intensity decreased. With 
respect t o  t iller densities, Tallowin (1981) concluded dif­
ferent grazing management systems will cause marked differ­
ences in density in perennial ryegrass swards. 
I n  t his study, a total of 80 permanently located 1 0  
cm X 100 cm (0 . 1  m2 ) plots were est ablished o n  areas as 
out lined in Table 16. A ll upland areas were on clayey range 
sit es wit h  an 8% slope whereas the drainageway areas were on 
silty range sites with a 3% slope. 
The procedure for the emergence sampling involved a 
density determinat ion by counting a ll newly emerged til lers 
found wit hin the 0 . 1 m2 area of t he plot frame . Each of 
these t il lers were marked at the base wit h  paint of a se lect­
ed color . The first five tillers (record t illers) t o  occur 
within t he plot fra e were also marked at t he tip of t he 
first leaf with distinct individual colors . The lengt h  of 
each of t he first leaves, the total number of leaves and the 
area in which t he first five tillers occurred was recorded . 
During subsequent sampling dates (measurement sequen­
ces), t he procedure was repeated with new set s  of tillers . 
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In  addition, length of firs t leaf and to tal number of  leaves 
were recorded for the initial or previous set of tillers. To 
avoid confusion, each t iller set had distinct base colors. 
Tab le 1 6  
S tudy areas and respective number of plo t s  utilized in the 
emergence substudy. 
Upland S tudy Areas Plots 
Repeated-Seasonal grazed lightly1 
Repeated-Seasonal grazed heavily2 
Repeated-Seasonal shor tgrass areas3 
High-Performance Shor t-Duration grazed ear l y4 
High-Per fo r  ance S hort - Du ration grazed late5 
High-Performance Shor t-Duration shor tgrass areas3 
Repeated-Seasonal grazed moderately6 
Permanent exclosure 
D rainageway S tudy A reas7 
Repeated-Seasonal drainageway 
High- Performance S hort- Duration drainageway 
10 
1 0  
5 




1 0  
5 
5 
1 Grazed lightly refers to an area receiving light use the 
previous four years. 
2 G razed heavily refers to an area receiving heavy use the 
previous fou r  years. 
3 RSG and HPS DG shortgrass areas refer to  sites dominated 
primarily by buffalograss and blue grama. 
4 HPS DG grazed early refers to a subuni t  grazed early in the 
initial cycle of rotation. 
5 HPS DG grazed late refers to a subuni t grazed lat e  in the 
fourth cycle of rotat ion. 
6 RSG grazed moderately refers to an area grazed by steers 
from J une th rough August as part of a Range Condition S tudy 
7 Drainageway areas were established in 198 5 . 
= - - - - - - - = = = - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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Final tiller heights were assessed on the last sampling date 
for all sets of record tillers. 
The procedure was similar in 1984 and 1985 except the 
total number of newly emerged tillers found in the entire 
0. 1 m2 plot area were not counted in 1984. I n  some cases 
during 1985, particularly when sampli ng buffalograss and blue 
grama which had very large numbers of newly emerged tillers, 
a 0. 05 m2 area was used. 
Sampling of western wheatgrass began each year around 
the first of April. It was at this time when new western 
wheatgrass tiller emergence began. Sampling of buffal ograss 
and blue grama began in late May during 1984. Subsequent 
follow-up sampling of each set of tillers was conducted at 
approximately two to three week i ntervals. 
4. 4. 2. 2 Standing Crop and Above- ground Net Primary 
Production 
Standing crop was estimated using 0. 2 5  m2 circular 
plot frames during mid-July and at the end of the grazing 
season during 1983. In  1984, standing crop was estimated 
every fourth subunit coinciding with animal ovement in each 
HPSDG cycle and standing crop estimates in RSG were made at 
the t i me HPSDG was in mid-cyc l e  as wel l as at the end of  the 
grazing season. 
A double-sampling technique ( Wilms et al. , 1944; Cook 
and Stubbendieck, 1986) was used i n  which a larger number of 
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weight-estimated plots were calibr ated with plots that we re 
estimated, clipped to ground level and bagged. The dry 
weight ( g) of each species for each category ( live, recent­
dead and old-dead ) was esti mated . All clipped samples were 
dried for 24 hr at 55° c and later separated. by species and 
category in the laboratory. Two species , buffalograss and 
blue grama, were not separated and were collectively described 
as the shortgrass component. In addition, a Tektronix J-16 · 
biometer was used to distinguish the live and old-dead po r -
tions of this shortgrass component . The instrument had been 
modified to accept two uncorrected probes filtered at 6 75 �25 
and 80 0 + 25 nm (Waller et al. , 1981) . Biometer calibra-
tion involved the use of 11 samples with known proportions 
of live and old-dead plant mater i al .  The 11 cali bration 
samples had from zero to 10 0 %  live material combined w ith 
10 0 to zero percent old-dead material at 1 0 % increments. 
B iometer readings were taken at 6 7 5  and 80 0 nm wavelengths 
with both black and white panel backgrounds as well as blanks 
with both panel backgrounds. Stepwise multiple regression 
analyses were used for the select i on of the best model that 
would predict the percentage of live and old-dead material 
in the unknown shortgrass samples . 
During the 1983 season, s ix per anently located plots 
in subunits 7 and 10 of each HPSDG replication were estimated 
during the sampling periods . An additional two calibration 
plots ( estimated and clipped ) per replication were used. 
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Twelve randomly located permanent plots were estimated in 
each RSG replication and three cal i bration plots per repli­
cation were harvested . 
In 1984, five permanently located plots i n  subunits 
2, 6, 10 and 14 of each HPSDG replication ( 20 plots total/ 
replication) were estimated . Estimation was done before 
livestock entered and again after they left the designated 
subunits . Five calibration plots per repl i cat i on were also 
clipped, many of which were within the subun i ts while others 
were cl i pped in holding areas to avo i d  excess ive clipped 
spots within the subunits . Twenty-five randomly located 
permanent p l ots were estimated in  each RSG replication and 
five calibration plots per replication were harvested. A 
group of plots located in ungrazed areas ( holding areas) were 
also sampled each of the two years . For training purposes, 
test plots were esti mated and immediately clipped, dried, 
sorted and weighed before each graz i ng season as well as 
period i cally during the season . 
Above-ground net primary product i on ( ANPP) was 
estimated by the summation of the peak l i ve + recent-dead 
( yield) weights of the individual species ( S ingh et  a l. , 
1975 ; Lauenroth et al . ,  1987) .  
4 . 4 . 2 . 3  Forage Utilization 
4 . 4 . 2 . 3 . 1  Seasonal Utilizati on Dynamics 
Two dif ferent forage utilzation estimation procedures 
were used during the 1983 grazing season � A grazed-cl ass 
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technique ( Schmutz e t  al. , 1963)  was used, in which 100 
plants each of the three key use species (western wheatgrass, 
buffalograss and blue grama ) per replication were observed 
via a paced transect and assigned to one of six use classes. 
The six use classes were 0, 10, 30, 50, 7 0  or 90% removed by 
weight. Mounted specimens of each of the different classes 
were used as a field reference. This procedure was used dur-
ing an early and mid-season sampling period. Due to ques-
tionable results with this procedure, the end-of-season use 
sampling was conducted by randomly locating fifty-0. 062 m2 
(25 cm X 25 cm) plots per treatment-replication and collect­
ively estimating the use of all the western wheatgrass and 
shortgrasses within the plot. Three strata (midgrass, 
shortgrass or mixed )  were delineated for each p l ot area. 
In 1984, forage utilization was estimated in con­
junction with the standing crop estimations. Timing and 
number of use esti ates follow that of the standing crop 
estimates outlined in the previous section. The estimations 
were made on the total live plus recent-dead standing crop of 
western wheatgrass and the shortgrasses. Additional use 
calibration plots were included where varying amounts of 
vegetation were removed (simulating grazing) and collected 
by one person followed by an estimation of use by another 
person and then clipping of the plot to ground level. 
Collected "use " and residue-portions were later species 
separated and weighed. The estimated use-portion was then 
regressed against the actual use-portion and prediction 
equations developed. 
4 . 4. 2. 3. 2  Spatial Patterns 
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Spatial pat terns of forage utilizat ion were assessed 
each year at the completion of the grazing season. The pro­
cedure involved the development of utilization maps on over­
lays on 1 : 3000 color infrared photographs (20. 3 cm X 25. 4 cm 
or 8 in X 10 in prints). Soils, topographical anomalies and 
maj or livestock concentration areas were delineated in each 
of the HPSDG and RSG rep licated pastures. Use and residue 
estimations from 0. 2 5  m2 plots within each of these areas 
aided in the determination of the act ual boundaries as wel l 
as use and residue levels within each of t he mapped units. 
4. 4. 2. 4 Growth Characterist ics Comparison 
This 1984 substudy was undertaken on July 18 and 19 
to evaluate selected growth characteristics of western 
wheatgrass within three treatments. Five area comparisons 
were made in which a total of 805 plants were selected 
from adj acent locations in HPSDG, RSG and ungrazed pastures. 
In RSG and HPSDG, 35 ungrazed and 35 grazed plants were 
randomly selected fro 10 different areas via a wandering 
pace-transec t in which after every second pace, the plant 
nearest one ' s  shoe tip was collected. Thirt y-five ungrazed 
tillers in each of three ungrazed areas were also collected. 
The 13 areas corresponded with the five comparisons in whi ch 
the areas were adjacent (separated only by a fenceline) to 
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each other (Table 17) . Two of the comparisons (5 locations) 
were on silty range sites and three ( 8  locations) were on 
clayey range si tes . 
Tab le 1 7  
Location and range site of the 1 3  western wheatgrass collec­

















central holding area 









1 Thirty-five grazed and ungrazed plants collected per loca­
tion in each treatment. 
All collected plants we r e  later dried (55° C for 24 
hr) , w e i g he d , tota l height measured, number of leaves deter-
mined and the length of each leaf measured. Of the plants 
that were grazed, an assessment of the number of leaves that 
w e r e  grazed was also taken. 
4 . 4 .2.5 Dry Matter Content 
During 1983, 10  randomly collected forage samples of 
about 40 g in weight were used for determination of forage 
dry matter content. The samples were collected approximate-
ly every 15 days, weighed immediately after collection , dried 
for 24 hr at 55° c and then reweighed. Sample collection 
began on May 3 1  and ended on September 26. 
In 1984, samples we r e  collected in a manner attempt­
ing to simulate the diet as it would be selected by a grazing 
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animal. These samples were collected from each treatment­
replication ( 12 total) at one week intervals from May 18 
through September 14 . Dry matter content was determined the 
same as it was in 1983. Samples were collected from each 
replicate pasture of each treatment. 
4. 4. 3 Soils 
4 . 4 .3. 1 Soil Compaction 
An index of soil compaction was obtained from the 
depth of penetration of a tapered rod dropped from a stand-
ard height . This technique has been quite useful when 
assessing relative compaction, however, soi l  moisture and 
stoniness can alter penetro•eter readings ( Cook and 
Stubbendieck ,  1986). 
In 1983, soil penetrometer readings were taken June 7 
through June 10 and October 15 through October 18. Readings 
in HPSDG pastures were taken within three assigned strata . 
The three strata were based on distance from the HPSDG 
pasture center which contained water, mineral and the gates 
to facilitate livestock movement from one subunit to the 
next . Strata 1 was the one-third of the subunit closest to 
the center ; strata 2 was the middle third and strata 3 was 
the one-third of the subunit furthest from the center. 
Twenty-five penetrometer readings were taken per strata per 
replication. 
Penetrometer readings in RSG pastures were also taken 
within three defined strata, and in this case, strata were 
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delineated based on distance from the RSG water barrel 
locations. In addition, 200  RSG penetrometer readings were 
taken at the end of the grazing season ( October) in two 
strata delineated as having either high ( >40%) or low ( <10 %) 
forage use. 
In 1984, penetrometer readings were taken during mid 
August as well as just after the end of the grazing season 
( early October) . Readings were again from the same 1983 
defined strata in both RSG and HPSDG. Sampling during both 
years was conducted on clayey, silty and claypan range sites. 
Analysis of variance procedures were used to test 
differences between the defined strata, soils and treatments. 
4. 4. 3. 2 Penetrometer Indices and Soil Bulk Density 
In a related 1983 substudy, an attempt was made to 
define the relationsh ip between soil bulk density and the 
penetrometer indices. Eighty-four penetrometer readings were 
taken and accompanying each, a four centimeter ( diameter) 
core of soil was excavated to to the depth of penetration. 
Loose sand poured from a graduated cylinder was used to 
estimate the volume of the excavated soil. The excavated 
soil samples were later dried and we i ghed and bulk density of 
each determined by division of the dry weight by the volume. 
In 1984, the relationship between bulk density and 
the penetrometer indices was again evaluated. In this sub-
study, a 365 cc core (5. 1 cm diameter x 15. 2 cm length (2 in 
x 6 in) ) was extracted in the same area that the penetrometer 
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reading was taken. The 32 soil core s amples were later dried 
and bulk density determined as was done in 1 983. 
Regres sion analyses were used to as ses s the re lat ion­
ship between soil bulk density and the penetrometer indices.  
4 . 4. 3.3 Soil Water 
During the 1984 grazing season, s oil water in a 2. 54 
X 15. 2 cm (1 X 6 in) core was determined by the gravimetric 
method which involves weighing the sample before and after 
oven drying (24 hr at 10 5°C) (Cook and Stubbendieck, 1986) . 
Cores were collected every 10 days from May 27 through 
Augus t 26. 
Additional soil water data collected wibh a neutron 
probe in another study at the Research Station were availab le 
for both 1983 and 1984 . 
4. 5 Statistical Analyses 
Statis tical analyses of the variou s  data s ets were 
aided by the appropriate Statistical Analy s i s  System (SAS) 
( Releas e  5. 15) procedures for � mainframe computer ( SAS 
Institute Inc. , 1985). Testing was at the 0 . 0 5, 0 . 01 and 
0. 0 0 1  s ignificance levels. 
In addition to the standard analys is of variance 
( A N O V A ) or regres sion procedures,  s evera l (where appropriate) 
data s ets were subjected to repeated meas ures (within-
subjects) analy s is procedures. Meas urements on the same 
experimental units over dates (time) were taken on the l ive­
stock (weight gains and wool growth) as wel l as on the 
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nitrogen and botanical composition o f  the diet estimated from 
fecal samples. 
Repeated measures analysis of variance takes into 
account the correlation of each of the measurements taken on 
the same experimental units (SAS Institute Inc., 1985). 
Split- p l o t  d�� igns often lend themselves to repeated measures 
analysis. Allen (1982) describes this popular method as a 
" split-plot- in-time " .  A simple example evaluating growth 
curves is given where weight gains are measured for consectu­
tive periods on experimental animals receiving one of four 
diets. Diets become the whole-plot factor and time period 
the split-plot factor. Spl·it-plot-in-time and -space are 
also discussed by Steel and Torrie (1980 ). Repeated measures 
analysis can also be used for complete block designs as well 
as incomplete block designs ( eg .  split-plot) (Gill, 1978). 
Latour and Miniard (1983) caution that many times the 
conventional univariate approach to repeated measures analy­
sis is violating the critical assumption that treatment-dif-
ference variances are equal (heterogeneity assumption). Cole 
and Griz zle ( 1966) and La�our and Miniard (1983) suggest the 
use of the tools of multivariate analysis of variance (MANOV A) 
to overcome this problem. SAS procedures (SAS Institute 
Inc., 1985) provide this alternative and the appropriate 
multivariate options were used and results presented for 
these analyses. Univariate test results are also presented 
and discussed when these tests were more powerful. 
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5.1 Abstract 
Performance, production and botanical compos i tion of 
the diets of calves and lambs grazin g  in combinat ion were 
contrasted bet ween a Repeated- Seasonal (RSG) (May-Sep. ) and a 
16-subun i t, 1-herd High-Performance Short-Duration Grazing 
(HPSilG) system during 1983 and 1984. Animal numbers were 
adjusted with put-and-take sets of livestock to attain 
planned forage use levels for each cycle in HPSDG and compar-
able end-of-season levels in both treatments . Seasona l aver-
age daily ga i ns (ADG) of RSG calves were greater in both 1983 
and 1 984 (0. 52, 0. 68 vs. 0. 39, 0. 62 kg/day, respectively, for 
RSG and HPSDG) (P < . 05) . RSG lamb ADG ' s  were greater in 1983 
(72. 6 vs. 4 5. 4 g/day, respect ively, for RSG and HPSDG) 
(P<. 05) . A ttained stocking rates were 24 and 21% higher in 
HPSDG during 1983 and 1984, respect i vely, resu lting in 
greater calf and combined (calf + lamb) production/hectare in 
the HPSDG treatment dur ing 1984 (P< . 05) . Diet quality, as 
estimated from fecal nitrogen (N) , was better for the RSG 
livestock espec ially during the first two grazing periods 
(P<.05) . D i et composition data show compat ibi l i ty of the 
lamb and calf mix in both grazing system treatments . 
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5 . 2 Introduction 
Grazing systems are an essenti al, integral part of 
grazing management. The simp l est and most common grazing 
system i s  one i n  which the animals graze the same area at the 
same season each year ( repeated-seasonal grazing) . If the 
graz i ng period i s  for the entire period that grazing is 
feas i b le, this is continuous grazing (Lew i s  1 983) . In recent 
years, much attention has been directed towards the use of 
intensiv ely managed systems referred to as " short-duration " ,  
"time-controlled", " controlled" or "rapid rotation ", all 
operated under similar pri nciples. Of particular interest to 
ranchers in these troubled economic times, has been the claim 
that proper implementation of a short-duration system will, 
as a rule, result in a two-fold or greater increase in live-
stock carrying capacity ( Savory 1978) . However, quantitative 
data supporting this claim are relatively scarce. 
Severa l researchers have eva luated animal performance 
and production in short-duration grazing ( S D G ) systems. How-
ever, variations in the system ( size and number of subunits 
or paddocks), management of the system (stocking rates, occu­
pation and nonuse periods), geographical location, vegetation 
type or year to  year variations in precipi �ation are compli­
cating factors that often prevent a clear understanding of 
what a particular system will do. 
Jung et a l. ( 1985) found no differences in average 
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daily gains (ADG) of yearling heifers grazing smooth brome 
grass ( B r omus i ne rmis Leyss . )  in either a repeated-seasonal 
grazing (RSG) (May- Aug. ) or a SDG system (8 subunits-1 herd : 
2-4d oc cupation/ 14-28d nonuse). On native range in the 
Rolling Red Plains of Texas, Heitschmi d t  et a l. (1982b) 
reported no differences in weight gains of growing heifers 
in RSG (Apr.-Oct. ) and SDG (10-l : 3- 7 / 35 -4 2 d) systems. On 
native Texas range (High Plains) in poor condition, Pitts and 
Bryant ( 1982) found no difference in ADG of yearling steers 
in a SDG (16-1 : 2-4/30-G Od) and a continuous system . However, 
when stoc king rates were doubled i n  the SDG system, gains 
were significantly less on that system . On native mixed-
grass range in southeastern Wyoming, Hart and Test (1984) 
reported ADG of yearling steers in a moderatel y  stocked SDG 
system (8-l : 3- 7 /2 1-49d) to be significantly less than in a 
moderately stocked RSG (Jun. -Oct . )  system. There were no 
differences when both systems had a heavy stoc king rate. 
Baker et al. (1982) (ryegrass pastures, England) found ADG 
of beef cows to be significantly greater in the SDG system 
(12-l : 2-5/22-5 5d) than in a RSG (May-Oct . )  system . 
Animal gain per hectare was approximately doubled 
with the SDG system reported by Heitschmidt et al. (1982b). 
Stoc king rates however, were fixed at 2X those in RSG. With 
SDG stoc king rates at 13 1% of RSG, Jung et al . (1985) 
reported gain/ha to be increased by 24 % .  Kirby et al. 
(1985) reported greater than 2X  gain/ha with a SDG system 
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(8-l : 5/35d) than in a RSG sys tem ( Jun. -Oct. ) .  
SDG s tocking rates were 162% of RSG. 
In thi s  study, 
Each of these graz ing system comparisons (cited 
above) used fixed stocking rates where the number of animals 
per unit area was cons tant during the entire grazing period. 
Animal number s per unit area were either : 1) equal in both 
systems, 2) greater in one than the other , or 3) some per­
centage greater or les s than the general recommended stocking 
rate for that area. Consequently, animal performance and 
production were a function of stocking rate rather than 
graz i ng sys tem. In studies by Hart e t  a l. (1986) , about two­
thirds of the variation in A DG could be accounted for by 
stock i ng rate. Mott (1960) emphas i zed the need to adjus t 
s tocking rates to provide equal grazing pressure on all 
treatments and replications , since failure to do so may bias 
performance per an i mal and per area. A put-and-take approach 
( B urns et al. 1970) was ut i l i zed by Leconte (1982a, b) with 
forage utilization used as the determinant. The results of 
h i s  studies revealed that RSG ( Apr. -Oct. ) produced 72% 
(4-year average) as much product i on per area as a SDG sy stem 
( 12-l : 2-4/22-44d) .  
The objectives of this study were to evaluate per­
formance per an i mal and per area in  Hi gh-Performance Short­
Durat i on (HPSDG) and Repeated- Seasonal (RSG) graz ing sy stems . 
A HPSDG system i s  one in which occupation periods, nonuse 
per i ods and ut i l i zat i on levels are planned with flex ibility 
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to prov i de h i gh performance per an i mal and per area. A put-
and-take approach was used to atta i n  plan ned forage use 
levels . Addi t i on ally, d iet compos i t ion and fecal n itrogen 
were stud i ed. 
5. 3 Study Are a  and Methods 
These stud i es were conducted dur i ng 1983 and 1984 at 
the Cotton wood Range and L ivestock Research Stati on located 
i n  west-central South D akota (4 3° 57 ' N, 101° 52 ' W) .  The 
experi mental area l i es i n  the M i xed Pra i r i e  regi on of the 
Northern Great Pla i ns where short a n d  med i um he i ght grasses 
are co-dom i n ant . Western wheatgrass (Agropyron smithii 
Rydb. ), buffalograss (Buch l oe d a ct y l oides (Nutt. ) Engelm . ) 
and blue grama (Boutel oua gracil is  (H. B. K. ) Lag . ex 
Griff i ths. ) compr ise over 75% of the total annual forage 
producti on i n  high range cond i t i on (Lew is  e t  a l. 1956) . 
So ils on the Research Station are pr i mar i ly Usteric 
Camborth i ds class ified as a clayey range site (USDA-SCS 
1979). Kyle, Pi erre and Nun n were the a jor soi l  ser ies of 
the exper i mental pastures (USDA-SCS 1987 ) .  
Preci p i tat ion at the Research Stat ion averaged 396 mm 
from 1910-1984 with approx imately 7 8% falli ng during the 
Apri l  through September grow i ng season. An nual prec ipitat ion 
was 381 and 416 mm dur i ng 1983 and 1984, respect i ve l y. 
Duri ng 1983,  precipitation was 81 and  67% of the long-term 
mean for the grow i ng and warm (Jun. -Aug . ) seasons, respect -
ively. C ool season precip itat ion (prev ious Sep. - May) 
however, was 137 %  of the mean . D uring 1984, precipitation 
was 1 2 1  and 137% of the long-term mean for the growing and 
warm seasons and the cool season precipitation was 110% of 
the mean . 
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The experimental design of the study was a randomized 
complete block with two treatments and six replications. The 
two treatments were the two different grazing systems, High­
Performance Short-Duration Grazing (HPSD G )  and Repeated­
Seasonal Grazing ( RSG ) as classified by Lewis ( 1 983 ) .  HPSD G 
pastures were 2. 2 ha in size and divided into 16 subunits 
( paddocks) arranged in a wagon wheel configuration. RSG 
pastures ( 4. 4  ha) were not subdivided , allowing livestock 
access to the entire unit for the duration of the grazing 
period. The HPSD G system was conducted with four cycles of 
rotation and subunit occupation periods of 1 ,  2 ,  2 and 3 days 
with corresponding nonuse periods of 15, 30 , 30 and 45 days 
for cycles 1 through 4 respectively. The progressive in­
crease in length of occupation and nonuse periods corres­
ponds to the declining vegetation growth rate as was suggest­
ed by Voisin (196 2 ) .  The grazing seasons ran approximately 
May through September during the two years of the study. 
Lambs (ewes and wethers ) and heifer calves were used 
as the experimental animals. Average initial weights of the 
la bs were 28. 6 and 27. 2 kg in 1983 and 1984 respectively. 
Average initial weights of the calves were 165. 1 and 165. 6 
kg for the two years. 
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The lambs and calves were grouped in s ets with one 
set consis ting of one calf and three lambs . At the s tart of 
the grazing s eason, a combination of two calves and six lambs 
( 2  s ets ) were randomly allotted to each replicate pasture of 
each treatment. HPSDG ' s  initial s tocking dens ity ( 0. 64 
AU/ha) was 2X that of the doubly large RSG pas tures. An end 
of s eason forage use goal of 4 0  to 5 0% on any of three key 
use species ( western wheatgras s, buffalogras s  or bluegrama) 
was a primary criterion for adjus tments of numbers of sets of 
animals in b oth RSG and HPS DG . Add i tionally in HPSDG, 
planned use levels of approximately 10, 2 0  and 30% for a one, 
two and three day occupation were used as criteria for animal 
number adjus tment. The adj us tment� were made with put-and-
take s ets of animals . 
All livestock weights were measured at the start of 
the firs t and at the end of each of the four HPSDG cycles . 
Lives tock were gathered during the late afternoon, penned 
without feed or water for an overnight shrink and weighed the 
following morning. 
An i ndex to the botanical composition of diet of the 
lambs and calves was provided during 1984 by the microhisto­
logical examination of fecal material . Fecal samples were 
collected from each animal on May 23, June 17 , July 20 and 
Augus t  24 ( HPS DG cycle midpoints ) .  Fecal samples were later 
dr i ed ( 48 hr at 60°C) and then ground through a one mm 
screen ( 20 mes h) . I ndividual calf and lamb s amples were then 
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composited into treatment x replication K date samples. 
Microhistological analyses were performed by the Composition 
Analys i s  Laboratory at Colorado State University . Percent 
relative density of discerned fragments for a species was 
calculated . The relationship between percent relative den ­
sity and dry weight for most plant species is highly corre-
lated ( Sparks and Malechek 1968) . Similarity indices 
(Oosting 1956) and selection ( preference) indices ( Van Dyne 
e t  al.  1978) were also calculated using PRD as an index of 
the botanical composition of the diets. 
Duplicated Kjeldahl nitrogen { N) determinations were 
run on another set of the composited fecal samples. Proced-
ures followed standard guidelines ( AOAC 1980) . In addition, 
an ali quot of each sample was burned in a muffle furnace (2 
hr at 5 5 0°C) for ash determination and the expression of N 
on an organic matter basis. 
Statistical analyses of the various data sets wer� 
conducted by using the appropriate Statistical Analysis 
System ( SAS) procedures for a mainframe computer (SAS 
Institute Inc . 1985) . Testing was at the 0.05, 0.0 1 and 
0 . 00 1  significance levels. Production per area ( gain in 
kg/ha ) w e r e  subjected to usual analysis of variance proced-
ures. All other data sets were evaluated with repeated 
m e a s u r e s  analysis of variance which takes into account the 
correlation of each of the measurements taken on the same 
experimental units ( SAS Institute Inc. 1985) .  Additiona lly ,  
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a multivariate ap proach ( Latour and Miniard 1 983; Cole and 
Grizzle 1 96 6) was used, as many times, the conventional uni­
variate ap proach violates the critical heterogeneity assump-
tion. Sampling or weigh dates were used as the rep eated time 
factors. Model components were treatments, replications , 
dates ( p eriods) and all associated first order interactions. 
Where ne eded, protected LSD ' s  were used for mean separation 
( Ste el and Torri� 1980) . Years were analyzed separately due 
to differences in livestock bre eds and trial starting dates . 
5. 4 Results and Discussion 
Livestock Performance and Production 
The statistical analyses of avera�e daily gain ( A DG ) 
of calves revealed significant treatment and p eriod effects 
during both y ears . RSG calf ADG was greater both years 
( P< . 05) ( Table 1) . The greatest difference b etween treat -
ments occurred during periods ( cycles) 1 and 2. 
ADG during p eriods 2 and 3 ( Jun. 1 5  - Aug. 20 during 
1983 and Jun . 1 - Aug. 6 during 1 984) was significantly 
greater than p eriods 1 and 4 during both years ( P< . 05) ( Table 
1 ). With the exception of the lower period 1 ADG, this 
parallels vegetative growth dyna ics in the area. These 
early-wean ed livestock were maintained in drylot prior to the 
start of the trial and the grazing adaptation stress could 
account for the lower ADG during period 1 .  
Analysis of lamb ADG reve aled a significant treatment 
x period interaction in both years in addition to significant 
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treatment and period in ef fects in 1983 and a period ef fect 
in 1 984 (Table 2 ) . RSG lamb ADG was greater during periods 1 
and 4 in 1983 and period 2 in 1984 (P< .0 5) . 
Season ADG was greater for the RSG lambs in 1983 
(P< . 001 ) ,  but there were no differences in 1984. Similar to 
the calves, lamb ADG was highest during period 2 in 1983 and 
during periods 2 and 3 during 1984 (P< .01 ) (Table 2) . 
Stocking rates which resulted from the put-and-take 
approach to attain the desired forage use levels were 21 and 
24% greater in HPSDG than in RSG for 1983 and 1984 respective­
ly (Table 3 ) .  Attained stocking rates for both treatments 
were somewhat higher in ·1983 than in 1984. Forage growing 
conditions for the most part, were favorable and comparable 
both years, but critical May precipitation was 25. 7 mm 
greater and cool season precipitation (previous Sep. -May ) was 
62.8 mm greater in 1983 than in 1984 . This may partially 
account for the increased stocking rates that were attained. 
Statistical analyses of livestock production ( gain/ha) 
data revealed significant treatment differences during 1984 
( Figure 1) . The 1984 HPSDG calf (47 .8 kg/ha ) and the com-
bined (calf + lamb) gain (63.6 kg/ha ) was greater than the 
RSG calf gain (41. 9 kg/ha ) and combined gain (59. 0 kg/ha) 
(P< .05) . I n  essence, the lower ADG of HPSDG was offset by 
the greater stocking rates that were attained to give the 
greater gain/ha. Similarly, across treatments, gain/ha was 
somewhat higher in 1984 than in 1983 even though stocking 
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rates were less because the 1984 ADG was substantially better . 
Botanical Composition of Diet 
A total of 2 0  different species or genera ( 8  peren­
nial grasses, 2 annual grasses, 1 1  forbs and 1 sedge) were 
identified in the fecal samples from the lambs and calves in 
the RSG and HPSDG grazing systems . The species or genera 
were delineated into the following six categories for analy­
sis and discussion : 1) annual grasses (Japanese bromegrass 
(Bromus jap oni cus Thunb. ex Murr. ) and six-weeks fescue 
( Fes t uca o c t o fl ora Walt. ) ;  2) western wheatgrass ; 3) short­
grasses (buffalograss and blue grama) ; 4) forbs; 5) sedges 
and 6)  other grasses. 
The percent relative density in the fecal samples was 
used as an index of animal diets. For the dates sampled, RSG 
lamb and calf diets contained a greater variety of forb 
species (11 vs . 3 in HPSDG) as might be expected with the 
greater opportunity for selection in RSG. Additionally, the 
relatively small area of an HPSDG subunit would contain a 
limited supply of forbs which could be diminished rapidly in 
an occupation period and depending on new growth, the supply 
could be limited during later cycles. HPSDG calf samples did 
not contain any forbs on the last three periods ( cycles 2, 3 
and 4) . Annual grasses and western wheatgrass were maj or 
components of calf diets and shortgrasses were the major 
component in lamb diets in both treatments ( Figures 2 and 3) . 
The statistical analyses of percent relative density 
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for each of the six categories revealed significant treatment 
and date effects for both the calves and l ambs (P<. 05) .  
There were no significant interactions . RSG calf samples 
contained a greater percentage of western wheatgrass (3 2. 0 vs. 
19. 2 )  and forbs (1 . 3  vs. 0. 3)  and less annual grasses (49. 6 
vs. 64. 9) than HPSDG samples ( P<. 05) .  RSG l amb samp l es also 
contained a greater percentage of forbs (5. 6 vs. 1. 8) as well 
as less sedges (11. 5 vs. 16. 7) than HPSDG samples (P<. 05) 
(Figures 2 and 3) . 
Important date effects for both the calves and lambs 
included a greater percentage of western wheatgrass on May 2 3  
and Aug. 2 4  than on the . middle two dates and percentage of 
shortgrasses was l east on May 2 3  compared to the other three 
dates (P<. 05 ). For the calves, percentage of annual grasses 
was greater on Jun. 17 and Jul. 2 0  than on the first and last 
dates (P <. 05 ). For the lambs, percentage of annual grasses 
was greater on May 2 3  than on the other three dates and per­
centages of sedges and forbs were greater on the first two 
dates than on the last two (P<. 05 ). 
Selection indices were calcul ated for each of the six 
species groups as the ratio of the percentage of a species in 
the diet to the percentage of the species in the live plus 
recent-dead herbage residue (Table 4 ). Calves in both treat­
men t s  showed an unexpected high degree of selection for the 
annual grasses. Selection for annual grasses by yearling 
steers was also reported in an earlier study at the Research 
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Station ( Rodgers 1972). Calf selection indices in both 
treatmen ts were also relatively high for the " other grasses" 
group and least for the shortgrasss and forbs groups. Lambs 
in both treatments showed selection for the shortgrasses, 
an nual and other grasses groups and a strong avoidance of 
western wheatgrass ( Table 4) . 
Kulcyznski ' s  similarity indices ( Oosting 1956) were 
calculated to estimate the amount of dietary overlap between 
the calves and lambs within the grazing system treatments 
( Table 4 ) . For all species groups, these similarity index 
means were never excessively high . S imilarity indices for 
the an nual and other grasses groups were among the highest as 
those two groups were selected b y  both calves and lambs. 
S imilarity indices were general ly the highest for all 
species groups in both treatments on the May 23 sampling date 
as would be expected since the warm-season species had not 
yet begun rapid growth and consequently, the least amoun t 
of l ive forage was available at that time. 
Probably the most importan t  similarity and selection 
indices to consider are those for the two dominant groups, 
western wheatgrass and shortgrasses. Here the compatibility 
of the combination of calves n n d  la bs (especially in RSG) 
can be seen with the relatively low similarity indices and 
the l amb s expressing strong avoidance of western wheatgrass 
and selection for the shortgrasses ( Table 4). 
I I  
I I I  
I 
1 0 5  
The r e  is a ne ed for long-term testing of short­
duration systems to prov i de data for a variety of years and 
to detect possible cummulativ e effects of the system on 
grassland ecosystems. The numb e r  of subunits, length of 
periods of occupation and nonuse and their variation by site, 
season and year, as well as the degree of use and amount of 
residue following each occupation are among the most impor­
tant variables that should be optimized. 
The grazing of a combination of cattle and sheep 
appears to have ex cellent potential for improving livestock 
production for the kind of range used in these trials . 
Unplanned comparisons suggest the hypothesis tha t  mixing 
kinds of livestock in RSG may permit stocking rate increases 





exception of period 1, declines in fecal N were consistent 
with dec l � nes in A DG .  Livestock A DG ' s were the lowest dur i n g  
period 1 but fecal N was highest on May 23 (period 1 mid-
point). Compensatory growth may have been exhibited after 
this initial 16 day period. 
5. 5 Conclusions 
Data from these trials suggest that properly and 
intensively managed HPSDG systems may a l low an increase in 
stocking rate and result in a slight increase in livestock 
production per area, however, individual anima l per formance 
may be somewhat reduced. I mproved spatial distribution and 
harvesting efficiency by grazing livestock have been sug­
gested as reasons for an increase in stocking rate with 
similar l eve l s  of sue. Additiona l l y, Heitschmidt e t  al. 
( 198 2 a ) reported short-duration grazing may enhance forage 
growth and production on a short-term basis if growing condi-
tions are favorable. The plant-animal-cl imate association 
within a HPSDG system lends itself to a need for very 
intensive management and fl exibilty of the system. Dry con-
ditions from mid-Ju l y  through September which are fair l y  
typica l for this area were experienced both years of the 
study. In this case, management must first be observant of 
forage use and residue leve ls  and then be flexib l e  by being 
able to provide supplementa l feed, reducing anima l number s 





Analy sis of p ercent fecal N revealed a significant 
treatment x date interaction in addition to significant 
treatment and date effects (Table 5 ) . The RSG calf and lamb 
samples had a greater percentage fecal N on the May 23 and 
June 17 sampling dates and the RSG treatment mean was high e r  
than HPSDG ( P < . 0 5 )  (Table 5 ) . 
Wofford et al. ( 1985 ) observed a high correlation 
( r= . 83 )  between percent diet N and percent fecal N. Simila r 
results were also reported by Clarke et al. ( 1966 ) and Fe l s  
e t  a 1 .  ( 195 9 )  . This relationship has t he greater validity 
with low and moderate N forage diets than with high N diets 
due to a greater degree of confounding with endogenous meta­
bolic N in high N diets . I t  can be suggested then, that on e 
reason for the greater ADG of livestock in RSG was their 
op portunity for greater selection of species and p lant parts , 
resulting in a diet higher in N. Fels et al. ( 1959 ) 
presents evidence that gra zing sheep will select for nitrog en 
content in the forage . 
Fecal decreased over the season for both calves 
and lambs corres ponding to the increase in forage maturity 
( P< .05) ( T a ble 5 ) .  Forage sa ples collected on the same fou r  
dates contained 2 . 4 1, 1 . 78, 1.3 4  and 0 . 98% (organic matte r 
basis ( 15 . 1 ,  1 1 . 2,  8 . 4 and 6 . 1� crude prot ein ) on M a y  2 3 , 
J une 17, July 20 and August 2 4 , respectively . With the 
......,. 
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Table 1 .  Average daily gain (kg) of calves in Repeated-Seasonal (RSG) 
and High-Performance Short-Duration ( HPSDG) grazing systems at the 
Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station, 1983 and 1984. 
1983 1984 --------------------------
Period Period 
Periodl RSG HPSDG Means2 +SE RSG HPSDG Means2 ±SE 
------ ------- -----
1 0 . 27 0 . 15 0. 21a +0.09 0 . 58 0.48 0.53a ±0. 05 
2 0.98 0.68 0 . 83b +0.06 1.00 0.76 0. 88b :t0.04 
3 0.58 0.50 0 . 54C +0.04 0.78 0.79 0 .  78b ±0.06 
4 0.25 0.22 0.24a +0.05 0.39 0.43 0.41a +0.03 
Season Means3 0 . 52A 0.398 0 . 68A 0 . 628 
:tSE :t0 . 04 ±0.04 :t0.03 +0.02 
1 Periods correspond to the four HPSDG cycles of rotation. 
2 Within years, period means with unlike superscripts differ (P<.0 1 in 
1983 and P<. 05 in 1984). 
3 Within years, season treatment means with unlike superscripts differ 
(P<. 05). 
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Table 2 .  Average daily gain (g) of lambs in Repeated-Seasonal (RSG) and 
High-Performance Short-Duration (HPSDG) grazing systems at the 
Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station, 1983 and 1984. 
1983 1984 ---------------------------
Period Period 
Period1 RSG HPSDG Means2 ±SE RSG HPSDG Means2 +SE -----
1 47 . 8a -37. 8b 5. 0A +11. 3  -9. 4a - 12 . 48 -10. 9A ±10. 6 
2 157. 58 157. 5a 157. 5S +6. 5 196. 1a 133. 8b 164. gs +6. 1 
3 66. 4a 55_ ga  6l. 2C +7. 5 135. 4a 144 . 48 139 . gs +8. 4 
4 23. 28 6. Sb 15. 0A +6. 3 19. 5a 18 . 48 18. 9A +7. 0 
Season Means3 72. SA 45. 48 86 . 2A 72. 6A 
+SE ±3. 8 +5. 3 +5. 1 +5 . 7  
1 Periods correspond to the four HPSDG cycles of rotation. 
2 Within years, period means with unlike superscripts differ (P<. 01).  
3 Within years, season treatment means with unlike superscripts differ 
( P<. 001). 
a b Within years and periods, treatment means with unlike superscripts 
differ (P<. 05). 
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Table 3. Sets of livestock , periodic ( cyclic)  and cumulative stocking 
rates (AUMs/ha) in HPSDG and RSG systems, 1983 and 1984. 1 
Period Cycle 
5/29-6/14 1 

















0 . 361 
0 . 706 













Sets Rate Rate 
2 0 . 361 0 . 361 
2 0 . 699 1 . 060 
1 0 . 408 1 . 468 















0 . 180 0 .180 
0 . 353 0 .533 
0 .578 1 . 1 1 1  





0 . 180 0 . 180 
0 .350 0 .530 
0 . 605 1 .135 
0 . 472 1 .607 -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------
1 One set = 1 calf and 3 lambs. 
A Three sets started cycle 3 in HPSDG, but 1 set was removed after 16 
days ( 8  subunits) . 
8 Two sets in RSG were removed after 16 days into this period.  
Table 4 .  Preference and similari ty indices ( PI and SI ) of  "diets" of  calves and lambs in RSG and 


















Calf Lamb SI 
--- ---- ----
1.0 0.3 44.4 
0.1 0.8 23.0 
2.9 2.8 97.7 
0.3 1.4 39.5 
2.7 3.4 88.6 
2.7 6.2 60 . 2  
0.7 0.2 51.3 
0.1 0.8 17.6 
2.7 1.2 62.1 
0.1 0.3 66.7 
1 . 5 4.6 50.2 
3.0 10.1 46.6 
Sampling Date 
June 17 .July 20 August 24 ---------------- ----------------
PI PI PI ---------- ---------- ----------
Calf Lamb SI Calf Lamb SI Calf Lamb SI 
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---
0.5 0.1 32.9 0 . 5 0.1 19.3 0.6 0.1 35. 7  
0 . 3 1.6 32.6 0 . 4  2 . 2  29.7 0.3 1.8 27.1 
5.0 1.6 48.5 6.5 0.7 20.3 8.5 0.5 1 1 .  3 
0.2 0.8 45.5 0.1 0.6 18.7 N P  0.2 
0.7 2.8 4 1.4 0.1 3.5 5.1 0.3 3.2 15.7 
3.8 4.0 97.1 4.5 4.2 96.l 5.1 17 .9  44.4 
0.4 0.1 51.1 0.3 0.1 13.l 0.5 0.1 41.3 
0.3 1.1 43.8 0.3 1.9 26.4 0.4 2.0 36.2 
3.8 1.0 41.1 4.0 1.4 51.0 4 . 4  0.8 31.6 
N P  0.3 - N P  0.3 - N P  0.4 
N P  4.2 - 0.1 1 . 8  7.4 0 . 3 1.4 36 . 4  
6.2 27.3 36.9 8.7 5.4 76.7 5.0 24.1 34.5 
1 Perference index (P I )  equals percent in  diet ( percent relat ive densi ty in  fecal sample) divided 
by percent in l ive + recent-dead standing crop. 
2 Simi larity index (SI ), calves vs. lambs;  2W/ ( a+b ) x 100 where W is the �lesser percentage of the 
speci es group in  the two diets being compared and a+b is the sum of the percentages of the speci es 
group in  the two d iets. 
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Tab l e  5 .  Percent nitrogen (organic matter basis) of feca l 
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3. g oa 
3. 34 b 
3.62A 
+ 0. 1 1  
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±_0. 0 4  
8/24 
2. 04 D 
±_0. 04 
Means 1 + SE 
2. 65A +0.° 12 
2. 46 8 +0. 09 
Treatment 
Means 1 + SE 
2 . 8 1 A  ±_0 . 10 
2 .62 B + Q . 07 
1 Within livestock class, treatment means with unlike super­
scripts differ ( P< . 05 ) .  
2 Within livestock cl ass, date means with unlike super­
scripts differ (P<. 0 1) .  
a b Wit hin livestock class and date, treatment means w i th 
unlike superscripts differ (P<. 05) . 
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Fi gure 1 .  Calculated gain ( kg/ha) of calves and lambs in RSG 
and HPSDG systems, 1983 and 1984 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ----- - ---
A B Withi n years fo r the calf, lamb and both (combined) com­
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F igure 2 .  Percent relative density of s pecies obse r ved  in 
m i crohistolog i ca l ly examined fecal samples of cal v es in RSG 
and HPSDG systems at four dates, 1 984 . 1 ------------------------------------------------------------
RS = R S G , S D = HPS DG  
A B For each species group, means with unlike letters differ 
( P <.0 5 ) .  
1 Dates cor respond to the midpoints of the four HPSDG cycles . 
2 J apanese b r ome and six-weeks fescue . 
3 Western wheatgrass. 
4 Blue grama and buffalograss . 
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Figur e  3 .  Pe rcent relative density of species obse rved in 
microhistologically examin ed fecal samples of lambs in RSG 
and HPS DG systems at four dates , 1984 . 1 
RS = RSG, S D = HPSDG 
A B For each species group , mean s with un like letter s  differ 
( P< . 05 ) .  
1 Dates cor respond to the midpoints of t he fou r  HPSDG cycles . 
2 Japanese brome and six - weeks fescue . 
3 Weste r n  wheatgrass . 
4 B lue grama and buffalograss . 
5 Other per en nial grasses . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = =  
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6 . 1 Abstract 
Standing crop dynamics and forage use were quantified 
in 1 6 - subunit, 1-herd High- Performance Short- Duration (HPSDG) 
and Repeated-Seasonal (May- Sep. ) grazing treatments . Stand­
ing crop dynamics were also quantified in an ungrazed treat­
ment and estimations of above-ground net primary production 
(ANPP) made in HPSDG and the ungrazed treatment . A mix of 
lambs and calves occupied the two graz i ng treatments with 
proportional s ets added or removed to attain planned forage 
use levels during each cycl� of HPSDG and comparable end of 
season use levels in both treatments . In 1984, peak live (L ) 
+ recent-dead (RD ) standing crop was observed on August 24 in 
the ungrazed treatment, July 20 in RSG and immediately before 
subunit occupation during cycle 4 in HPSDG. Western wheat­
gras s, buffalogras s  and blue grama accounted for about 80 to 
82% of this peak standing crop in all three treatments . End 
of s eason estimated use of western wheatgras s  was not dif­
ferent in RSG and HPSDG (P> . 05 ) ,  but u s e  of the two s hort­
gras s species was higher in HPSDG (P< . 05) . ANPP was esti­
mated at 1940 and 2 1 44 kg/ha in HPSDG and the ungrazed 
treatment, res pectively . 
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6.2 Introduction 
It has been hypothesized that above-ground net 
primary p roduction (ANPP) will increase at optima l levels of 
herbivory (McNaughton 1979) and that an increase in ANPP may 
be a maj or factor whereby an increase in livestock carrying 
capacity may be realized following imp lementation of proper l y  
designed and managed short-duration grazing (SDG) systems 
(Heitschmidt et al. 1982). Van Poollen and Lacey (1979) 
conc luded that both grazing system and stocking intensity 
will influence herbage production , but stocking intensity has 
the greater effect of the two variables. Both i n  s i t u  and 
greenhouse studies have shown defoliation to incr ease above­
ground production of se lected species (A ldous 1930; Bokhari 
and Singh 1974;  McNaughton et al. 1983 ). 
Precise quantification of the effects of grazing on 
the dynamics of ANPP in year-long and season-long continuous 
systems is difficu lt. Cages o r  exclosures must be used to 
prevent livestock consumption of forage, but the exclusion of 
graz ing creates an artificia l environment because period ic 
graz ing may alter the growth response of plants in contrast 
to nongrazed p lants (McNaughton 1979). This prob lem may in 
part be all ev iated in SDG systems if the period of graz ing is 
short (He itschm idt e t  a l .  1982) . 
Hart and Test (1984 ) r eported no difference in forage 
production between a SDG (8 subunits-1 herd : 3 - 7 d  occupation/ 
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21-49d nonuse and a repeated-seasonal (Jun. -Oct. ) grazing 
system. Production was estimated by clipping and weighing 
forage inside and outside cages. Heitschmidt et al. (1982) 
used frequent harvest techniques to characterize standing 
crop and above-ground net primary production ( ANP P) in a SDG 
(10-l : 3-7/35-4 2d) and an ungrazed treatment. ANP P was 
reported to be greater in SDG than the ungrazed treatment one 
year but less the next, leading to the conc l usion that SDG 
may enhance growth on a short-term basis if growing condi-
tions are favorable. However, another critica l observation 
was that a large portion of the total standing crop that 
disappeared within the SDG treatment during each grazing 
event was transferred to the litter f raction rather than 
being consumed by the livestock. 
The successful operation of short-duration grazing 
systems requires intensive and flexible management. To aid 
some of the management decisions, answers are needed for such 
critica l questions as : what is the optimum degree of use and 
residue following each occupation and ho w does it vary by 
season and year ; and what are the optimum lengths of each 
occupation and nonuse period and how do  they vary by season, 
year and degree of use (Lewis et al. 1982 ) ?  
The obj ectives of this study were t o  characterize 
standing crop dynamics and temporal patterns of forage util­
ization in High-Performance Short-Duration Graz i ng (HP SDG), 
and Repeated- Seasonal Grazing ( H S G ) treatments. ANPP was 
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a l s o q uantified in HPS DG and an ungrazed treatment. A HPSDG 
sy s tem is one in which occupation period s ,  nonu s e  periods and 
utilization levels are planned with flexibility to provide 
high performance per animal and per area . 
6 . 3 Study Area and Methods 
These data were collected during 1983 and 1984 at _the 
Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station (43° 57 « N, 
101° 52 ' W ; west-central South Dakota ) as part of a comparative 
study of Repeated-Seasona l Grazing ( RS G) and High-Performance 
S hort-Duration Grazing ( HPSDG ) s y s tems ( Volesk y  et al. 1986 ) . 
Precipitation at the Reseaich Station averaged 396 mm from 
19 1 0-1984 with approximately 78% falling during the April 
through September growing season. Monthly precipitation data 
for 1 983 and 1984 with long-term means and medians are given 
in Figure 1 and the total and important seasonal precipita­
tion data in Figure 2 .  Mean daily maximum temperatures range 
from 0 . 3° c  in January to 32. 7° c in July. Mean daily  minimum 
temperatures range from -14. 6 to 14. 8° c in January and July, 
respectively. The frost-free season is about 136 day s 
extending from mid-May through September ( US Weather Bureau 
196 7) . 
Study plots were located in an ungrazed area and in 
each of s ix replicate pastures of RSG and HPS DG treatments 
stocked with a combination of calves and lambs. Initial 
stocking densities were 0. 64 and 0. 32 AU/ha in HPSDG and R SG, 
respectively. However, animal number s were adjusted during 
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the course of the grazing season to attain planned forage use 
levels during each cycle of rotation and to attain comparable 
end of season forage use levels in b oth treatments. The 
attained end of season stocking rates were 24 and 21% higher 
in HPSDG during 1983 and 1984, respectively ( Volesky e t  al. 
1986). HPSDG pastures were 2 . 2  ha in siz e  and divided into 
16 subunits (paddocks) arranged in a w�gon-wheel configura­
tion. RSG pastures (4. 4 ha) were not subdivided allowing 
livestock access to the entire unit for the duration o f  the 
grazing period. The HPSDG system was conducted with four 
cycles of rotation and subunit occupation periods of 1 ,  2, 2 
and 3 days with corresponding nonuse periods of 15, 3 0, 30 
and 45 days for cycles l through 4, respectively (Volesky e t  
aJ. 1986) . 
The vegetation of the experimental pastures was mixed 
prairie with short and medium height grasses as co-dominants. 
The midgrass, western wheatgrass (Agropyron smi thi i  Rydb. ) ,  
and the shortgrasses, buffalograss ( B u ch l oe dac tyl oi des (Nutt. ) 
Engelm. ) and b lue grama (Bou t el o ua graci J i s (H. B. K . ) Lag. ex 
Griffiths. ) were the co-dominants. Lesser abundant perennial 
grasses included green needlegrass ( S t ip a  vi ri dul a Trin. ) ,  
needle-and-thread ( S t ipa coma t a  Trin. and Rupr. ) and red 
threeawn (Ari s t i da purpurea var . rob us t a  (Merril) A. & N. 
Holmgren) . Japanese brome (Bromus jap on i cus (Thunb. ) ex 
Murr. ) and six-weeks fescue ( Fes t uca o c t ofl ora Walt. ) were 
the most common annual grasses. Needleleaf sedge ( Carex 
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e l eo charis Bailey) and threadleaf sedge ( Ca rex fi lifolia 
Nutt.), as well as numerous forb species were also present, 
but account ed for a relatively small percentage of the total 
biomass production. 
C layey and silty range sites comprised approximately 
72 and 19% of the total area of the six replicates under 
the HPSDG treatment and 69 and 18% of the total area .of the 
replicate pastures under the RSG treatment. Shallow , thin-
upland, claypan and complexed range sites occupied the 
remaining area of both treatments. Kyle and Pierre (clays ) 
and Nunn ( loam) were the major soil series of the experi­
mental pastures ( USDA-SC S 1987). 
A double-sampling sampling procedure (Cook and 
Stubbendieck 1986) was used for the dry-weight estimation of 
live, recen t -dead and old-dead standing crop by species . 
Numbers of plots, frequency and approach of sampling was 
different between 1983 and 1984. In 1983, standing crop was 
estimated in early July and at the end of the grazing period 
(late Sept ember). Permanent plots in HPSDG, RSG and the 
ungraz ed treatment were sampled at those dates and no before 
and after subunit occupation estimations were made in HPSDG. 
In 1984, a more intensive sampling approach was used 
and as a result,  this paper will focus on the 1984 data. 
Five 0.25 m2 circular plot locations were permanently 
identified in the second, six t h, tenth and fourteenth subunit 
of each HPSDG replication ( 20 plots/replicat ion) . In RSG, a 
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total o f  2 5  plot locat ions/ repl icat ion were randomly selec t ed 
and ma rked .  In the unreplicated , ung r a z ed treatment ,  15 plot 
locat i ons were s i m ilarly selected . 
Approximately one calibrat i on plot (ocu l arly estim­
ated and cl i pped ) was sampled for every seven permanent plots 
were estimated but not cl i pped . Vegetation w as clipped to 
ground level and stored i n  paper sacks . All cl i pped samples 
were dr i ed for 24 hr at 60° c and l ater sepa r ated by species 
and category and we ighed . These cal i b ration plots were 
cl i pped f rom r a ndomly selected locations in all three treat­
ments . 
In HP S DG,  stand i ng crop estimations were made i n  each 
cycle i mmed iately before the l i vestock entered and immed iate-
ly a fter they left the four des i gnated subun i ts. I n  RSG and 
the ungrazed treatment , est imat ions were made at the approx­
imate midpoints (May 23 , June 1 7 ,  J uly 20 and August 24) of 
the four H P S O G  cycles and at the end of the grazing per iod 
(September 16). Forage use estimates were made in  conjunc-
t ion with the sta nd i ng crop est i mates . Use cal ib rat ion plots 
were also included where va rying amounts of veget a tion were 
removed (simulating g r azing) and collected by one person 
followed by an estim ation of use by another person and then 
clipping of  the plot to ground level . C ollected "use" and 
residue portions were later species separ ated and weighed . 
Regress ion ana l yses were used to quan t i f y  the rel a ­
tions hip of  the c lipped weigh t (dependent variab l e )  to the 
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ocularly estimated weight (independent variable) for each of 
the species and categories. Resultant equations were then 
used to predict all estimated weights as clipped weights. 
Similarly, regression analyses were used to quantify the 
relationship of the estimated and actual "use " portions. 
Predicted forage use estimates were sub j ected to the usua l 
analysis of variance. Testing was at the 0. 05 and 0. 01 
significance levels. Where needed , protected LSDs were used 
for separation of means (Steel and Torrie 1980). ANPP in the 
ungrazed treatment was estimated by two different methods 
reviewed by Singh et al. (1975) and an additional method 
used in HPSDG is discussed. Standing crop and ANPP data were 
not subjected to statistical analyses as an objective of the 
study was to characterize the standing crop dynamics and due 
to the nature of the two grazing treatments, timing of 
sampling was different. 
6. 4 Results and Discussion 
Live (L) plus recent-dead (RD) standing crop was 
very similar in RSG and HPSDG at the first sampling period 
(early July) averaging 1278 kg/ha (Figur e  3). The ungrazed 
treatment had not received any grazing in the past four years 
and as a result , the amount of old-dead (OD) in that treat­
ment was substantially more than that found in either RSG or 
HPSDG. Western wheatgrass accounted for 43 , 4 7  and 57 % and 
the w a r m  season shortgrasses (buffalograss and b l ue grama) 3 6 , 
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3 3  and 3 0 %  of the total period 1 L and L + R D  standing crop 
in the RSG, HP SDG and ungrazed treatments respectively . 
HP SDG had the largest percentage of annual grasses (7 ) fol­
lowed by RSG (3) and the ungrazed treatment (2) . Forbs , 
sedges and other perennial grasses constituted the remaining 
standing crop with similar amounts in each of the three 
treatments. 
End-of-season standing crop was categorized as either 
RD or OD. September growth of cool season species typically 
occurs on these ranges but very dry August and September con­
- ditions prevented regrowt� during 1983 (Figure 3 ). The 
amount of OD residue at the end of the season was similar in 
both the RSG and HP SDG treatments. RD standing crop was how-
ever, 148 kg/ha less in HP SDG than in RSG possibly indicating 
slightly heavier forage use in HP SDG. Occular estimates of 
end-of-season use of midgrasses were not significantly dif­
ferent (P > . 05), but use of shortgrasses was greater in HP SDG 
in a l l  three of the delineated strata ( P <. 05) (Table 1). 
Both midgrass and shortgrass use was affected by strata. 
Shortgrass use was the least in the mid strata (dominated by 
midgrasses) and greatest in the short strata ( dominated by 
shortgrasses) ( P < . 05) . Shortgrasses in the mid strata were 
probably shielded by the midgrasses limiting livestock 
access . Lambs were also observed to often concentrate on the 
shortgrass areas. 
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1984 
The maximum L + RD standing crop in the ungrazed 
treatment was 2080 kg/ha occurring on the August 24 samp l ing 
date (Figure 4). Maximum in RSG was 1358 kg/ha (July 20) and 
maximum in HP SDG was 14 72 kg/ha occuring immedi ately before 
cycle 4 occupation (Figures 5 and 6) . The HPSDG estimate is 
the average of the standing crop immediate l y  before occupa­
tion in the second , sixth , tenth and fourteenth subunits w i th 
samp ling dates rang i ng from July 6 ( subun i t  2) to July 30 
(subun i t  14) . Of the maximum ungrazed treatment standing 
crop , western wheatgrass accounted for 52% fol lowed by short­
grasses (30 %) , annual grasses (7 %) , forbs (5% )  and sedges and 
other perennial grasses accounting for the rest. Western 
wheatgrass also accounted for 49% of the maximum RSG standing 
crop fo l lowed by shortgrasses (33%) , annu a l grasses (9 %) and 
forbs (5%). I n  HP SDG , the maximum was made up o f  50 % western 
wheatgrass , 30 % shortgrasses , 13% annual grasses and 4% forbs. 
Sedges and other perennial grasses accounted for about 3 to 
4 %  o f  the remaining standing crop in both RSG and HP SDG. 
At the time o f  the ·r i rs t sampling ( M ay) , there was 
over 100 kg/ha more old-dead residue in RSG compared t o  HPSDG . 
Th i s  is similar to the d i fference in the total standing crop 
left in the two treatments at the end o f  the 1983 season. At 
the end o f  the 1984 season however, OD residue was nea r l y  
identica l in b oth treatments. Of the OD residue that was 
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present in May, 42, 43 and 4 7 %  of it had disappeared by the 
end of the grazing season in HPSDG, the ungrazed treatment 
and RSG respectively ( Figures 4, 5 and 6) . The litter frac­
tion was not estimated and therefore, any quantitative esti­
mations of the fate (consumed, trampled, et c. ) of the OD 
residue could not be made. Interestingly enough, more O D-
residue disappeared during the periods of nonuse in HPSDG 
than during periods of occupation . The greatest nonuse 
period decline was 8. 0 kg/ha/d occurring between cycles 1 and 
2 compared to a maximum decline of 5 kg/ha/d during occupa-
tion in ·cycle 4 .  Immediately after a subunit occupation 
however, visible grazed and ungrazed subunit contrasts were 
present and these included many old- dead stems that were 
disturbed and uprighted by animal movement. This cou l d  have 
resulted in the overestimation of the O D  component after sub­
unit occupation. 
End-of-season RD standing crop was 1648 and 1171 
kg/ha in the ungrazed and R SG treatments respective l y. In 
these two treatments, none was categorized as live ( Figures 4 
and 5 ) . HPSDG end-of-season L + RD standing crop, estimated 
immediately after occupation in the selected subunits during 
the fourth (fina l) cyc l e  was 1222 kg/ha (Figure 6 ) .  The live 
component observed in the HPSDG residue after cyc l e  4 occupa­
tion was primari ly from the subunits ( 2  and 6) that were 
grazed ear l y  in this last cycle. Visua l observations made 
i n  HPSDG on September 20, revea led no l ive materia l to be 
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present just as there was none . observed in RSG and the 
ungrazed treatment on that same date . Dry conditions in 
August and September combined with above normal temperatures 
in August hastened the maturity of the warm season short­
grasses and prevented regrowth of cool season species in 
September (Figure 1 ) .  
Forage utiliz ation in the RSG replicate pastures was 
estimated in conjunction with the standing crop estimates 
made at the midpoints of the four HPSDG cycles and at the end 
of the grazing season. The apparent cumulative percent use 
of western wheatgrass, shortgrasses and all species combined 
and the total L + RD standing crop is plotted against the 
cumulative grazing days in Figure 7. E stimated end-of-season 
use was 38.6, 36. 5 and 30. 4%  for the western wheatgrass , 
total and shortgrasses categories, respectively. Apparent 
use remained quite low through day 64 (HPSDG cycle 3 mid­
point ) as use was difficult to detect or was masked by 
rapidly growing vegetation and by regowth of vegetation that 
had b een previously grazed. Use sharply increased during the 
last half of the season corresponding to the declining growth 
rates of the maturing vegetation ( Figure 7 ) . A third set of 
livestock (1 calf and 3 lambs) was added on day 48 but two 
sets were removed on day 96 as to prevent an excessive 
term inal forage use level. 
Estimated end-of-season forage use in HPSDG was 40. 2, 
38. 3 and 35. 8% for the western wheatgrass, total and short -
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grass categories, respectively. The HPSDG shortgrass use 
estimate ( 35 . 8% )  was greater than the RSG shortgrass use 
estimate ( 30.4% ) (P< . 05). This greater use of shortgrasses 
was also observed in 19 83 and suggests a greater efficiency 
of harvest of the total complement of vegetation offered and 
in part, could explain why stocking rates were able to be 
maintained at a higher level in HPSDG  was higher (Volesky et 
al . 1986 ) . Two sets of livestock were used through cycles 
1 and 2 but this was reduced to one set for cycles 3 and 4. 
The apparent cumulative per cent use of these three 
categories and total L + RD standing crop dynamics are pre-
sented in Figure 8 and Table 2 .  The dramatic flucuations in 
the before and after apparent cumulative percent use of all 
three forage categories are a result of growth and regrowth 
that occurred during the nonuse periods. Total cycle 1 use 
was estimated at about 13% but recovery during its nonuse 
period ( 16 d )  resulted in a before cycle 2 occupation esti­
mate of 0%. This occurred to a lesser extent between cycles 
2 and 3 and to the least extent between cycles 3 and 4 at 
which time many species were mature. There was however, a 
slight increase in standing crop between cycles 3 and 4 
( Figure 8 and Table 2 ). 
D ifferences in regrowth and recovery between early 
and late grazed subunits were observed. At the start of 
cycle 3 ( July 4 )  recovery of vegetation in the immediate 
subunits about to be grazed appeared quite favorable. These 
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first few subunits had last been grazed starting June 1 ( p l us 
2 days/advancing subunit ) .  The last few subunits to be 
grazed during the cycle ( previously grazed about June 20 plus 
2 days/advancing subunit) did not however, have recovery 
equal to that of the earlier grazed subunits. This was due 
to progressively drier conditions starting in late June and 
the maturation and senescence of western wheatgrass. This 
was also observed in 1983 and could be considered to be a 
common management problem in all short-duration systems that 
are operated in areas or during periods that have substantial 
changes in vegetative growth rates. 
The amount of L + RD standing crop disappearance was 
least during occupation in cycle 1 and greatest in cycle 4. 
Estimates of individual cycle use were comparable with the 
percent of standing crop disap pearance with the exception of 
western wheatgrass during cycles 1 and 2 (Table 2) . Though 
use of annual grasses was not specifically estimated but 
rather included in the total, there was a 32 kg/ ha disappear­
ance of them during cycle 1 which · was greater than the cycle 
1 disappearance of western wheatgrasses and shortgrasses com-
bined. This suggests substantial use of the annual grasses, 
particularly early in the season and corresponds with the 
large amounts found in the animal diets (Volesky et a l. 
1986) .  
A N PP in the ungrazed treatment, as ca l culated by the 
su mation of the pea k L + RD standing crops of five species 
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groups and one individua l species was 2144 kg/ha. This va lue 
was only 3% higher than the peak L + RD standing crop. The 
individual species, western wheatgrass accounted for 52 % of 
the ANPP followed by shortgrasses (29% ) ,  annual grasses (9%) , 
forbs (5%), sedges (4%) and other perennial grasses (1%) . 
This percentage breakdown by species or species group was 
a l so very simi l ar to that of the peak L + RD standing crop. 
ANPP calculated by the summation of only peak L standing crop 
was 2 1% l ess than using peak L + RD. This is consistent with 
other studies (Singh et al. 1975 ;  Lauenroth et al. 1987 ) 
comparing these two methods . 
As exclosures or cages were not used in the two 
grazing system treatments because of their limited size, ANPP 
could not be estimated in RSG. In HPSDG however, standing 
crop was estimated immediate l y  before and after occupation in 
the selected subunits and because occupation length was re la­
tive l y  short (1 to 3d) , the summation o f  the positive changes 
in standing crop incurred during the nonuse periods cou l d  be 
considered a val id estimate of ANPP. This va l ue wou l d  a lso 
be equa l to the summation of the cyclic L + RD disappearance 
p l us the after cycle 4 (end of season) L + RD standing crop 
assuming there were no decl ines during the nonuse periods 
(Tabl e  2 ). ANPP in HPSDG as estimated with this method using 
the tota l L + RD standing crop was 1848 kg/ha (Table 2 ). 
Because standing crop of annua l grasses, forbs and sedges 
dec lined during the nonuse period between cyc l es 3 and 4,  the 
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total of the cyclic summations of the positive changes in 
standing crop of each species group gives an even more appro­
priate ANPP estimate of 1940 kg/ha .  
This estimate of ANPP in HPSDG (1940 kg/ha) is 9% 
less than the · ungrazed treatment estimate (2144 kg/ha), 
suggesting that in these studies, the greater attained 
stocking rates in HPSDG compared to RSG were probably not due 
to an increase in ANPP but rather due to greater use of 
shortgrasses and the improved spatial distribution of grazing 
observed in short-duration systems. This however, cannot be 
conclus i ve as no estimate of RSG ANP P  w a s  available in these 
studies. 
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Table 1 .  Least-squares means and standard errors of end-of-season use ( %) 




HPSDG 37. 7 
Strata Means6 ±SE 39. 6A 
SH0RTGRASSES2 
Treatment Mid3 
RSG7 17 . 2a 
















43. 5A +O. 9 
42. 4A +O. 9 
Treatment 
Means6 ±:SE 
23. BA +O . 9 
36. 88 j::l. l 
Strata Means6 ±SE 19.9A ±1. 2 26. 28 ±0. 7 44. SC +1. 6 
1 Western wheatgrass was the predominant midgrass. 
2 Buffalograss and blue grama were the predominant shortgrasses. 
3 Mid strata refers to areas dominated by midgrasses. 
4 Mixed strata refers to areas with about equal proportion of midgrasses 
and shortgrasses. 
5 Short strata refers to areas dominated by shortgrasses. 
6 Within forage category, treatment or strata means with unlike letters 
differ, (P< . 05). 
7 Treatment· within strata means with unlike letters differ, ( P<. 05).  
Table 2. Live plus recent-dead standing crop and apparent cwnulative forage use inunediately before 
and after subuni t  occupat ion for each cycle in HPSDG, 1984 . 1 
TOTAL 
Occupat ion 















l l 2 
2 2 2 
3 2 1 
4 3 1 
Totals  
Standing Crop -------------
Disappear�nce + Change 
Before After ---------------- S tanding 



























10 . 2  
18 . 9  
9. 3 
17 . 0  
6 . 4 
16 . 1 
9 . 2 











Apparent Cwnulat i ve Use Percent 
Before After Cycle5 
0 
0 
7 . 3  




16 . 5  
13 . 1  
23 . 6  
19.6 
38 . 3  
13.2 
28 . 7  
2 1 . 8  
40 . 2  
13.1 
23 . 6  
12.3 
19 . 7  
13 . 2  
28 . 7  
1 3 .9 
23 . 7  




Tab le 2 ( cont inued) 
SHORTGRASSES 
Occupat ion 
Cycle Days Sets3 
1 1 2 
2 2 2 
3 2 1 





(kg/ha) ( kg/ha) ( kg/ha) (%) 
144 136 8 5.6 
280 240 40 14 . 3  
480 432 48 10.0 










Apparent Cumulat i ve Use Percent 
Before After Cycles 
0 7.4 7.4 
0 17 A 17.4 
6.2 16. 4  10.2 
14.1 35.8 2 1.7 
1 Standing crop and use est imates are means of five plots per subunits  2, 6, 10 and 14 per 
repl icat ion. 
2 Live + recent-dead of al l spec ies. 
3 l set = 1 calf and 3 lambs. 
4 Before res idue of cyc le ( N )  minus after res idue of cycle ( N - 1 ) . 
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Tota l TGS TWS TCS TVY 
S EASON 
F igure 2. 1983, 1984 and 75-year means of total and seasonal 
precipitation at the Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research 
Station. -------------------------------------------------------------
Total = Tota l annual . 
TG S = Tota l Growing Season (April  through Septemb er) . 
TWS = Total Warm Season (J une, July and August) . 
TC S = Total Cool Season (previous September thro ugh May) . 
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Figur e  3 .  Live, recent -dead and old-dead standing cro p  in 
RS G ,  HP S DG and ungra zed (UNG) treatments , 198 3 .  
P eriod 1 = J une 2 8  t o  July . 5. 
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F i gure 4 .  Live, recent-dead and old-dead stand ing crop at 
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Figure 5 .  L ive, recent-dead and old-dead stand ing crop at 
five sampl ing dates in RSG treatment, 1984. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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� OLD - DEAD 
� RECENT- DEAD - LIVE 
Figure 6. Live, recent-dead and old-dead standing crop 
immediate l y  before (B) and after (A) subunit occupation in 
H P S D G , 1 9 8 4 . l -------------------------------------------------------------
1 V alues are means of five plo t s  per subunits 2, 6 ,  1 0 and 1 4 
per rep lication. 
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F igure 7 .  Tota l live p l us recent�dead stan d i ng crop dynamics 
and apparent cumulative percent use of western wheatgrass , 
shortgrasses and tota l components in RSG , 1984 . ----- --------------------------------------------------------
1 L + RD of al l spec ies. 
2 Buffalograss and blue grama. 
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F igure 8 .  Total live plus recent- dead standing crop d ynam­
ics and apparent cumulative percent use of western wheatgrass, 
shortgrasses and total components in HPSDG , 1984. 1 , 2 
1 Mean standing crop estimated immediately be fore (+) and 
after (-) occupation in subunits 2 ,  6, 10 and 14 is p l otted 
at cycle midpoints. 
2 Before and after apparent cumulative percent use p lotted at 
cycle mid points and e . 1s respectively .  
3 L + RD  o f  all species. 
4 Buffalograss and blue grama. 
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7 . 0  ADD ITIONAL RESULTS AND INTEGRATIVE D ISCUSSION 
7. 1 Livestock 
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Repeated measures analysis of variance of calf and 
lamb weight gain and fecal nitrogen data, discussed in 
Section 5 . 4 ,  are given in Appendix Tables 2 ,  3 and 4. 
7. 1. 1 Stocking Rates and Management 
The sets of livestock ( 1  calf and 3 lambs/set) used 
and resultant stocking rates (AUMs/ha) for each cycle or 
period during 1983 and 1984 were given in Section 5. 4 ,  Table 
3. The stocking rate data .are also expressed graphically in 
Figure 2 .  
Two sets were used during cycles 1 and 2 in both 
treatments during both years. In 1983 , one additional set 
was placed in both treatments at the start of cycle 3, but 
one s et was later removed from HPSDG because forage use 
leve l s  were becoming excessive. At the start of cycle 3 
(July 18) , regrowth and recovery of vegetation in the immed ­
iate subunits about to be grazed appeared quite favorable. 
These first few subunits had last been grazed start ing June 
15 (plus 2 days/advancing subunit). The last few subunits to 
be grazed during cycle 3 (previously grazed about July 6 plus 
2 days/advancing subunit) did not however, have regrowth and 
recovery anywhere comparable t o  that of the early grazed sub-
units. This was due to progressively drier conditions that 
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Figure 2 .  Comparison of RSG and HP SDG cumulative stocking 
rate at the end of each HPSDG cycl e, 1 983 and 1984 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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that started i n  late -June and continued through September 
(Table 6) and add i t i onally , the maturati on and senescence of 
western wheatgrass was at a maximum in mid-July. This vari-
abl i ty i n  the regrowth and recovery betw e en early and late 
grazed subunits can be considered to be  a common management 
problem in all short-duration systems that are operated in 
areas or during periods that have substantial changes in 
vegetat i ve growth rates. 
At the start of cycle 3 i n  1984, one set was removed 
from HPSDG and one set added to RSG. After 1 6  days into 
cycle 4 ( August 22) however, two sets were removed from RSG 
as forage use l evels would have become e xcessive (Section 
5. 4, Table 3) . 
L ivestock health probl ems were relat i vely few dur i ng 
1983, however one lamb did die of unknown causes. In 1984, a 
total of five lambs (3 in HPSDG and 2 i n  R SG) d i ed over the 
course of the graz i ng season. Resul ts of a necropsy on one 
ind i v i dual i nd i cated the l amb had a m i ld non-suppurative 
m e n i n g i t i s . The four others probably had t h i s  afflict ion as 
symptoms pri or to death w e r e  very s i m ilar. 
There w ere some l i vestock adaptat ion probl ems to the 
phys ical constra i nts of the HPSDG system. The l i vestock, 
especial l y  the calves, were i nit iall y  nervous b ecause the 
el ectr i c  fences were in rel atively close proximity. Duri ng 
the first coupl e of we e ks, l ives tock t ended to be qui t e  
15 0 
nervous and apprehensive during the schedu l ed subunit to 
subunit movements but this eventual ly became an unstressful 
routine . Many of the problems encountered may have been due 
in part, to the relative l y  small size of the experimental 
pastures. 
There appeared to be more social interaction between 
calves and lambs in HPSDG, probably due to the limited area 
they had within a subunit. More often then not, calves and 
lambs in RSG tended to remain in their own species group 
relatively far away from each other. 
7. 1. 2  Woo l Growth 
Means and standard errors of the 1983 and 1984 wool 
growth rates are given in Table 18 and the repeated measures 
analysis of variance of the data in Appendix Table 5. During 
1983, season-long woo l growth rates averaged 0. 31 and 0. 32 
mm/d for lambs in the RSG and HPSDG treatments respectively. 
In 1984, season-long growth rates were 0. 28 and 0. 26 mm/d for 
RSG and HPSDG respectively. During 1 983, the only signif­
icant effect was a period effect in which period 1 average 
daily wool growth was greater than the other three periods 
( P<. 0 01). During 1984, the treatment x period _interaction 
was approaching significance, as period 2 wool growth rates 
declined in HPSDG and increased in RSG from previous ly equal 
period 1 growth rates ( P= . 06). There was also a significant 
period x replication interaction ( P= . 0 3 )  ( Appendix Table 5). 
The wool growth rates and periodic changes of the 
1 5 1 
rates do not correlat e well wi t h  average dai ly gains or fecal  
nitrogen indicating that i n  these studies, wool growth rates 
were not a good m e asure of plane of nut ri t i on or changes in  
nutrition .  Thi s is  most appar ent during peri od 1 of 1983 in  
whi ch me an wool growth rate w as the highest ( 0. 43  mm/ d) and 
A D G  w as the  l owest (5 . 0  g/d). Other workers (Sharkey et al . ,  
196 2 ;  L angl ands and Whe eler, �968 ) t hough, hav e shown a rela­
t ionship t o  exist betwe en plane of nutrition and wool growth . 
Carry - o v er effects of previous level of nutrition probably 
di d not v ary enough to affect wool growth rates. Error in 
t he me asurement of length of new wool grow t h  may have been an 
important source of error. The wool p ai nt did not al ways dry 
quickly and after several days could still " run" onto newly 
grown wool. V ariations in crimp and the e xtent of which the 
wool was stre t ched when me asuri ng may have added additional 
samp l ing error . The coeffi cient of vari ation was 18. 7 and 
1 6. 0 %  in  1983 and 1984, respectively. 
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Table 18 
Means and standard errors of average dai ly wool growth (DDD) of lambs in 
RSG and HPSDG systems, 1983 and 1984 . 
1983 1984 
Period Period 
Period1 RSG HPSDG Means2 ±SE RSG HPSDG Means2 ±SE 
---- ----------
l 0 . 44  0 . 43 0 . 43a ±0 . 02 0 . 26 0 . 26 0 . 263 ±0 . 02 
2 0 . 27 0 . 29 0 . 28b +0 . 02 0 . 30 0 . 23 o . 2sa +0 . 02 
3 0 . 28 0 . 32 0 . 30b +0 . 04 0 . 29 0 . 27 0 . 28a ±0 . 03 
4 0 . 25 0 . 21 0 . 23b ±0 . 03 0 . 28 0 . 28 0 . 28a ±0 . 03 
Means3 0 . 31A 0 . 32A 0 .  28A 0 . 26A 
:±SE ±0 . 0 1 :!:0 . 01 :!:0 . 01 ±0 . 0 1 
1 Periods correspond to the four HPSDG cycles of rotation. 
2 Within years, period means with unlike letters differ, (P< . 05) . 
3 Within years, season means with unlike letters differ, (P< . 05) . 
7 . 1 . 3  Water Intake 
The 1983 and 1984 water i ntake measurements were 
expressed in l i ter s /an imal unit/day ( 1 / AU/d) and summarized 
for eight periods of appr ox imately 15 days in length . Calves 
and l amb s drank fr om a common water source, thus no specific 
livestock c l ass intake estimates could be derived . AU ' s  were 
based on the animal unit equivalents ( AU E ) for the calves and 
lambs and these AUE ' s  were increased corresponding to live-
st ock gr owth over the course of the grazing season . B ecause 
there was no distinction between calf or lamb water intake, 
water intake data were not used to generate forage intake 
estimates . The relationship of water consumed per weight of 
forage dry matter at various te peratures is different for 
1 5 3  
the two livestock classes. As a result, three different 
analytica l procedures were used on these water intake data. 
First, analysis of variance was used to analyz e  the effect of 
treatment, period and replication on water intake; second, 
multiple regression was used to examine the effect of temp­
erature and forage dry matter on water intake ; and lastly, 
analysis of covariance was used to adjust for the effect of 
temperature and forage dry matter. 
7. 1 . 3 . 1 Analysis of Variance 
The 1983 water intake data are presented in Figure 3 
and the analysis of variance in Appendix Table 6. There was 
substantial variation in intake between replications in both 
R SG and HPSDG as indicated by the significant replication 
effect (P< . 01). Error in the measurement of intake probably 
occurred as the float-type waterers sometimes leaked or 
floats stuck, limiting water flow into the bowl and accessi-
bility to the livestock. Forage dry matter was also esti-
mated across all replicate pastures and conceivably there 
could have been some difference in forage dry matter between 
treatments and replications. Treatment means of water intake 
were not significantly different (P>. 05) (33. 6 in RSG vs. 
32. 6 1/AU/d in HPSDG, SE �1 . 6). There was a significant 
period effect with water intake being the highest during 
periods 3, 4, 5 and 6 and the least during periods 1 and 8 
( P< . 0 0 1) (Figure 3). 
During 1984, treatment means of water intake were 
again not different with 30 . 8  and 30 . 4  1/AU/d (SE  �0. 7) 
being consumed in RSG and HPSDG respectively (P >.0 5) . 
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There was a significant treatment x period interaction 
where intake tended to be greater in HPSDG during periods 2 
and 3 but greater in RSG during periods 5 and 6 (P< . 001 ) 
(Figure 4 and Appendix Table 6 ) . A significant period effect 
were also present with intake being the greatest dur ing 
period 6 and the least during period 1 (P< . 0 0 1). 
7 . 1 . 3 . 2  Relat ionsh ip of Water Intake, Forage Dry 
Matter and Temperature 
Stepwise multiple regression analyses were to eval­
uate the relationship of forage dry matter, mean air temper­
ature and water intake . The var iables are graphed by per iods 
in Figures 5 (1983) and 6 (1984). Forage dry matter data 
were collected every seven to 10 days dur ing the graz ing 
seasons and weighted averages co�puted to correspond w i th the 
15 day periods for which water intake data were avai lable. 
Mean air temperatures were calculated as the average of the 
dayt i me high and the night-t i me low for each day of the 15 
day periods . 
Forage dry matter increased w ith forage matur i ty and 
as the graz i ng seasons progressed . Dur ing 1983, forage dry 
matter was lowest (65 . 5%) during per i od 1 (early June) and 
h ighest (90. 1%) dur ing per i od 8 ( l ate September) .  S i m i larly 
in 1984,  dry matter was lowest (56 . 6%) dur ing period 1 (late 
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Figure 3. Water  intake of cal ves and lambs in RSG and HPSDG 
syst ems during 1983 . -------------------------------------------------------------
1 Period 1 = May 2 9  - June 13 
2 = J une 14 - June 29 
3 = J une 30 - July 14 
4 = J u� y  15 - Jul y  30 
5 = J uly 3 1  - August 14 
6 = August 15 - August 30 
7 = August 3 1  - September 14 
8 = September 15 - Oct ober 4 
A B C D E  Period means not sharing a common lette r differ ( P< . 05). 
Ve r tical bars represent the standard er r o r  of t he t reatment 
by pe riod means . 
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F igure 4 .  Water intake of calv es and lambs in RSG and H PSDG 
systems during 1984 . -------------------------------------------------------------
1 Period 1 = May 15 - May 28 
2 = May 29 - June 14 
3 = J une 1 5  - June 30 
4 = J uly 1 - July 1 6  
5 = J uly 17 - August 1 
6 = August 1 - n �gust 15 
7 = August 16 - August 3 1  
8 = September 1 - September 16 
A B C D E F  Period eans not sharing a c ommon letter differ, 
(P< . 05) . 
Vert i cal bars represent the standard error of the treatment 
by period means . 
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Figure 5 .  Water intake ( 1 / A U/ d) , mean a i r  temperature (° F) 
and forage dry matter { %) by periods, 198 3. 
l Period 1 = May 2 9  - J une 13 
2 = June 1 4  - J une 29 
3 = June 30 - July 1 4  
4 = July 15 - July 30 
5 = J uly 31 A ugust 14 
6 = August 15 - August 30 
7 = A ugust 31 - September 14 
8 = September 15 - October 4. 
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Figure 6. Water intake ( 1/ AU/d) , mean air temperature (° F) 
and f o rage dry matter ( %) by periods, 1984. 
l P e riod I = May 15 - May 28 
2 = May 2 9  - June 14 
3 = June 1 5  - June 30 
4 = July 1 - July 16  
5 = J u l y  17 - August 1 
r = August 1 - August 15 
7 = August 1 6  - A ugust 31 
8 = S eptember 1 - Septembe r 1 6  
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May) and highest ( 87. 1 %) during period 8 ( mid-September). In 
1 983, mean temperature peaked at 2 6. 8° c ( B0. 2 ° F) during 
period 5 ( early August) and at 25. 8° c ( 78. 4°F) during period 
6 ( also early August) in 1 984 (Figures 5 and 6 ) . 
Because of their similarity, data for the two years 
were combined for the regression analyses. A significant 
relat ionship was found from the regression of water intake on 
forage dry matter and temperature (P=. 0001) (Table 1 9) and can 
be expressed with the equation : 
Y = (-1 8. 4 76) + 0. 49l ( X1 ) + 0. 2 1 7 ( X2 ) 
where Y = predicted water intake ( 1 / AU/d), X1 = mean temper­
ature in °F and X2 = percent forage dry matter ( model R2 = 
0. 80). 
Table 1 9  
Analysis of vari ance of regression of water intake on forage 






1 3  
Mean S quare 
200. 3 6  
7. 89 
Independent Variable Summary 
Variable 
Temperature 











2 3. 2 
1 1 . 0  
Prob> F 
0. 000 1 
Prob>F 
0. 000 3 
0. 0056 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - = 
Temperature alone was a better predictor of water 
i ntake than forage dry matter alone as it was the first 
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variable to be introduced into the model and accounted for a 
greater port ion of the final models R2 • This can also be 
interpreted from Figures 5 and 6 where in the latter periods , 
intake declines with temperature but forage dry matter con­
tinues to rise. 
7 . 1. 3. 3  Analysis of Covariance 
The 1983 and 1984 water intake data sets were also 
subjected to analyses of covariance . Temperat ure and forage 
dry mat ter were used as the covariates. These covariates 
could only be associated with period effects as the covar­
iates were assumed not to differ between grazing system 
treatments or replications. After adjustment for the covar-
iates, water intake could be considered a relative index of 
forage dry matter intake . 
Years were analyzed separately, first with only 
temperature as a covariate, and then w ith with both temper-
ature and forage dry matter as covariates. Periods in the 
1983 data set were not significantly different with only 
temperature as the covariate (P> . 05), as well as with both 
of the variables as covariates (P>. 0 5) (Appendix Table 7 ) . 
Conversel y t hough, there was still a highly significant 
period effect in the 1984 data set even after both temper­
ature and forage dry mat ter were included as covariates 
(P< . 0 0 1 ). If water intake adjusted for temperature and 
forage dry mat ter is a valid index of forage dry mat ter 
intake, this would indicate that forage dry mat ter intake/AU 
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varied significantly over per iods. Thi s  in part could be 
explained by variation in forage dry matter digestibilities 
over periods. Hyder et al . ( 1966 and 1968) also noted wide 
variability of water intake rate at very high temperatures 
or when forage had a high moisture content. 
7. 2 Soils 
7. 2. 1 Soil Compaction - 1983 
Indices of soil compaction were calculated as 10 0 
minus the depth of penetration o f  a tapered rod dropped from 
a standard height. Larger indices then , are ind i cati ve of 
greater soil compact ion. 
Compaction data in 1984 were collected during two 
per i ods (early-June and mid- October) from clayey and silty 
range sites in RSG and HPSDG treatments. Three different 
strata were also del ineated based on the d istance from the 
water barrels in each treatment. Means and standard errors 
are given in Table 20 and the analysis of variance in 
Appendix Table 8 .  
Compaction indices were substantially higher on the 
June sampling date than in October (P< . 0 01), but this was 
most likely attributable to early October rainfall and the 
absence of livestock in the treatment pastures for about 
three weeks . Compaction indices in strata 1 ( closest to 
water) were higher than indices in strata 2 in both treat­
ments for both soils at both dates (P< . 0 0 1), indicating that 
livestock movement towards and congregation around the water-
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ing facility compacted the soil. Compaction indices were 
also higher on the silty compared to the clayey range site 
soil. 
Three different range sites in areas with high ( >40%) 
and low ( < 10 %) forage use were also eva l uated for compaction 
(Table 2 1  and Appendix Table 9). A significant use-class x 
soi l interaction was present in which the high use-class 
level had a greater effect on the claypan/silty soil complex 
than it did on the other two soi ls. Across use-c l asses, 
compaction indices were higher for claypan/silty soils -than 
for the other two and as wou ld be expected, ind ices from the 
high use-class were greater than those from the low use-class 
(P< . 05). 
Table 20 
Means and standard errors of compact ion indices of soi l  from two range sites and three strata 





49 . 1 
50 . l 
C layey 
2 
4 1 . 1  
45. 3  
Strata Means2 49 . 6a 43 .2b 





S i lty 
2 
45. 4  45.2  
49 . 4  48 . 3  
l 
60 . 9  
52. 9  
50 . 0  
49 . 8  
47 . 4a 56 . 98 
46 . BA +0 . 7 
49 . 9b 
Mid-October 
Overal l 
3 Mean Treatment Means1 
51 . 0  54 . 0  
50 ,. 3 51 . 0  
5Q .7b 
52.58 +0 . 7  
49 . 6A +0 . 7 
49 . 6A ±0 . 7 
C layey S i l ty 
Treatment 1 2 
RSG 24.8 20 . 4  
HPSDG 34 . 9  28 . 0  
Strata Means2 29 . BA  24 . 29 
Overal l  Soi l Means3 
3 Mean 
21 . 9  22. 4  




37 . 6  
33 .5 
35. 6A  
25 . lA ±0 . 7 
2 
29 . 7  
29 . 8  
29 . 88 
Overall  
3 Mean Treatment Means1 
28. 4  3 1.9 27 . 2A +0 . 7  
27 . 0  30 . l 28 . 9t\ ±0 . 7 
27 . 08 
31 . 08 +O . 7 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 Within sampl ing period, overall  treatment means with unl ike letters differ, ( P< . 01 ) . 
2 Within sampl ing period ,  soi l  means with un l ike let ters differ , ( P< . 0 1 ) . 
3 Within sampling period ,  overal l  strata means with unl ike letters differ , ( P< . 01 ) . ...... 
0) w 
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Tab l e  2 1  
Means and s tandard errors of compaction indices of s oil from 
three range s i tes in high and low u s e-clas s es withi n RSG 
pas tures,  1983.  
Use-clas s 1 
High 
L ow 
Soil Means 4 
Range Site 
Shallow 
45 . 7  
34 . 1  
Clayey 
41. 9 
3 3. 3 
Claypan/Silty2 
52. 9 
3 9 . Ba +1. 4 3 7 . 6a +1 . 0  
3 5. 9 
44.4 b  +1 . 0  
Use-clas s 
Means 3 
46. BA �0. 9 
34 .4B +0. 9 
1 High and L ow use-clas s es refer to areas with greater than 
40 % and les s  than 10 % es timated forage use respective ly. 
2 Complex of 60 % claypan and 40 % s ilty. 
3 Use-clas s means wi th unlike letters differ, (P < . 0 0 1) . 
4 Range site means with unlike letters differ, ( P < . 001). 
7 . 2 . 2  Soil Compaction - 1984 
Attempts were made  during both 1983 and 1984 to 
establi sh a relationshi p  between compaction indi ces and s oil 
bulk densities ( g/cubic cm ) .  The 1983 attempt was uns uc-
ces s ful, but a change i n  methodology in 1984 res ulted in the 
determination of a s ignificant relati onship between the two 
variables (P < . 01) (Figures 7 and 8) . Relationships were 
es tablished for clayey and silty range site s oils . Slopes 
( b ) of the two regres si ons lines were not different (P > .05) . 
Co paction indices from 1984 were converted to pre­
dicted bulk densi ties using the appropriate equations for the 
two s oils ( Figures 7 and 8 ) . All co paction indices were 
determined when s oil water condi tions were the s ame as they 
were at the t i m e  data were collected for the es tablishment 
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Figure 8 .  Relationship of compaction index to bulk density 
for the silty range site soil . 
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of  t he relationship. Changes in soil wat er could conceivably 
change compaction indices in a different proport i on than they 
would change bulk density and as a result,  using the predic­
tion equat ions on compaction indices after the soil  water 
condit ions have changed might not be valid. 
Overall RSG and HPSDG t reatment means of pred i cted 
bulk density were not d i f ferent ( P> . 05 ) ( Table 22 and 
Appendix Table 1 0). Predi ct ed bulk dens i ty of the s ilty 
ran ge site soils ( 1 . 23) was greater than that of  the clayey 
( 1 . 1 3) ( P <. 00 1 ), j ust as t he compact i on indices were during 
1983. Bulk densities in strata 1 were h i gher ( P< . 0 1) than in 
strata 2 for the clayey range s i t e  s o i l  but not the s i lty . 
Strata 3 bulk dens ities however, were less than in stratas 1 
and 2 for the silty range s i te soil . A signif i cant s o i l  x 
strata interaction was also present ( P< . 0 1 )  ( Appendix Table 
1 0 ) . 
Predict ed soil bulk dens i ties in the h i gh, low and 
none use-classes were 1. 17, 1 . 1 0  and 0. 97 g/cubi c  cm res pect­
ively, wit h  each being significantly d i fferent from the 
other ( P< . 00 1 ) ( Table 23 and Append i x  Table 1 1). A sign i fi-
cant use-clas s x soil interaction was presen t  in whi ch bulk 
densities were the same for both soils in the low use-clas s 
but d i f ferent i n  the other t wo us e-clas ses . As was obs erved 
when bulk dens i ty was compared from the three s trata, bulk 
density of  the sil ty soils was higher than the clayey range 
Table 22 
Means and standard errors of predicted bulk dens ities of soi l from two range s i tes and three 





1 . 2 1 
1.20 
Strata Means2 1.20a 
Overal l  Soi l Means3 
C layey 
2 




1 . 10 
1 . 1 1 
S trata 
Mean 
1 . 13 
1.14 
1 
1 . 25 
1 . 27 
l.lQb 1.26a 
1 .  13A +O. 0 1  
S i l ty 
2 
1 . 23 
1.23 
1 . 23a 
1 Overal l treatment means wi th unl ike letters di ffer , ( P< . 0 1 ). 
2 Strata means with unl ike letters differ , (P< . 0 1 ) . 
3 Overal l so i l  means wi th un l ike letters d iffer , ( P<.00 1 ) . 
Overal l  
3 Mean Treatment Means1 
1.22 
1 . 2 1 
1 . 22b 
1 . 23 
1.24 
1 . 18A +0 . 0 1 
1 . 19A +0 . 0 1 





Tab l e  2 3  
Means and standard errors o f  predicted bulk densities o f  soil 
from two range sites and high, low and none use-classes 













1. 10  
1 . 05 
• Use-class 
Means2 
1. 17A ±_0. 0 1  
1 . 10B  ±_0.Ql 
0 . 97C + 0.0 1 
1 High and Low use-classes refer to areas with greater than 
40% and less than 10% estimated forage use respectively. 
2 Use-class means with unlike letters differ, ( P < . 0 0 1 ) . 
3 Range site means with unlike letters differ, ( P < . 00 1 ) . 
grazin g  will increase soil bulk density on clayey range site 
soi l s  more so than it will on silty range site soils. Lull 
(1959 ) ,  in a review of numerous studies, reported bulk den­
sities on "heavi ly" grazed areas to be an average of 1. 25 
times greater than ungrazed areas. These data (Table 23), 
suggest similar increases in bulk density. 
The effect of compaction increases the bulk density 
of soil by reducing pore space ( Lull , 1959). Compaction may 
also reduce growth of vegetation through its deleterious 
effects on soil aeration, infiltration and soil water (Cook 
and Stubbendieck, 1986). Though there were no differences in 
compaction indices (1983) and bulk densities (1984) between 
RSG and HPSDG treatments for the important strata 1 (within 
2 5 m of w_a t er i n g fa c i 1 i t y ) , a pp r ox i mat e 1 y 16 % o f a wedged 
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shaped HPSDG subunit or 16% of the entire HPSDG unit was 
covered in strata 1 .  In RSG however, strata 1 accounted for 
about 2% of t he entire pasture unit . One must also consider 
that stocking densities in HPSDG were 32 times those of RSG . 
7. 3 Vegetation 
Forage utilization during 1983 and 1984 was reported 
and discussed in Section 6 . 4. The following sections (7. 3. l 
and 7. 3 . 2) contain further discussions of the data. 
7. 3 . 1 Forage Utilization - 1983 
In 1983. forage use estimates were made using a 
grazed-class technique (Schmutz et a l. ,  1963) in addition 
to a procedure where entire plants were randomly collected, 
dried and weighed before and after livestock occupation in 
selected HP SDG subunits . This latter procedure is similar to 
a technique where entire plots are clipped, dried and weighed 
before and after occupation . This procedure was not used as 
clipping the number of plots required would have damaged and 
altered a considerable portion of the vegetation in the rela­
tively small HPSDG subunits. 
The b efore and after collection of ind i v i dual plants 
technique was abandoned due to extremely high coefficients of 
variation . A very large number of samples would have had to 
be collected for acceptable precision. Similar problems were 
encountered when grazed-class est i mates were assigned to 
randomly se l ected individual plants. 
End-of-season estimation of forage use involved 
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grazed-class estimations made on bot h  midgrasses (predom­
inant ly west ern whea tgrass ) and short grasses (predominantly 
buffalograss and bl ue grama) in 0. 06 2 m2 plots. Three 
s t rata, referring to t he vegetation stature of the area tha t  
the plots fell were also delineated and assigned . They 
included : heavy (midgrass dominat ed), mixed (approximately 
equal propor tions of midgrasses and shor tgrasses) and short 
(short grass dominated). 
The end-of-season estima tes of percent use on mid­
grasses were not different between grazing system treat ment s 
(P> . 05) (Table 2 4  and Appendix Table 1 2 ) .  The percentages, 
4 3 . 5  in RSG and 42. 4 in HPSDG, were within the prepl anned 
goal range of 40  to 50% on a key use species. Western whea t -
grass, one of the three selected key use species, made up 
t he vast majorit y  of t his midgrass group. An interesting 
s t rata effect was present where midgrass use was higher in 
mixed s t rata t han in heavy strata. Est ima t ed use bet ween 
repl ication wi thin grazing sys tem trea t ments also was some­
t imes different (P<. 05) (Table 2 4 ). In RSG, replica te 6 had 
the highest est imated midgrass use (48. 8%). Overall potent­
ial product ivity  of this replicat e  was calcula ted to be the 
lowest , though not substantial l y  different from the others 
(Table 5). 
Est imated percent use of short grasses was higher in 
HPSDG (36.8) than in RSG (23. 8) (P<. 05) (Table 25 and 
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Tab le 24 
Leas t -squares means ( LS-means) and s t andard errors of end-of­
season for age use ( � )  estimates on midgrasses in RSG and 








S trat a1 




46 . 3 b + 0. 6 
Treatment 
LS-means2 
4 3. 5A ±_Q.9 
42. 4A ±_0. 9 
1 Heavy str ata refers to an area heavily dominated by mid­
grasses and mixed strat a is an area with abou t equal pro­
portions of midgr asses and shortgr asses. 
2 Treatment LS-means with unlike let t ers differ , ( P< . 05) . 
3 Strata LS-means with unlike lett ers differ, ( P< . 05). 
Replication by t reatment LS-means across strat a 
RSG HPSDG 







4 1. lA 8 
4 3. 9B C 
4 3. 88 C 
3 6 . BA 
46. 4 B C 













40 . 7 8 
3 4 . SA 
4 Q . 2A B 
42 . 7 8 
5 1 .  4 c  




+2 . 5  
+2.2 
+2. 3 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - = = - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - = = =  
4 Within t reatments, LS-means without a common let t er 
differ, ( P< . 05). 
= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = =  
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Table 25 
Least-squares means (LS-means) and standard errors of end-of­
season forage use(%) estimates on shortgrasses in RSG and 
HPSDG systems � 1983. 











23. 8A ±_Q.9 
36. 8B +1. 1 
Strata LS- means3 19. 9A ±_1. 2 26. 2 8 ±_0. 7 44 . BC ±_1. 6 
1 Heavy strata refers to an area heavily dominated by mid­
grasses ; mixed strata is an area with about equal propor­
tions of midgrasses and shortgrasses ; and short strata is 
an area dominated by shortgrasses only. 
2 Treatment LS-means with unlike letters differ, (P<.05) . 
3 Strata LS- means with unlike letters differ, (P< .05) . 
a b Strata within treatment L S-means with unlike letters 
differ, (P< .05) . 
Replication by treatment L S-means across strata 
RSG HPSDG 







2 0. 1A 9 
2 5.88 C 
2 2. 4A B 
18. 6A 
2 5. 6B C  













4 0. 18 C  
3 0 . SA 
4 7. 2C 
31. 2A 
36. 2A B 
35. 4A B 
±.2. 5 
:t.2 . 6 




= = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = - = - = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = 
4 Within treatments, LS-means without a common letter 
differ, (P< .05) . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix Table 12). This h igher s hortgras s use  in HPSDG 
s uggests a greater effici ency of harvest of the total comple­
ment of vegetation offered and in part, could explain why 
attained s tocki ng rates in HPS DG were h i gher . 
Shortgrass use was affected by strata with the least 
i n  the heavy and most in the s hort s trata (P <. 0 5 )  (Table 2 5 ). 
Shortgras s es in the heavy strata were probably "sh i e l ded" by 
the midgras ses l i miting _livestock acces s.  Lambs were also 
observed to often concentrate on the s hortgrass areas. As 
with the midgras ses, some shortgras s  u se est i mates between 
repl i cations within treatments were d i fferent (P<. 05) . 
With regards to the mixed grazing of calves and lambs 
(catt l e, s heep). , the overal l differences between midgrass and 
s hortgras s  u s e  can lead to some further hypotheses. The 
preferences for shortgras ses by lambs . and for m i dgrasses by 
ca lves have been establ i shed (Section 5.4 ; Tab le 3) .  W i th 
the ratio of calves to lambs in these s tud ies being about 
equal on an AU bas i s ; one wou l d  expect that a change in the 
ratio in favor of the lambs would bring shortgrass use up to 
a l evel equal to that of the midgras ses without causing use 
on e i ther plant group to exceed s ome des ired maximum level . 
This wou l d  further i ncrease the effici ency of harvest of the 
total complement of vegetat ion. Because of the lesser esti­
mated shortgrass use i n  RSG than i n  HPSDG , it  would be neces­
sary to increase the lamb port i on of the ratio more in RSG 
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than in HPSDG. 
7 . 3 . 2  Forage Utilization 1 98 4  
7. 3. 2. 1 RSG 
Forage utilization in the RSG pastures was estimated 
in conjunction with the standing crop estimates made at the 
midpoints of the four HP SDG cycles and at the end of  the 
grazing season. The percent use of western wheatgrass , 
shortgrasses and of the total live or live + recent-dead 
standing crop is plotted against the cumulative grazing days 
in Figure 9. Estimated end-of-season use was 38. 6, 36 . 5  and 
30. 4 %  for the western wheatgrass, total and shortgrass ca t -
egories respectively. Apparent use remained qui te low 
through day 64 ( HPSDG cycle 3 midpoint) as use was difficult 
to detect or was masked by rapidly growing vegetation and by 
regrowth of vegetation that had been previously grazed. 
apparent use sharply increased during the last half of the 
season corresponding to the declining growth rates of the 
maturing vegetation. The shift of western wheatgrass from 
the live to recent-dead state rapidly progressed starting 
about Ju l y  15. It was also at this time that soi l  water was 
rapidly declining ( Appendix Table 13) . Soil water in the 
first 2 0  cm remained very l ow thoughout August and combi ned 
with very warm August temperatures, depressed shortgrass 
growth. One additional set of livestock was put i n  RSG at 
day 48. However, two sets were removed at day 86 to prevent 
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in forage use during the latter part of the season can also 
b e  seen when stocking rate is plotted against forage use 
(Figure 10 ) .  
Spat ial distribution of forage use tended to vary 
substantially between areas within RSG pastures (Appendix 
Table 14). End-of-season use of western wbeatgrass was 
highest in the dra inageways and ranged from 4 8. 8% in repl i ­
cate 3 to as high as 82 � 9% in repl i cate 5.  Livestock, 
especially calves, were observed to prefer these dra i nageways 
immediately from the start of the grazing season and con­
tinued to return to them until the remaining western wheat-
grass stubble had matured. Use of western wheatgrass in the 
drainageways had ranged from about 20 to 4 0% even just after 
eight days of occupation . End-of-season shortgrass use 
tended to be highest on the thin-up land and shortgrass areas. 
This was especially evident in replicate 5 where shortgrass 
use was estimated at 64. 5% (Appendix Table 14). This high 
us e was  most likely attributable to the lambs concentrating 
on those areas. 
7 . 3. 2. 2  HPSDG 
Estimated end-of-season use in HPSDG was 4 0 . 2, 38 . 3  
and 35.8% for the western wheatgrass, total and shortgrass 
categories respective ly. The percent use of these three 
species categories after subunit occupation is graphed in 
Figure 11. The unusual decline in apparent use between 
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Figure 1 1 .  Apparent percent use of western wheatgrass, short­
grasses and total (all live or  · live + recent-dead species) 
estimated after subunit occupatio n in the HPS DG system, 1984 . 
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cycles 2 and 3 was a result of the regrowth and recovery of 
vegetati on that occurred during the peri od after subuni t 
occupati on until the time it was occupi ed again. This can 
also be seen when stocking rate i s  p l otted agai nst forage 
use (Fi gure 12) . There were also two sets of livestock 
during cycle 2 whereas only one set duri ng cycle 3. The 
estimated , apparent before-and-after oc cupation use percent­
ages and live + rec ent-dead standing crops for each cycle 
were giv en  i n  Section 6. 4 ,  Table 2. 
The percent disappearance of the total standing crop 
(all li ve or li ve + recent-dead speci es) tended to be higher 
than ei ther the western wheatgrass or shortgrass categori es 
separately. Ocular esti mates of western wheatgrass use 
however , were hi gher than those of the total category 
(Secti on 6. 4 ,  Table 2). This was probably because total, 
western wheatgrass and shortgrasses were the on ly  three 
categories that w e r e  ocularly esti ated and there must 
have been substantial use of other speci es ( eg. annual 
grasses) that was detected in the differences i n  the before 
and after standi ng crop. I n  HPSDG , annual grasses (Japanese 
bro e and six - weeks fescue) were found to account for a 
moderate percent (17. 1) of the mean total standing crop and 
the i crohistologi cal exami nati on of fecal samples i ndicated 
they made up a substanti al porti on of the d i et (Table 3, 
Section 5. 4 ). 
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Figure 1 2 . St ocking rat e  i n  relation t o  co n trolled ut ili­
zation in HPSDG, 1984. 
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Analyses of variance of ocular estimates of end of 
season use of shortgrasses in RSG and HPSDG revealed a signi­
ficant treatment effect (P<. 0 5) (Appendix Table 15). Short­
grass use in HPSDG (35. 8%) was higher than it was in RSG 
(30. 4%). ·Thi s  was also observed in 1983 (Table 25) and 
again suggests a greater efficiency of harvest in HPSDG with 
respect to the total complement of vegetation offered. 
7. 3. 3 Growth Characteristics Comparison 
This substudy was conducted in an attempt to de tect 
possible cumulative effects of grazing treatmen t  on western 
wheatgrass . It is well documented that graz ing will dec rease 
western wheatgrass tiller density and the magnitude of the 
decrease is related to grazing in tensity ( Lewis et al. , 1956). 
Range site and range condition have also been shown to affect 
tiller height and number of leaves (Enevoldsen and Lewis, 
1978 ) .  
Height ,  weight and number of leaves were measured on 
sets of grazed and ungrazed western wheatgrass tillers 
collected f rom two range sites (clayey and silty ) within RSG, 
HPSDG and permanent exclosure (ungraz ed )  treatments. The 
percentage of leaves graz ed on the graz ed set (from RSG and 
HPSDG ) of tillers was also calculated. Means and standard 
errors are given in two-way tab l e  form (Table 26) and the 
analysis of variance of the data in Appendix Tab le 1 6. 
Table 26 
Means and standard errors of height, weight, number of leaves and percent of leaves grazed of 
grazed western wheatgrass t i l lers ; and height, weight and number of leaves of ungrazed t i l lers 
col lected from clayey and s i lty range sites within RSG, HPSDG and ungrazed (exclosure) treatments. 
GRAZFD T ILLERS 
Number Percent of  
Height ( 11) We igh t ( g )  o f  leaves leaves Gr a zed 
------------------------------ ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Trea tlen t C layey Si l ty Heans 1 ±_SE C l ayey S i l ty Heans 1 ±_SE C l ayey Si l ty Heans 1 ±_SE C l ayey S i l ty Heans 1 ±_SE --------- ------ ----- ---------- ------ ----- ---------- ------ ----- ---------- ------ ----- ----------
RSG 263 . 9  271 . 7  267 . OA ±_5 . 4  0 . 25 0 . 26 0 . 25A ±_0 . 01 5 . 1  4 . 6  4 .  9A ±_0 . 1  6 1 . 8  62 . 1  6 1 , '}A ±_2 . 9  
HPSDG 275 . 7 268 . 3  272 . ]A !_5 . 0  0 . 22 0 . 24 0 . 231 !_0 . 01 4 . 9  5 . 0  5 . 0A !_0 . 1  59 . 4  60 . 2  59 . ]A ±_3 . 1  
Heans2 !_SE 269 . 8a !_6 . 9  270 . oa ±_7 . 6  0 . 23a !_. 01 o . 2sa !_. 01 s . oa !_0 . 1  4 . 8a ±_0 . 1  60 . 6a ±_2 . 5  61 . l a ±_2 . 6  
UNGRAZED T ILLERS 
Hu1ber 
He igh t  ( 11 )  Weigh t  ( g )  o f  leaves 
------------------------------- - ----------------------------- ----------------------------
Treat1en t Cl ayey S i l ty Heans 1 ±_SE Cl ayey Si l ty Heans 1 ±_SE C l ayey Si l ty Heans 1 tSE 
--------- ------ ----- ---------- ------ ----- ---------- ------ ----- ----------
RSG 302 . 6  298 . 6  301 . 0A t4 . 7  0 . 29 0 . 25 0 . 28A ±_0 . 0 1 5 . 5  4 . 9  5 . JA ±_Q . 1  
HPSDG 31 7 . 6  288 . 6  306 . 0A ±_4 . 5  0 . 28 0 . 26 0 . 27A ±_0 . 01 5 . 7  5 . 2  5 .  5u ±_0 . 1  
Exc l osure 404 . 3  350 . 9  386 . 58 ±.8 . 2 0 . 40 0 . 33 0 . 388 ±_0 . 0 1 5 . 8  5 . 7  5 .  78 !_0 . 1  
Heans2 ±_SE 333 _ 7a ±_7 . 6  305 . l b ±_7 . 7  0 . 32a ±_. 01 0 . 27b !_. 0 1  5 . 7a ±_0 . 1  5 . 2b ±_0 . 1  
1 Treatment means not sharing a common letter differ, ( P< . 05) . 
2 Range s i te means with unl ike superscripts differ, ( P<.05). ---- -------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ----- -- --- -----
1---l 
co w 
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For the grazed tillers, weight of RSG t illers were 
great er t han t hose from HPSDG ( P< . 0 5 )  (Table 2 6). A signif­
icant treatment x range site interaction was also present for 
t he dependent variable number of leaves ( P< . 05) (Append i x  
Table 16). Treatment and range site  means of height, number 
of leaves and percent of leaves grazed were all sim i lar. 
For the ungrazed tillers, treat ment and range site had 
significant effects on height, weight and number of leaves 
and a significant treatment x range site effect on height was 
also present (Append i x  Table 16). T i llers in the exclosure 
were t aller and weighed more than those from RSG and HPSDG 
and had more leaves than t hose from RSG but not HPSDG (P<. 05) 
( Table 26). Ungrazed tillers from t he clayey range site were 
greater w i t h  respect to all three at t ributes measured than 
those from t he si lty range site (P< . 05) . This may appear 
unusual as overall production on sil t y  range sit es i s  gener­
ally considered to be higher than on clayey range sites 
(U . S. D. A. - S . C . S. ,  1979), but severa l species ot her t han 
western wheatgrass are more abundant on silty than on clayey 
range sites. 
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7 . 3 . 4  E mergence, Growth and Developmental Characteristics 
The intent of these studies was to evaluate the 
cumulative effects of the grazing treatments on the emer­
gence, growth and developmental characteristi cs of western 
wheatgrass, buffalograss and blue grama . Previous years 
grazing intensity has been shown to influence the elongation 
of grasses (Short and Woolfolk, 195 6) , the number of leaves 
per tiller (Reed and Peterson, 1961) , and Tallowin (1981 ) ,  
concluded d � fferent graz ing systems will cause marked dif­
ferences in t iller densities . 
7.3. 4 . 1  Western Wheatgrass - 1984 
Sampling of western wheatgrass was begun on March 30 
in the permanent exclosure study area and on April 6 in all 
other study areas as very few o� no newly emerged tillers 
were observed in areas other than the exclosure on March 30 . 
Subsequent median samplin g  dates were April 17, May 5 and May 
23. Duration of sampling was two to three days. The four 
groups of tillers observed were : 1) those that emerged from 
date O to March 30 ( permanent ex closure only) , 2)  those 
emerging between March 31 and April 6 ;  3) those emerging 
between Apr i l 7 and Apr i l  17; and 4) those emerging between 
Apr i l  18 and May 5 .  
There was no overall difference in the mean density 
at time of f irst sampling of western wheatgrass tillers of 
the three study areas in RSG and the three in the HPSDG 
treatment ( P>. 05) (Table 27 ) .  As would be expected, density 
186 
Table 27 
Tiller density, height, leaves per tiller and length of first leaf of 
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1 Density on March 30 for the Exclosure and April 6 for the remaining 
study areas. 
2 Study area means of density with unlike superscripts differ, (P<. 05). 
3 Means of height, leaves and length of first leaf on May 23 of tillers 
from the three emergence periods. 
4 Light or Heavy grazing the previous three years. 
5 RSG and HPSDG means of density, height, leaves and length with unlike 
superscripts differ, (P<. 05). 
6 Grazed Early or Late during the initial HPSDG rotation cycle. 
7 Grazed oderately by steers June through August (Range Condition 
study). 
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in the s hortgras s study areas was lowest compared to the 
other study areas . Density in HPSDG-grazed early (1 05) was 
les s  than the density in HPSDG-grazed l ate (254 tiller s/m2 ) 
( P < . 0 5 ) . Due to the sampling procedure, density could be 
calculated for the first date only. The he ight of the til­
lers on the las t  sampl ing date ( May 23) was greater in RSG 
than in HPSDG ( P < . 05) . The other two characteristics,  
number of leaves and length of the firs t  leaf, were similar 
when study areas were averaged into the two grazing system 
treatments (Table 27). Across study areas , tillers in the 
shortgras s areas tended to have more leaves but were sl ight ­
ly s horter on the last sampling date than tillers from other 
study areas . 
Acros s  all s tudy areas, the length of t he first leaf 
on May 23 was greater on tillers emerging during periods 3 
and 4 than tillers emerging during the first period ( P< . 05) 
(Figure 1 3). Rate of elongation of the first leaf as inter­
preted from the length changes between observation dat es was 
a l w a y s  greatest during the initial period of growth of the 
tiller. Rate of elongation was highest for emergence group 
4 ti l lers during their initial period . This probab l y  resu lt­
from the warmer temperatures, a longer phot operiod and favor­
ab l e  mois ture conditions present in late April. 
Heights of the tillers on t he last sampling date (May 
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Figure 1 3 . Length of the first leaf of emergence groups 1, 
2, 3 and 4 western wheatgrass tillers at each o bservation 
date and number of leaves per t iller on the final observation 
date (inset) , 1984. 
Group 1 :  e erged date O t o 3/ 30 (exclosure only). 
Group 2 :  emerged 3/ 3 1  to 4 / 6. 
Group 3 :  emerged 4/7 to 4/ 17. 
Group 4 :  emerged 4/18 to 5 / 5 . 
A B Lengths on May 23 with an unc ommon letter differ, ( P<.05). - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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through 4 respectively ( P> . 05) ( Figure 16) . Enevoldsen (196 7) 
concluded earlier emerging western wheatgrass tillers to be 
taller and have more leaves than later emerg i ng tillers . 
His observations however, were made on tillers emerging in 
either April, May or June and observation dates continued 
into September whereas in this study, emergence spanned only 
a little over a month and the final observation date was 
May 2 3. 
7 . 3. 4 . 2 Buffalograss and Blue Grama - 1984 
Sampling of buffalograss and blue grama began on May 
23 in all study areas . Subsequent median sampling dates were 
June 7, June 2 0  and July 10. Due to the length of time 
required to sample all plots, the actual sampling varied by 
about � five days for each of the dates. This could have 
potentially affected some of the measurements . Another 
problem that was encountered was loss of record tillers 
between the initial and final observation dates . Once 
livestock occupation had begun, some tillers and leaves were 
undoubtedly lost to grazing, trampling and other grazed by 
insects . Additionally, application of the spot of paint to 
distinguish record tillers may have affected plant growth. 
Densities, height, leaves per tiller and length of 
first leaf of buffalograss and blue grama are summarized in 
Table 28. There were no differences in tiller densities of 
buffalograss or blue grama between RSG and HPSDG treatments 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Table 28 
T i l l e r  dens i ty ,  he i gh t ,  l eaves per t i l l er and l ength of f i rs t  l ea f  o f  bu f fa lograss and b l ue  g rama in e ight s tudy areas , 1984 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
S tudy Area 
RSG-L i gh t 4 
RSG-Heavy 4 
S6-Shor tg r ass 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
RSG Heans5 t SE 
- - - - - --- - - - --- -
HPSDG- E a r l y 6 
HPSDG-L a t e6 
HPSDG- Shor tg r ass 
- - - - - - - - - ------
HPSDG Heans5 t S  
Dens i t y 1 • 2 
( no . /sq 1 )  
1 1 37• 
9W 
1800• 




J l 6QA + 334 
Per 1anen t f xc l osu r e  40b 
RSG-Hoder a te 7 862• 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
luffalograss 
He igh t 3 








81 8 :!.4 
97 
82 
No . Leaves Length of 
per T i l l er 3 F i r s t  Le a f3 
4 . 8  
4 . 5  




4. 7" !_. 1  46" ±_3 
4 . 4  
4 . 5  
4 . 1 
4 4  
44  
46  
4 . 48 ±_. 1  4 5A ±_4 
4 . 4  
4 . 4  
52 
46 
Dens i t y 1 • 2 








b5711 ±_2 1 4  
82c 
977a b 
He i gh t 3 





1 06  
124 
67 




No . Leaves 
per T i l l e r3 
3 . 9  
4 . 3  
3 . 8  
L ength o f  




4 . 0A !_. 2  59A !_3 
3 . 7  
4 . 0  




3 . 8A ±_. l 65A ±.3 
3 . 7  
3 . 9  
54 
69 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 Dens i t y  o n  Hay 23 . 
� St udy a r ea Means o f · dens i t y  not sha r i ng a com1on l e t te r  d i f fer , ( P { . 05 ) . 
J Heans of he i gh t , 1eaves and leng th o f  f i rs t  l e a f  on Ju l y  10 of a l l  t i l le r s  from t he th ree emer gence pe t i ods . 
4 L i qh t  or Heavy q r a z i ng t he p r e v i ous t h r ee year s .  
5 RSG and HPSDG means of dens i t y , h e i gh t , l eaves a n d  l eng t h  w i t h u n l i ke supersc r i p ts d i f fer , ( P ( . 05 ) . 
' G r a zed l a r ] y ot I a t e  dur i ng t h e  i n i t i a l  HPSDG 1 o t d t i on cyc l e .  
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(P> . 0 5 ). The height of buffalograss on t he last sampling 
date (7 / 10 )  and the number of leaves were however, greater in 
RSG than in HPSBG (P<. 0 5 )  ( Table 28). Height, number of 
leaves and length of first leaf of blue grama tillers were 
not different between RSG and HPSDG (P> . 0 5 ). Between study 
areas, t he permanent exclosure had t he least buffalograss 
wit h  only 40 t illers/m2 . being observed. The HPSDG short­
grass study area surprisingly had subs t an tially more blue 
grama t illers/m2 ( 1540) than the RSG shortgrass area 
(17 5 ) . This however, was probably a peculiarity of the 
selected sites. 
Wit h  regard to the charact erist ics and comparing 
buffalograss and blue grama overall, it  can be seen that 
blue grama t illers were generally t a l ler, had longer first 
leaves, but had fewer leaves than buffalograss tillers 
(Figures 14, 15 and 16) .  
The length of the first leaves of buffalograss that 
emerged last (between 6/7 and 6/20 ) were longer on July 10 
t han t illers emerging during t he t wo earlier periods ( P<. 05) 
(Figure 14). Number of leaves per til ler however, were 
similar on all three groups of t illers (Figure 15) . First 
leaves of blue grama tillers emerging dur ing the latter two 
periods were longer on July 10 than l eaves of t illers from 
t he first e ergence per iod, but t illers from the f i rst 
emergence period had more leaves (P < . 05) (Figure 14) .  
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F igure 1 4 .  Length o f  the first leaf o f  e ergence groups 1, 
2, and 3 buffalograss and blue grama tillers at each observa-
t i on date, 1 984. --------------------- ----------------------------------------
Group 1 :  e erged date O to 5/23. 
Group 2 :  emerged 5/24 to 6/7 . 
Group 3 :  emerged 6/8 to 6/20 . 
A B Within s pecies,  l engths on J uly 1 0  with unlike letters 
differ, (P<.05). - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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F i gure 15 . Number of leaves per t i lle r of eme rgence groups 1, 
2 ,  and 3 buffalograss and b l ue grama tille rs at each obse r­
vat i on date. 
Group 1 :  emerged date O to 5/ 2 3 .  
Group 2:  emerged 5/ 2 4  to 6/7 . 
Group 3 :  emerged 6/8 to 6/ 2 0 . 
A B W ithin species, numbe r  of l eaves on J uly 1 0  with unlike 
letters d i ffer, ( P< . 05) . 
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Figure 1 6 .  Height of each emergence group o f  western wheat­
grass t i l l ers on  May 23 and of each emergence group of 
buffalograss and b l ue grama t i l l ers o n  July 1 0 ,  1984 . 
------------------------------------------------------------
Western wheatgrass 
G roup 1 :  e erged date O to 3 / 3 0  (exc l osure only) 
G ro up 2 :  eme r ge d  3 / 31 to 4 / 6  
G roup 3 :  eme r ge d  4/7 t o  4 /17 
G roup 4 :  e erged 4/ 18 to 5/ 5 
Buffalograss and blue grama 
G roup 1 :  e erged date O to 5/ 23 . 
G r oup 2 :  e erged 5/ 24 to 6 / 7. 
G roup 3:  e erged 6/8 to 6/ 20. 
A B W ithi n  spec i es , he i ghts with an uncommon l etter differ, 
( P < . 0 5 ) . 
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - = = - = -
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7 . 3 . 4 . 3 Western Wheatgrass � 1985 
Dur ing 1985, sampling of western wheatgrass began on 
Apr i l  6 in all study areas . Pr ior  field checks revealed no 
new t i llers had emerged by March 3 1 .  Western wheatgr ass has 
been observed to begin emergence gener ally in late March, but 
heavy March snow fall undoubtedly suppressed it during 1985 . 
Subsequent median sampling dates were April 17 and April 30 . 
April 1985 growing conditions were not as favorable as those 
during April 1984 . Precipitation was 20 . 1 mm, on ly  44% of 
the 75-year mean, causing dramatic reductions in emergence 
and growth (Table 8) . Very dry conditions persisted through 
the entire 1985 growing season, and as a result, sampling of 
buf fa lograss and blue grama was not conducted .  
There were no significant differences in the char­
acteristics sampled between RSG and HPSDG treatments when 
individual study area data were combined into those two 
treatments (Table 29) . The di fference in tiller density 
( 323 in RSG vs . 262/m2 in HPSDG) was l arge, but not signif­
icantly dif ferent ( P= . 16) . 
Western wheatgrass tiller densities in the specific 
study areas are summarized in Tables 29 and 30 . The exclo­
sure density of  524 tillers/m2 w as greater than that of the 
other five study areas (P<.05 ) . The R SG and HPSDG drainage­
way densities of 632 and 630 tillers/m2 were comparable to 




Tiller density, height, leaves per tiller and length of first leaf of 
western wheatgrass in 10 study areas, 1985. 
Study Area Density1 Height2 No. Leaves Length of 
(no. /sq m) (mm) per Tiller2 First Leaf2 
RSG-Light3 294 80 2 . 7 38 
RSG-Heavy3 238 95 2. 7 47 
RSG-Shortgrass 128 70 2 . 6 45 
RSG-Drainageway 632 70 2. 9 35 
RSG Means4 ±SE 323A ±43 79A ±3 2. 7A ± - 3 41A 
HPSDG-Earlys 243 81 2. 6 42 
HPSDG-Late5 137 83 2. 7 42 
HPSDG-Shortgrass 38 74 2. 6 34 
HPSDG-Drainageway 630 76 2. 6 45 
HPSDG Means4 ±SE 262A ±39 79A ±4 2 . 6A ± - 2 4 1A 
Permanent Exclosure 524 88 2. 5 45 
RSG-Moderate6 227 85 2. 6 46 
1 Density on April 30. 
2 Means of height, leaves and length of first leaf of all tillers on 
April 30 for the three emergence periods. 
3 Light or Heavy grazing the previous four years. 
+4 
+4 
4 RSG and HPSDG means of density, height, leaves and length with unlike 
superscripts differ, (P<. 05) . 
s Grazed Early or Late during the initial HPSDG rotation cycle. 




Tab le 30 
Western wheatgrass tiller density on April 30, 1985 and percent emerged 
at earlier observation dates. 
Percent Emerged 
Density1 































1 Density means with an uncommon letter differ, (P<. 05). 
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3 Grazed Early or Late during the initial HPSDG rotation cycle. 
4 Grazed moderately by steers June through August. 
±SE 
5 Drainageway and Shortgrass study areas analyzed separately, differ­
ences were not significant, (P>.05). 
==================-------------------------------------------========== 
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established in 1985, were analyzed separately as they had 
only five plots each compared to 1 0  in the other areas. The 
percentage of the total tillers emerged at earlier sampling 
dates was comparable between all study areas except in the 
permanent exclosure on April 1 7  (Tab le 30 ). At that date, 
only 52. 1 %  of the tillers were emerged probably due to 
reduced soil temperature� caused by a large amount of old­
dead residue. 
Although tiller density di fferences on April 30 in 
HPSDG-early and late were large, they were not significantly 
different (P>.0 5). HPSDG-early di d have a much smaller 
percent ( 4. 9) of the total tillers emerged by April 6 com­
pared to HPSDG-late ( 19.7). Similarly in 1 983, densities on 
April 6 were less in HPSDG-early than HPSDG-late (P<. 05) 
(Table 27). This suggests that the early season grazing of 
western wheatgrass may be reducing its vigor and resulting in 
less dense stands in the initial subunits of HPSDG. Although 
the percentage of use of western wheatgrass has been rela­
tively low during the initial cycle the number of plants 
grazed was observed to be quite high. 
As was observed in 1984, elongation rates of the 
first leaf were greatest during the initial period of emer-
gence (P< . 05) (Figure 17 and Table 31). There were no sig-
nificant differences in length of the first leaf at the last 
observ ation date ( pri 30 ) be ween the three emergence 
1 9 9 
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Figure 1 7 .  Elongation rate of the first leaf of emergence 
groups 1 ,  2 and 3 western wheatgrass till e rs , 1985 . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -----------
Group I :  E merged date O to 4 / 6. 
Group 2 :  Emerged 4 / 7  to 4/ 17 
Group 3: E erged 4 / 17 to 4 / 30 .  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
Table 31 
longa t i on r a te ( 11/day ) of the f i rst l e a f  of wes te rn  wheatgr ass t i l l e r s  of each emergence per iod du r i ng each obser v a t ion per iod and the he igh t 
( 11 )  of t i l l e rs  f rom each emergence per iod on Apr i l  30 , 1 985 . 




Per 1anen t Exc losure 
HPSDG-La te3 
HPSDG-Ea r l y 3 
RSG Hoderate4 
RSG-l ight 2 
T i l l e rs emerging O to 4/6 
---------------------------------------------
He igh t 1 
0 to 4/6 4/ 7 to 4/ 1 7  4/ 1 8  to 4/30 on 4/30 
-------- ----------- ------------ --------
3 . 9  1 . 5  0 . 6  1 09A +_6 
3 . 8  1 . 5 0 . 7  1 04A B +_7 
5 . 0  1 . 5 0 . 5  94A B +_7 
4 .  I 1 . 3  0 . 6  858 +_8 
3 . 7  1 . 6  0 . 4  858 ±_5 
3 . 4  1 . 6 0 . 3  778 ±_6 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Emergence Per iod 
T i l l e r s  emerging 4/7 to 4/ 1 7  
---------------------------------
Heigh t 1 
4 / 7  to 4/ 1 7  4/ 1 8  to 4 / 30 on 4 / 30 
---- ------- ------------ -------
4 . 0  0 . 7  99A !_4 
2 . 7  0 . 9  88A B +_4 
3 . 5  0 . 5  89A B +_5 
3 . 1  0 ,; . 0  848 +_4 
3 . 8  0 . 6  93A B !_4 
3 . 2  0 . 6  89A B ±_4 
T i l l e r s  emerg ing 4 / 1 8  to 4/30 
-----------------------------
He igh t 1 
4/ 18  to 4 / 30 on 4 / 30 
- -----------
3 . 0  78A :!:_7 
3 . 6  7lA +_4 
2 . 3  69A +_7 
2 . 8  75A +_S 
3 . 6  78A ±_5 
2 . 3  69A !6 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
RSG-Dra i nageway 5 




3 . 7  
4 . 1  
3 . 6  
2 . 9  
1 . 5 
1 . 5  
1 . 6  
1 . 1  
Observa t ion Peri od Heans6 3 . 8a !- 2  I . Sb ±_. 2 
0 . 2  
0 . 6  
0 . 2  
0 . 1  





2 . 5  
3 . 3  
3 . 1 
2 . 6  
3 . 2a !_. 2 
0 il . 0  
0 . 7  
0 . 5  
0 . 5  





2 . 0  
3 . 1 
3 . 3 
3 . 9  





- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 T i l l e r heights on 4/30 w i th a n  unco1mon l e tter di f fe r , - ( P ( . 05 ) . 
2 L i gh t or Heavy g r a z i ng the previous three yea rs . 
3 Gra zed Ear ly or L a te du r i ng the i n i t i a l  HPSDG rota tion cyc l e .  
4 Gr a z ed modera te l y  b y  steers June through Augus t  ( Range Condi t i on study ) .  
5 D r a i nageway and Shor tgrass study area t i l ler heights ana l y zed sepa r a te l y , di f ferences were not sign i f ican t ,  ( P ) . 05 ) . 
6 Observa t ion per i od means w i th i n  emergence per i ods w i th u n l i ke super sc r i p t s  di f fe r , ( P { . 05 ) . 
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groups, but the number of l eaves per tiller  was highest for 
the first emergence group and l east for the third (P< .05) 
(Figur e  18) . Over all study areas, heights of the til lers on 
April 30 were 89, 89 and 7 3  mm for emergence groups 1, 2 and 
3, respectivel y, w i t h the group 1 and 2 heights being signif­
icantly greater than the third (P< .05). Additional sampling 
dates would have been desirable to see if this trend con­
tinued. 
Some differences in tiller  height between study areas 
were present, many of which were unusual . Emergence group 1 
and 2 till ers in RSG-heavy for example, were taller than 
those in RSG-light, had more and longer first l eaves, but 
densities were simil ar ( Tabl es 29  and 31) . Other work ( Lewis 
et al . , 1 956) , has shown western wheatgrass to decrease 
under heavy grazing. Al so in contrast, Short and Wool fo l k  
(1 956 )  found the mean maximum height of western wheatgrass t o  
be al most 20% greater in areas in good range condition than 
in areas in poor range condition. Reed and Peterson ( 1 961) 
reported fewer l eaves per til l ers in heavil y grazed pastures 
than in l ightl y grazed pastures. 
Another unexpected finding in this substudy was the 
si ilarity of western wheatgrass til l e r  density in R SG and 
HPSDG drainageways. During both 1 983 and 1 984, RSG live-
stock, especial ly cal ves, were obse r v ed to pre fer the 
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Figure 1 8 . Lengt h of t he first leaf of emergence groups 1 ,  
2 and 3 west ern wheat grass tillers a t  each observation dat e  
and numb er of leaves per tiller on t he final observation 
date (inse t ) , 1985 . ------------------------------------------------------------
Group 1 :  EmergeQ date O t o 4/6. 
Group 2 :  Emerged 4 / 7  to 4 / 17 
Group 3 :  Emerged 4 / 17 t o  4 / 30 .  
A Lengt h s  o n  Apr il 30 were not d ifferen t ,  (P > . 05) . 
= = - = = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =  
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regrowth, resulting in very heavy forage use throughout the 
grazing season. In contrast, use in HPSDG drainageways was 
not as heavy due to the short occupation periods and the in­
abil ity to freel y  return to a drainageway to graze regrowth. 
Some of the unusual results and inconsistencies 
observed between study areas and between years may be due in 
part, to the sampling ap proach itself. Density estimat ion 
for examp l e, was based on an area of 0. 1 m2 per plot with 
10 plots at the max imum. Selection of the study areas and 
where appropriate, accuracy in assessment of previous years 
use may have also been in fluencing factors. And finally, 
there is the possibility that the grazing treatments had not 
been in place long enough to have a measurable effect. 
8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Six replications of Repeated- Seasonal (RSG) (May­
September) and 16-subuni t, 1-herd High- Performance Short­
Duration (HPSDG) grazing system treatments were compared 
during 1981 through 1984 at the Cottonwood Range and 
Livestock Research Station. Data for 1983 and 1984 are 
reported here. Calves and lambs were the experimental 
animals and were allotted to the experi mental pastures in 
sets approx i mately equal on an animal unit basis . An i mal 
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numbers were adjusted with put-and-take sets to attain 
planned forage use leve ls for each cycle of rotation i n  HPSDG 
and comparable end-of-season forage use levels in both treat-
ments. The HPSDG system was operated w i th four cycles of 
rotation that had 1, 2,  2 and 3 occupation days and 15, 30 , 
30 and 45 nonuse days during cycles one through four, 
respectively. 
Early growing season growing conditions were quite 
favorable during 1983 and 1984 with precipitation above the 
long-term mean. July , August and September precipitation 
however, ranged from 27 to 69% of the long-term mean both 
years (Tables 6 and 7 ). 
Seasonal average daily gains (ADG) of both RSG ca l ves 
and lambs in 1983 and calves in 1984 were greater than their 
HPSDG counterparts ( P <.05) (Section 5.4, Tables 1 and 2 ) . 
End of season attained stocking rates were 24 and 21% higher 
in HPSDG in 1983 and 1984, respectiv e l y  ( Section 5 . 4, Table 
2 0 5  
3 ) . Gain per hectare however, was similar during 1983, but 
was greater for the HPSDG calves and the calves and lambs 
combined during 1984 ( P< .05 ) ( Section 5 . 4, Figure 1 ) . In 
general, this indicates that the reduced animal performance 
i n  H PSDG then, may or may not be made up with the moderate 
i ncreases in stocking rate to obtain greater livestock gain 
or production per hectare. Dur ing 1 983, wool growth rates 
( mm/d) were greater dur{ng period 1 than the other three 
periods ( P< . 05 ) .  There were no other significant treatment 
or period effects (P> .05) (Table 18) . 
During 1 984, fecal samples were collected from the 
i ndividual calves and lambs at four dates corresponding to 
the mi dpoints of the four HPSDG cycles. Fecal nitrogen (N) 
(organic matter basis) declined at each successive sampling · 
date corresponding to increasing forage maturity and decreas­
ing forage N. The mean percent fecal N was greater in both 
RSG calf and lamb samples than i n  samples of their HPSDG 
counterparts (P <.05) (Section 5 . 4, Tabl e  5) . This suggests 
RSG livestock were able to select a diet higher in quality 
(or at least N) and may in part, account for the greater 
i ndivi dual RSG animal perfor ance . I n  contrast, Jung et a l. 
( 1985) and Heitschmidt et a l .  (1 982b) hypothesized that 
average forage quality may be higher in short-duration 
systems as a larger percentage of plants should have been 
grazed and therefore, retarded in maturity . However, 
regrowth and delay in maturity would also occur in preferred 
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areas in RSG and in these st ud i es, RSG lives t ock  t ended to 
concentrate in the preferred drainageways, especially during 
t he f i rs t  half of the grazing season. 
Botanical composition of the feces determined by 
mi crohis tological examinat ion was use d  as an index of the 
botanical composition of the d i e t . Annual grasses (Japanese 
brome and six-weeks fescue) and west ern wheatgrass were the 
maj or components of calf di ets and shortgrasses were the 
maj or component in lamb die ts  i n  both t reatments (Sect ion 
5 . 4, Figures 2 and 3). RSG calf samples did  contain a 
great er percentage of west ern wheat grass and forbs and less 
annual grasses than HPSDG samples (P<. 0 5 ). R SG lamb samples 
also cont ained a great er percent age of forbs and addit ional-
ly, less sedges than HPSDG lamb samples. Important date 
effec t s  for bo th the calves and lambs included a great er 
percentage of western wheatgrass from the May and August than 
from the June and July sampl i ng dat es (P<. 0 5 )  and percentage 
of shortgrasses were least from the May sampl i ng date 
(P<. 01). For t he lambs, percentages of forbs and sedges· were 
greater fro the f i rst two than f r o m  the last two sampl ing 
dat es (P< . 0 5 ). Calf and lamb selec t i on indices were surpris­
i ngly h i gh for annual grasses i n  both t reatments. Lambs also 
exhibi t ed selection for the shortgrasses and a st rong avoid­
ance for west ern wheatgrass. S i  i larity i nd i ces (betwe en 
lambs and calv es) show compat ibil ity  of the co bi nation of 
lambs and calves in both grazing system treatments (Sect i on 
2 0 7  
5. 4, Table 4 ) .  From these dat a  and considering forage use 
data, it can b e  concluded that calves and lambs grazing in 
combination will result in a grea t er efficiency of harvest  
of the total complement of vegetat ion than t he use of either 
calves or lambs alone. 
There were no treatment differences in water i nt ake 
of livestoc k  between RSG and HPSDG treatments either year. 
Across treatments, average consumption was estimated at  33. 1 
and 30.6 1/ AU/d during 1983 and 1984 respective ly . Consump-
tion tended to be the least during the initial two week 
period of graz ing, peaked during the first half of August and 
then declined ( Figures 3 and 4 ) . Both forage dry matter and 
mean air temperature were found to influence wat er intake 
with the latter of the two variables having the greater 
effec t ( Table 19 ; Figures 5 and 6 ). 
During 1983, live ( L), recent-dead ( RD )  and old-dead 
( O D )  s tanding crop was quantified during early Ju ly and at 
the end of the grazing season . L + RD standin g  crop was 
similar in RSG and HPSDG in early J uly but less than in the 
permanent ex closure . End of season L + RD standing crop was 
148 kg/ ha less i n  HPSDG co pared to RSG ( Sec tion 6. 4, F igure 
3 ) . End of season use of idgrasses ( primarily western 
wheat grass ) was not different between treatments ( P>. 05 ) , but 
use of shortgrasses was higher in H PSDG ( P< . 05 )  ( Tables 2 4  
and 25) . 
During 1984, peak L + RD standing crops were 2 080 
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(Aug. 24), 1358 (Jul. 20) and 14 7 2  kg/ha (immediately before 
cycle 4 occupation) in the permanent exclosure, RSG and HPSDG 
treatments, respectively (Section 6 . 4, Figures 4, 5 and 6). 
Western wheatgrass, buffalograss and blue grama were found 
to account for about 80 to 82% of the peak standing crop in 
all three treatments. Distinct periodic (cyclic) dynamics 
of standing crop and forage use were characterized in both 
RSG and HPSDG (Section 6 . 4, Table 2, F igures 6, 7 and 8) . 
End of season use of western wheatgrass was not different 
between graz ing system treatments (P > . 05), but use of short­
grasses was higher in HPSDG (P<. 05) ( Appendix Table 15), 
suggesting that with the combination of calves and lambs , 
there was an even greater efficiency of harvest of the total 
complement of vegetation in HPSDG . Spatial distribution of 
forage use tended to vary substantially between areas within 
RSG with use of weste�n wheatgrass as high as 83% in the 
drainageways ( Appendix Table 14 ). 
In 1984, above-ground net primary production (ANP P) 
in the permanent exclosure as estimated by the summation of L 
+ RD standing crops of one individual species and five 
species groups was 2 144 kg/ha. ANPP in HP SDG as estimated by 
totaling the cyclic summations of the positive changes in 
standing crop of each species group was 1940 kg/ha. Previous 
studies at the Research Station reported substant i ally 
greater dif ferences between the permanent exclosure in h · gh 
range condition and RSG in low condition than were observed 
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between t he permanent exclosure and t he HPSDG treatment w i t h  
bot h in high range condi ti on in t hi s  s tudy (Section 6. 4). 
Indices of s oil compaction were determi ned from t he 
dep t h  of penetration of a tapered rod dropped from a s tandard 
he i gh t . Wit hi n RSG and HP SDG t rea tment s ,  t hree s trata bas ed 
on d i s tance from water were s tudied and add i t i onaly in RSG, 
da ta were collected from areas w i t h h igh ( > 40 %) and low 
( < 1 0 %) forage use as wei'l as in an ungraz ed exclosure. 
S i gn i ficant relat ionships were es tablis hed bet ween bulk 
den s i ty and compaction indi ces for s o ils  from clayey and 
s ilty range s i tes ( F igures 7 and 8). Soil compact ion was 
great er in s trata 1 ( closes t to  water) t han in  t he ot her t wo 
s trata (Tables 20 and 2 2 ). Alt hough overall s o il compact ion 
were not different between RSG and HP SDG t reatment s (P <. 05), 
s t rata 1 d i d  encompas s a subs tant ially larger percentage o f  
t he entire HP SDG pas ture t han i t  did in RSG. This greater 
compac tion could po tentially have detrimental effect s on many 
hydrolog i cal parameters as well as t he vegetat i on. Within 
RSG, compact ion was found t o  be greater in  high-use areas 
t han i n  low-us e  areas (Tables 2 1  and 2 3). Compaction indices 
and predicted s o i l  bulk densities were als o  found to be 
greater for soils from t he silty range s i te than for s oils 
from t he clayey range s i tes (P < . 0 5) (Tables 20  and 2 2 ). 
Hei gh t s , we i gh t s  and number of leaves of grazed and 
ungraz ed wes tern whea tgras s til l ers co llec ted from clayey and 
s il t y  range s i tes w i t hin RSG, HP SDG and ungraz ed treatment s 
2 1 0  
were compared . Tillers were collected i n  mi d-July, 1984 . 
There were no di fferences i n  the mean hei ghts and number of 
leaves of g razed tillers from RSG and HPSDG ( P> . 0 5 ) . · Weight 
of R SG g razed tillers (0 . 25 g )  was however, g reater than 
those from HPSDG (0 . 23 g) ( P< . 0 5 ) . There were no differences 
i n  the characteristics measured on grazed ti llers between the 
clayey and silty range si tes (Table 26) . Hei ght (386. 5 mm), 
weight (0 . 38 g) and number of leaves (5. 7 )  of ungrazed 
t i llers from the permanent exclosure were greater than the 
same characteri stics of ungrazed til lers from RSG or HPSDG 
{ P<. 0 5) . Ungrazed ti llers from the clayey range s i te were 
taller, heavier and had more leaves than those from the silty 
range si te (Table 26) . Wi th regards to the R SG and HPSDG 
treatment comparisons, these data, asi de from the weight dif­
ference of grazed tillers, suggest that at the time of 
sampli ng, both treatments had about an equal effect on the 
characterist ics measured . Calves, however, the primary con-
sumers of western wheatgrass, had only been i n  these systems 
one and one- half graz ing seasons, and the appearance of 
measurable cumulative effects m i ght requi re several years. 
E mergence, growth and developmental characterist ics 
of western wheatgrass (1984 and 1 985 ) and buffalograss and 
blue g r am a  ( 1984) in ten study areas were also stud ied to 
evaluate poss i ble cumulat i ve effects of the graz i ng treat-
ments. Overal l dens i t ies, heights, number of leaves and 
length o f  f i rst leaves of western wheatgrass were s i milar i n  
RSG and HPSDG treatments ( P> . 05) . In 1985, the density 
difference bet ween RSG (323 t illers/m2 ) and HPSDG (262 
tillers/m2 ) was large , but not significantly different 
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( P= . 16) ( Table 29). Western wheat grass t iller densities in 
the HPSDG subunits that were grazed early in the initial 
riycle of rotation tended t o  be less than in subunits grazed 
late ( Tables 27 and 30) , suggesting early season grazing of 
western wheat grass in HPSDG may be reducing the vigor and 
resulting in less dense s tands of western wheatgrass, thus 
lowering range condition. Wes t ern wheat grass tiller densi-
ties in RSG and HPSDG drainageways were not different ( P> .05) 
( Table 30), but may possibly decrease in R SG drainageways in 
future years as a result of overutilization { Appendix Table 
14) . Overall densities of buffalograss and blue grama were 
not different between RSG and HPSDG treatments ( P> .05). 
Several study area differences were however, observed ( Table 
28 ) 
The overall results of t hese s tudies comparing HPSDG 
and RSG systems do not convincingly characterize one system 
or t he other as being " bet t er" in terms of what it could do 
for the ranch or range manager, but rather reveal some advan­
t ages and disadvan tages of each. Favorable animal performance 
and management simplicity are advantageous characteristics of 
RSG. Conversely, possible reduced animal performance and the 
need for flexibility and intensive management are disadvanta-
geous charact eristics of HPSDG . Improved harvesting 
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efficiency and spatial distribution of grazing are positive 
aspects of HPSDG and may lead to greater gain per hectare . 
HPSDG performed well during periods of rapid vegeta­
tion growth but drought-induced or natural dormancy will 
cause a need for some careful management decisions. Observa-
tions from these studies indicate that if the typical dormant 
period begins in August, HPSDG ' s  final cycle of rotation 
could be planned to occur during that month, and the system 
would essentially become a tool for uniform harvest of the 
pasture to some desired level . 
Either of the two systems are compatible components 
of a grazing management plan . Future studies are needed 
however, especially with HPSDG systems, to investigate the 
operational intricacies, long-term effects on the range eco­
system and economic feasibility and aspects within the ranch 
operation . These studies have provided baseline data and 
information that cou ld be applied to the needed large-scale 
studies at experiment stations or cooperating ranches . 
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10 . 0  APPRNDICES 
Appendix Table 1 
Major plant species identified in the experimental pastures at the 
Cottonwood Range and Livestock Research Station.1 1 2 1 3 
Scientific Name - Authority Common Name 
Grasses and Grass-like Plants 
Perennials 
Agropyron smi thi i Rydb. 
.Agropyron caninlll11 (L.) Beauv. subsp majus 
(Vasey) C.L. Hitchc. 
Andropogon gerardii Vitman 
Andropogon scopari us Michx . 
.Aris tida purpurea var robus ta (Merril) 
A. & N. Holmgren 
Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx. ) Torr. 
Bouteloua hirsuta Lag. 
Bouteloua gracilis (H.B.K.) Lag. ex Griffiths 
Buchloe dactyloides (Nutt.) Engelm. 
Calamovilfa longifolia (Hook.) Scribn. 
Carex brevior (Dew.) Mack. ex Lunell 
Carex eleocharis Bailey 
Carex fi lifolia Nutt. 
Carex gravida Bailey 
Ois tichlis spica ta (L.) Greene var s tricta 
(Torr.) Beetle 
Elymus canadensis L. 
Rordeum juba tum L. 
Koeleria pyramida ta (Lam.) Beauv. 
Nuhlenbergia cuspida ta (Torr.) Rydb. 
Muhlenbergia pungens Thurb. 
PaniclIID virga tlll11 
Poa glaucifolia Scribn. & Williams 
Poa sandbergii Vasey 
Sporobolus asper (Michx.) Kunth 
Sporobolus cryptandrus (Torr.) A. Gray 
Stipa cOJ11ata Trin. and Rupr. 































Alopecurus genicula tus L.  
Bro.mus japoni cus Thunb. ex Murr. 
BrOJ11us tectorWD L.  






Appendix Table 1 (continued) 
Scientific Name 
Eragrostis cilianensis (All. ) E .  Mosher 
Festuca octoflora Walt. 
HordeUJD pusillUJII Nutt. 
PanicU/11 capillare L. 
Schedonnardus paniculatus (Nutt. ) Trel. 
Sporobolus neglectus Nash. 
Forbs and Half Shrubs 
Perennials 
Achilles millefolium L .  
Agoseris glauca (Pursh) Dietr. 
Allium textile A. Nels. & Macbr. 
An tennaria neglects Greene 
Antennaria parvifolia Nutt. 
ApocynUIII cannabinUJII L. 
Asclepias pUJDi la (A. Gray) Vail 
Asclepias viridiflora Raf. 
As ter ericoides L. 
As tragalus crassicarpus Nutt. 
As tragalus gil viflorus Sheld. 
As tragalus 111issouriensis Nutt. 
Artemisia frigida Wi lld. 
Artemisia ludoviciana Nutt. 
Bahia opposi tifolia (Nutt. ) Rydb. 
Calochortus nut tallii T. & G. 
Chrysopsis villosa (Pursh. ) Nutt. 
Comandra Ul11bella ta (L. ) Nutt. 
Convol vul us arvensis L. 
Dalea aurea Nutt. ex Pursh 
Dales enneandra Nutt. 
Dales purpurea Vent. 
Dalea candida Michx. ex. Willd. 
DelphiniU111 virescens Nutt. 
Echinacea angustifolia DC. 
Erigeron canus A. Gray 
Gaura coccinea Pursh. 
Glycyrrhiza lepidota Pursh. 
GeraniUJII carolinianUll/ L. 
Gutierrezia sarothrae (Pursh. ) Brit. & Rusby 
Haplopappus spinulosus (Pursh. ) DC. , 
HJ1111enopappus filifolius Hook 
Kuhnia eupa toriodes L. 













































Appendix Table 1 (continued) 
Scientific Name 
Lesquerella ludoviciana (Nutt.) S. Wats. 
Leucocrinum montanU/11 Nutt. 
Lia tris puncta ta Hook. 
Li thosperJJ/l.1111 incisllll1 Lehm. 
Loma ti WII foeniculaceum (Nutt.) Coult. & Rose 
Lo:mati WII orien tale Coult. and Rose. 
Lygodesmia juncea ( Pursh.) Hook. 
Miralbus linearis (Pursh. ) Heimerl. 
Musineon di varicatum Nutt. · 
Pens temam albidus Nutt. 
Penstemam gracilis Nutt. 
Pens temon pal 1 i dus Smal 1. 
Phlox andicola Nutt. ex A. Gray 
Polygala alba Nutt. 
Poten ti lla gracilis Dougl. ex Hook. 
Psoralea agophylla Pursh. 
Psoralea esculen ta Pursh. 
Psoralea cuspidata Pursh. 
Psoralea tenuiflora Pursh. 
Ratibida columnifera Woot . & Stand! .  
Rorippa sinua ta (Nutt. ) Hitchc. 
Rumex al tissimus Wood. 
Rumex crispus L .  
Rumex 111exicanus Meisn. 
Solidago sparsiflora A. Gray 
Schrankia nut tallii ( DC. ) Standl. 
Sphaeralcea coccinea ( Pursh.) Rydb. 
Taraxacum officinale Weber 
Tradescantia bracteata Small. 
Verbena bracteata Lag. and Rodr. 
Vicia BI11ericana Muhl. ex Willd. 
Viola nut tallii Pursh. 
Yucca glauca Nutt. 
Zigadenus nut tallii A. Gray 
Zil{adenus venenosus S. Wats. 
Biennials 
CirsiU/11 vulgare (Savi. ) Ten. 
Cryptan tha celosioides ( Eastw. ) Pays. 
Oescurainia richardsonii (Sweet) O. E. Schulz 
Erys.lllll.11II asperUJ11 (Nutt. ) DC. 
Grindelia squarrosa ( Pursh. ) Dun. 


































Nuttall ' s  Violet 
Small Soapweed 









Appendix Table 1 (continued) 
Scientific Name 
Tragopogon pra tensis L. 
Trsgopogon porrifolius L .  
Annuals 
Alllaran thus retroflexus L .  
Ambrosia artemisifolia L. 
Androsace occiden talis Pursh. 
CB111elina sa ti va ( L . ) Crantz 
Chenopodium albUJD L .  
Chenopodi um lep tophyllUJ11 Nutt. ex Moq. 
Coll0111ia linearis Nutt. 
Conyza canadensis (L. ) Cronq. 
Oraba nemorosa L .  
Ellisia nyctelea L. 
Euphorbia glyptosperma Engelm. 
Euphorbia marginata Pursh. 
Euphorbia spa thulata Lam. 
Eril{eron annuus ( L . ) Pers. 
Erigeron s trigosus Muhl. ex Wild. 
Hede0111a hispida Pursh. 
Helianthus annuus L .  
Kochia scopsria (L. ) Schrad. 
Lactuca serriola L. 
Lappula echina ta Gilib. 
Lappul a redowski ( Hornem. ) Greene 
LepidiU111 densiflorum Schrad. 
LinUlll sulca tU111 Riddell 
Lotus purshianus Clem. & Clem. 
Monolepis nuttalliana (R. & S. ) Greene 
Plan tago maJor L .  
Plan tago pa tagonia Jacq. var spinulosa 
(Dene. ) A. Gray 
Polygala verticilla ta L. 
PolygonU111 a viculare L .  
Polygonum erectum L 
Portulaca oleracea L. 
Salsola iberica Senn. & Pau. 
Solanl.1111 ros tra tum Dun. 
Thlaspi arvense L.  
Triodanis leptocarpa (Nutt. )  Nieuw. 










































Appendix Table 1 (continued) 
Scientific Name Common Name 
Woody Plants and Succulents 
Perennials 
Amorpha canescens Pursh. 
Amorpha nana Nutt. 
Artemisia cana Pursh. 
Coryphan tha missouriensis (Sweet) Britt. & 
Rose. 
Coryphan tha vivipara ( Nutt.-) Britt. & Rose 
Opun tia fragilis (Nutt. ) Haw. 
Opun tia humifusa Raf. 
Opun tia polyacantha Haw. 
Prunus ameri cana Marsh. 
Prunus virginiana L .  
Rhus aroma tica Ait. var trilobata 
(Nutt.) A. Gray 
Ribes odoratum Wendl. 
Rosa woodsii Lindl. 
Symphoricarpos occidentalis Hook. 













Wood' s  Wildrose 
Western Snowberry 
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2 Scientific names and authorities have been updated from Great Plains 
Flora Association, 1986. 
3 CoDD11on Names follow Beetle, 1970. 
==----------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix Table 2 
Repeated measures analyses of variance of average daily gain of calves 







Date ( D) 
D X T 




Date ( D) 
D x T 
D X R 
1984 
Date ( D) 
D x T 














































































==============---------------------=============================== · == ---
* Significant (P<. 05). 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
1 Roy ' s Greatest Root. 
===----------- ----------------------------- --------=---= --==---=========  
Appendix Table 3 
Repeated measures analyses of variance of average dai ly gain of lambs 




Repl ication (R) 
Residual 
(Within subjects) 
Date ( D )  
D X T 
D K R 




Date (D )  
D X T 
D X R 
1984 
Date (D )  
D X T 
D K R 
Analysis 
Value1 
4 . 760 
0 . 144 
0 . 338 
5 . 327 
0 . 359 













0 . 1844* * *  
0 . 0430* * 
0 . 0121 
1 . 1165* * *  
0 . 0881* *  
0 . 0336 
0 . 0258 



























0 . 0365 
0 . 0117 
0 .  01 19 
1 . 2861* * *  
0 . 0382 
0 . 0362 










0 . 0001 
0 .1130 
0 . 0167 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0500 
0 . 0308 
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-----------------------------------------------------=================== 
**  Significant (P< . 01 ) . 
* * *  Significant ( P< . 001 ) .  
1 Roy's Greatest Root. 
------------------------------------------------------------=========== =  
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Appendix Table 4 
Repeated measures analyses of variance of nitrogen (%) in fecal samples 








D K T 





D X T 
D X R 
LAMB 
Date (D) 
D K T 
























3. 8021* * *  
0. 0839* * 
0. 0206 
0. 0130 





























5. 6134* * *  



















* Significant (P<. 05). 
* *  Significant (P<. 01). 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
1 Roy' s  Greatest Root. 
---------------------------------------------------===================== 
Appendix Table 5 
Repeated measures analyses of variance of average daily wool growth 




Replication ( R) 
Residual 
( Within subjects) 
Date (D) 
D X T 






D x T 
D x R 
1984 
Date (D) 
D x T 















































































------------------------------- --------------- ----------------========== 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
1 Roy ' s  Greatest Root. 
-----------------------------------------------------=--================ 
Appendix Table 6 
Analysis of variance of water intake ( 1/AU/d) of calves and lambs in 
RSG and HPSDG treatments, 1983 and 1984. 
Source df 
Replicat ion (R) 5 
Treatment (T) 1 
T x R 5 
Period ( P) 7 
T x P 7 
R X  p 35 
Residual 35 
* *  Significant ( P<.0 1 ). 
* * *  Significant {P< . 00 1 ) . 
Mean Squares 
Water intake (L/AU/d) 
1983 1984 
66 . 00* * 45.52* * *  
24 . 62 2.26 
119 . 51 21.07 
209 . 73* * *  608. 0 1* * *  
15 . 42 34.74* * *  
13. 28 5 .68 
20 . 00 5 . 40 
240 
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Appendix Table 7 
Analysis of covariance of water intake ( 1/AU/d) of calves and lambs in 
RSG and HPSDG treatments, 1983 and 1984. 




T X R 
Period (P )  
T X p 















1 19. 51  
52. 23 
15 . 42 
13. 28 
20.00 
45 . 52* * *  
2 . 26 
21 . 07 
159. 86* * *  
34.74* * *  
5 .68 
5 . 40 
Covariates = Temperature and Forage Dry Matter 
Mean Squares 
Water intake ( L/AU/d) 
Source df 1983 1984 
Replication (R) 5 66 . 00* * 45 . 52* * *  
Treatment (T) 1 24. 62 2 .26 
T x R 5 1 19. 51  21 . 07 
Period (P) 7 42. 54 106 .45* * *  
T x P 7 15 . 42 34.74* * *  
R x  P 35 13. 28 5 .68 
Residual 35 20.00 5 . 40 
==-------------------------------------------------------
------===---=== 
* *  Significant ( P< . 0 1 ) . 
* * *  Significant (P< .001 ) . 
=--------------------------------------------- -----------------===---=== 
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Appendix Table 8 
Analysis of variance of compaction indices of two range site soils from 
three strata within RSG and HPSDG treatments at early-June and mid­




T X s 
Strata (St) 
T X St 
S X St 
T X S X St 
Date 
Residual 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
* Significant (P<. 05). 
Mean Squares 
df Compaction Index 
1 125. 13 
1 5115. 84* * *  
1 1633. 50* * *  
2 2591. 69* * *  
2 152. 81 
2 36. 56 
2 271. 14* 
1 69811. 21* * *  
587 73. 14 
==========--------------------------------------------------------------
= ========---------------------------------------------------------------
Appendix Table 9 
Analysis of variance of compaction indices of three range site soils 













6975.11* * *  
951. 86* * *  
354. 37* *  
77. 37 
------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 High and Low use-classes correspond to areas with greater than 40 and 
less than 10% forage use respectively. 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
* *  Significant (P<.01). 
====----------------------------------=--------========================= 
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Appendix Table 10 
Analysis of variance of predicted bulk density of two range site soils 




T X s 
Strata (St) 
T x St 
S x St 
T X  s X St 
Residual 











Bulk density (g/cc) 
0. 00496 
0. 80475* * *  
0. 00027 
0. 15950* * *  
0. 00014 
0 . 04592* * *  
0. 00413 
0. 00648 
Appendix Table 1 1  
Analysis of variance of predicted bulk density of two range site soils 













Bulk density (g/cc) 
0. 89534* * *  
0. 20134* * * 
0. 1 9159* * * 
0. 00762 
==--------------------------------------------------=-=-================ 
1 High and Low use-classes correspond to areas with greater than 40 and 
less than 10% forage use respectively. 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001) . 
--------------------------------------------------=-=-================== 
Appendix Table 12 
Analysis of variance of estimated end-of-season forage use of mid­







T X  R 
T K s 
s X R 






T X  R 
T X s 
s X R 





















Forage Use (%) 
966 . 4&' * *  
109. 41 
4250. 70* * *  
501 . 57* * 
671.92* 




Forage Use (%) 
637 . 04* * 
15245. 16* * *  
14287 . l� * *  
910. 32* * 
1486 . 85* * *  
146 . 01 
165 . 19 
176 . 07 
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------------------------------------------=-==-=-===---================= 
* Significant (P<.05). 
* *  Significant (P< . 01). 
* * *  Significant (P<. 001). 
-------------------------------------------------====-================== 
Appendix Table 13 
Percent soil water in the zero to 20 centimeter depth by sampling 





























1 Clayey range site with a 4% slope. 
2 Values are means of four samples. 
---------------------------------------------------------=--============ 
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Appendix Table 14 
Es t ima ted percen t use of forage and l ive + recen t-dead r es i due ( kg/ha ) w i thin del inea ted a reas of RSG 
repl i c a te pastures at the end o f  the gr az ing season , 1 984 . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -
1 
A rea : : }  
X o f  Total Pasture 6U / S  ----- -------
Use Residue ---- -------
Western Whea tgrass 53 . l  482 
Shor tgrasses 34 . 6  200 
Total 1 46 . 6  705 
Area _ _  , - - I 
% o f  Tot a l  Pasture 83  - - - - --------
Wes tern Whea tgrass 36 . 2  846 
Shor tgrasses 30 . 0  3 14  
Tota l 1 35 . l  1 297 
Area - - \  - - , 
% of Total Pasture 1 1 0 - - ----------
Western Whea tgrass 5 1 . 1  644 
Shor tgrasses 32 . 4  351  
Total 1 4 5 . 1  1 161 
Area = = >  
% o f  Total Pasture ------------
Western Whe a tgrass 
Shor tgrasses 
Tota l 1 
Area = = >  
% o f  Total Pasture 





Use Residue ---- - ------
52 . 1  622 
48 . 5  121  
50 . 5  745 
4 ----------- -
20 . 0  2 17  
24 . 5  355 
23 . 4  7 72 
5 ----------- -
23 . 1  268 
31 . 1  t,43 
29 . 9  945 
57 - -----------
20 . 4  1 351 
1 6 . 8  301 
1 9 . 1  1 748 
1QU / S  
25 . 0  283 
54 . 9  229 
44 . 3  640 
Rep l i c a t i on 
3 
6U I S  
------------
Use Res idu e  ---- -------
21 . 1  1 43 
24 . 6  364 
24 . 1  769 
30 
----------- -
43 . 8  284 
35 . 0  320 
40 . 3  720 
9 ------------
63 . 3  626 
36 . 9  32S 
51 . 1  1 096 
77 - -- - --------
3 7 . 8  653 
27 . 1  377 




Use Residue - - - - -------
30 . 4  976 
2 1 . 4  229 
29 . 1  1 340 
e 
uut s  
- - ----------




48 . 3  225 
37 . 4  680 
33 ------------
31 . 7  837 
24 . 3  224 
30 . 1  1252 
1 00 ------------
76 . 0  205 
60 . 2  229 
66 . 6  466 
1 3  
44 . 2  1 1 97 
32 . 1  202 
5 . 2  1 4 1 0  
5 
1 8  ------------
Use Residue ---- -------
46 . 1  634 
32 . 6  261 
40 . 8  948 
16° ------------
82 . 9  168 
55 . 5  1 35 
72 . 9  309 
60 ------------
32 . 0  6 19  
23 . 6  302 
29 . 7  1 032 
1 QU / S  
- - ----------
4 5 . 8  1 43 
64 . S  1 75 
58 . 7  334 
6 
, _ _  \ - -
1 3u 1 s  
------------
Use Residue ---- -------
24 . 7  205 
34 . 5  323 
31 . 5  654 
{ : :  
55 
------------
40 . 2  866 
24 . 4  349 
34 . 5  1 346 
{ - -
100 ---- --------
62 . 1  581 
2�1 . 4 2:33 
51 . 9 %3 
, _ _  
\ - -
22 ------------
40 . 2  
26 . 0  
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Appendix T able 1 4  { c on t i nued) 
- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Repl i c a t ion Su11ary2 
Rep l i c at i on 
-------- -------------------------------- -------- -------------- -------------------------
1 2 3 4 5 6 ------------ ------------ ------------ --------- --- ------------ ------ - - ----
Use Resi due Use Residue Use Res i due Use Resi due Use Resi due Use Resi due - - -- ------- ---- ------- ---- ------- ---- ------- ---- ------- ---- -------
West e r n  Whea tgrass 39 . 9  802 29 . 6  969 40 . 0  590 37 . 6  839 43 . 5  545 4 1 . 4  607 
Shor tgrasses 3 1 . 5  3 1 1  26 . S  270 29 . 5  367 3 1 . 6  228 35 . 1  267 28 . 6  335 
To ta l 1 38 . 0  1 246 28 . 0  1 31 7  36 . 2  1 098 37 . 3  1 1 85 42 . 2  s·n 37 . 1  1066 ----- --------------------------------------------------- - ------ - - - - - - ------- ------- ---- -------- -----------
1 Total i n c l udes the l i ve + recen t -dead o f  al l spec i es .  
2 Hean for age use percen t and res idue c a lcula ted f ro■ the  a r ea va lues we i gh ted for  the s i ze o f  each o f  
t h e  ar eas . 
0 Re fers t o  a dra inageway area . 
u , s Refers t o  a t h i n-up l and  or shor tgr ass area . 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Appendix Table 15 
Analysis of variance of estimated end-of-season forage use of western 
wheatgrass, shortgrasses and total (all species) in RSG and HPSDG treat­





























Forage Use { %) 
7 . 05 
17 . 20 
11. 38 
Mean Squares 
Forage Use (%) 








1 Observations used in the analysis were the replicate pasture means for 
each of the species categories. 
* Significant ( P< . 05) .  
----------------------------------------=-= -----=====-------===== ======= 
Appendix Table 16 
Analysis of variance of weight, height and number of leaves of grazed 
and ungrazed western wheatgrass tillers from clayey and si lty range 
sites within RSG, HPSDG and permanent exclosure treatments, 1984. 
Grazed 
Source df 
Treatment ( T) 1 
Range Site ( R) 1 
T x R 1 
Residual 346 
Ungrazed 
Treatment ( T )  2 
Range Site (R) 1 


































* Significant (P<.05). 
* *  Significant (P<.0 1 ). 
------------------ ------------- ------- -------- - - -- --------------=-----== 
